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4NO TATIO N OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS
a acceleration of fluid particle
A pipe area
A area of upstream tapping
A , a area of throat
C jC^yC .^ discharge coefficient 
D pipe diameter
d throat diameter
E velocity of approach factor
e eccentricity
f Darcy friction factor
g acceleration due to gravity
h manometric differential head
hj. head loss in pipe* friction
H ,A H  differential head across orifice
k pipe roughness height
k /D  relative pipe roughness
L pipe length
m orifice area ratio
P wetted perimeter
pressure
pressure at upstream tapping
2 pressure at throat tapping
Q volumetric flow rate
r roughness correction factoro
R , Re Reynolds number 
R pipe Reynolds number
Re^ , throat Reynolds number
Re^  Reynolds roughness number
Z position head
h-
t - '
5V, U velocity of fluid
V, pipe velocity
v2. throat velocity
Xg-L laminar sub-layer thickness
oc flow coefficient
p
orifice diameter ratio
9 fluid density
Pnv density of mercury
Pla' iw density of water in manometer
Peu l density of water in pipe line
61. SUMMARY
1.1 . . This investigation covers many aspects of flow measurement but is 
primarily devoted to the study of the performance of non-concentric orifice 
plates. The work can be grouped info three distinct categories
(a) Further Experiments on existing devices
(b) Introduction and development of new designs
(c) Analysis of the effects of non-concentric location
1.2. New experiments on existing devices comprise tests on eccentric and 
segmental orifice plates, with the object of extending the range of useful 
application and resolving problems arising out of differences in design. Due, 
ln_some measure, to this additional work, the eccentric orifice plate is now 
the most comprehensively researched non-concentric device; it can be used 
with confidence within the recommended range and will be incorporated into 
the National Standard.
1.3. Although some of the uncertainties ascribed to the segmental orifice 
have been resolved in this work, by an extensive investigation, its overall 
performance remains disappointing and the device is likely to be superceded 
by new designs.
1.4. Two new designs, the ellip tic  and the semi-circular, have been 
introduced by the v/riter and the development work on these orifice plates 
cons titutes the central core of this thesis. The object of this programme 
was to create an orifice which would combine the reliability of the 
eccentric orificeiwith a clear passage for entrained solids provided by
the segmental device. From this standpoint the semi-circular orifice, which 
has characteristics very similar to the segmehtal device, has not been a succès
1.5. In pleasing contrast the performance of the e llip tic  orifice has exceeded 
all expectations. Amongst its many merits are a completely free passage for 
entrained solids, good repeatability of flow indication and a range of accurate 
flew measurement even wider than that for the standard,' concentric orifice.
71.6. The experimental programme,!designed to analyse the influence of 
eccentric location on the performance of orifice plates^has been restricted 
to devices with circular apertures. A variable eccentric orifice has been 
designed which allowed a comprehensive survey to be made,from a concentric 
to a fully eccentric position, for different area ratios, using only one 
orifice, l-n practical terms, this investigation yielded useful results on
errors connected with faulty installation of standard orifices, which would
/
suggest that some of the relevant data specified in the new International 
Standard are incorrect.
1.7. New analysis of the effect of pipe roughness, asymmetrical velocity 
profiles and orifice eccentricity are combined in support of the theory on 
the correlation of upstream velocity distribution and discharge coefficient 
values of orifice plates.
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82. INTRODUCTION
2 .1 . The work covered in this thesis is an extension of the experiments 
undetaken for the Master of Philosophy degree.
2 .2 . In order to begin this investigation it is necessary to summarise the 
scope and the results covered by the earlier work, which dealt exclusively 
with eccentric and segmental orifice plates. ( See Figs. 4e-, A h ,  607—él^ ).
2 .3 . A survey of the pervious literature revealed considerable differences 
in the findings of the early researchers. There was no master-plan, each 
researcher doing his experiments in isolation, matching the scope of his work 
to the capacity of his plant and the available pipe size. There was no 
records of pipe roughness, edge sharpness and, in some cases, no indication 
of the length of straight pipe upstream of the orifice.
2 .4 . O f the many authors, only Beitler conducted extensive tests which were
spread over many years, but even his work suffered from lack of subsidiary data,
such as that mentioned above, which made reliable comparisons difficult. In
addition Beitler used a slightly different design of segmental orifice plate
( though not of the eccentric orifice ).
2 .5 . Fortunately, details of the pressure tappings used were given in each case, 
but this was only of marginal benefit as different researchers used different 
tappings. It should be stated in fairness to the early researchers that these 
factors were not then known to have a significant effect on the performance
of flow meters operating on the pressure difference principle.
2 .6 . In the circumstances it is not suprising that no international standard has 
been drafted r-v spite of ( or perhaps because of ) the presence of Beitler, West 
and D ali, nil of whom have published articles on the subject.
92 .7 . In considering the scope of work for the M. Phil, thesis, the 
overriding need was to conduct a comprehensive experimental programme 
for both eccentric and segmental orifice plates to cover the range of 
pipe sizes and Reynolds numbers normally used in industry. Secondary 
effects such as the effect of pipe roughness, asymmetrical velocity 
distribution and irrecoverable pressure loss were studied in detail. Above 
all there was a need to analyse the merits and drawbacks of the two 
devices and, if possible to make a firm recommendation as to which design 
should be adopted for standard use.
2 .8 . The earlier investigation had shown that the eccentric orifice was 
superior to the segmental device in all respects except one. The eccentric 
orifice plate was easier to manufacture, had a more constant discharge 
coefficient and could be used with confidence over a wider range of pipe 
sizes and area ratios. The segmental orifice, however, by virtue of its 
shape, and unlike the eccentric orifice, offered an unobstructed passage 
for dirty liquids -  a vital consideration in view of the fact that this is the 
main reason for using these devices.
2 .9 . It has been stated frequently that non-concentric flowmeters are rarely 
used by industry even under conditions ideally suited to their application. This 
is due to the fact that these flowmeters are largely unknown and even if efforts 
were made to consult technical papers it would be difficult to extract relevant 
information from the mass of experimental data.
2 .10 . It was, therefore, desirable to have these devices included in the 
standard, both in order, to publicise them, and to arrange the information 
in familiar and readily applicable form.
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2 .11 . The new British Standard on flow measurement in closed conduits 
will include a chapter on eccentric orifice plates. All data i.e .  
discharge coefficient values, details of installation, location of pressure 
tappings (very critical in non-concentric orifices), effect of pipe roughness, 
asymmetrical velocity profile and irrecoverable pressure loss will be based 
on the information contained in the M . Phil, thesis. Thus one of the twin 
aims outlined in the introduction to that work has now been fulfilled.
2 .12 . A natural extension of this work, and one kindly prompted by
both examiners in the post M . Phil, examination discussion, was to investigate 
)  - the possibility of obtaining more reliable data on segmental orifice plates.
2 .13 . The ostensible reason why many experts view the segmental orifice 
with suspicion is the wide variation in the results obtained by different 
researchers. It can be seen from graph No. 1 that this is not entirely true. 
There is a measure of agreement (making allowance for different experimental 
techniques) among all investigators, the one significant exception being 
Professor Beitler. Although Beider's orifices were of different design it was 
thought by many writers that these differences ( a 1/16" thick lip , see
Fig. 5a and 5b) were too insignificant to cause such a large discrepancy 
in the results.
2 .14 . The obvious place to begin this work was to investigate the effect 
of such a step in segmental orifice plates under controlled condition in 
one laboratory. At the same time it was felt that even if this problem 
were successfully resolved it would not entirely still all the doubts expressed 
about this device.
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2 .15 . Perhaps a new design of non-concentric orifice plates could be 
devised which would incorporate the best feature of the two existing 
designs. The segmental orifice allowed an unrestricted passage of 
liquids, but the sharp chord cut-off and the resultant corners were 
probably the main cause of its unreliability. On the other hand the 
eccentric orifice had a circular aperture which was conducive to 
reliable flow measurement, but it did not provide a completely free 
passage for any solid deposits in the flowing liquid. The two new orifices 
introduced in this thesis -  the "semi-circular" and the "elliptic" -  are 
designed to combine a free passage for dirty liquids with improved orifice 
shape (see Figs. 2 and 3).
2 .16 . While it is intended that the experimental work on the new desings 
should constitute the core of this thesis, other investigations are undertaken, 
e .g . on small bore eccentric orifices, the step in segmental orifice (mentioned 
earlier) and the effect of eccentricity in orifices. This last topic -  a 
"by-product" from eccentric orifice plate experiments -  could be useful in 
providing additional data on the effect of incorrect installation of concentric 
orifice plates, a controversial subject at the time of writing.
2 .17 . New analyses of the effect of pipe roughness, distorted profiles and 
orifice eccentricity are combined to establish a theory on the correlation of 
upstream velocity profiles and discharge coefficients of orifice plates.
2 .18 . Finally, it should be added,that there were no facilities at Hatfield 
Polytechnic for flow measurement research. In order to carry out the outlined 
experimental programme it was necessary to design and construct a complete 
new flow measurment laboratory. This was a major and time-consuming task 
and a full description is given in section 5 (Apparatus).
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SECTION 3 
LITERATURE SURVEY
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3 .1 . N O N -C O N C EN TR IC  ORIFICE PLATES
3 .1 .1 . Non-concentric orifice plates are a relatively modern invention 
barely fifty years old. They are first mentioned by J .L . Hodgson in his 
1928 paper on steam flow measurement, in the context of two-phase flow.
3 .1 .2 . The German engineer H. Lohmann^ could be called the "father" 
of segmental orifice plates. His paper, published just before the war in 
December 1938 is still a "classic" and like the later 1951 paper by R. Witte 
is particularly useful for comparison, as they both used corner tappings.
)  3 .1 .3 . R .G . West^, S.R. Beitler^, and J. Singer^ complete the list of
"active" researchers on segmental orifice plates. Professor Beider's paper 
published jointly with D .J . Mason in 1949 is of limited interest for 
comparative purposes, as the orifice tested were of different design and 
the use of flange tappings made comparison even more difficult.
3 .1 .4 . The other papers^'^'^'^ belong basically to the "passive" category, 
being just summaries of previous work. Prof. Herning's contribution being the 
most prolific. The paper by Schichman and Johnson^, although contributing 
little  to the accumulation of basic coefficient data, is of considerable interest 
because it includes an analysis of the effect of tap location.
) '
3 .1 .5 . Somewhat surprisingly, the pleiade of German flow measurement 
experts, who pioneered and maintained their * interest in segmental orifices, 
have shown no matching enthusiasm for the eccemtric orifice plates, the 
research on the latter being confined exclusively to the United Stares and 
Britain.
3 9 11 12
3 .1 .6 .  Only four researchers ’  '  r have made contributions worth 
mentioning, but the writer has been unable to secure a copy of the first of
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these papers, published in 1942 by E.R. Taylor. We know however that 
Taylor's research was restricted to small bore orifices only. Among the 
remaining three authors there is an excellent degree of correlation and the 
eccentric orifice plate will be included in the revised British Standard.
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3 .2 . FRICTION IN  PIPES -  HEAT TRANSFER -  SUNDRY PAPERS
3 .2 .1 .  The relationship between the pipe friction factor, the relative 
roughness of the pipe surface and the pipe Reynolds number has been studied 
extensively both by scientists and engineers.
3 .2 .2 .  In 1933 R.J. S. Piggott^ published a friction factor chart based
upon an analysis of more than 10.000 experoments from various sources.
15Simultaneously, J. Nikurddse published the results of his now famous 
experiments.
3 .2 .3 . The Van Karman^ and L Prandtl ^  developed theoretical analysis of 
pipe flow and derived formulae for the case of perfectly smooth and for the 
fully -rough pipes. Their work, however was not valid in the transition zone 
between smooth and rough pipes in the region of incomplete turbuL&nce. 
Nikuradse's results for artifical roughness, produced by sticking sand grains 
onto the pipe surface, were also invalid in the transition zone as they were 
different from actual experience with ordinary commercial surface encountered 
in practice.
3 .2 .4 . In February 1939 Dr. Colevbrook^ (in collaboration with C .M . White) 
at last closed the gap with an equation which bears his name.
3 .2 .5 .  Finally, in 1944 L.F. M oody^ published a complete chart, still in. 
general use today, showing the pipe friction factor in terms of Reynolds 
number and the relative pipe roughness.
3 .2 .6 . Papers^' 2 0 ,2 1 ,2 2 ,2 3 ,2 4 ,2 5 ,2 6 ,2 7  a || deal with the influence of
pipe roughness on accuracy of flow measurement using orifice plates, the
25exception being S. P. Hutton's paper where the effect of pipe roughness 
on Venturi Meter is discussed.
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3 .2 .7 .  Thibessard's z 1 brave sal I y into the ünchartored waters of 
"roughness pattern" is particularly interesting and his attempt at correlation 
of roughness pattern with roughness height illustrates clearly the pitfalls of 
relying on results obtained using artific ially  roughened pipes.
273 .2 .8 . Finally, Walker’s work , carried out at Hatfield Polytechnic, and 
published in October 1974 is the latest and most comprehensive effort in this 
field.
o 28 29 303 .2 .9 .  The papers by Reeves , Jenkins and Jenner are all concerned
with pipe bends, Jenner's being specifically devoted to the study of the effects 
of bends on accuracy of flow measurement by orifice plates. It includes 
velocity profiles downstream of the bend, obtained on water, and these have 
been used by the writer for his discussion on correlation between the value of 
discharge coefficients and velocity profile shapes.
These three works, together with Walker's, have all been carried out at 
Hatfield which is perhaps an indication of thefreation of an "area of interest" 
based on the new flow measurement facilities (see section 5 .1 ).
31 32 333 .2 .1 0 . The five papers on heat transfer by Reynolds , Prandtl ' ,
G . l .  Taylor and Fishenden & Saunders^, all fairly old, are of interest 
because of the connection between heat transfer and friction drop in pipes, 
as reflected in the Taylor-Prandtl equation, itself a refinement of Reynolds’ 
work who was the first to spot the similarity in the two processes
363 .2 .1 1 . The excellence of the article by G . Kochen is quite obvious 
despite the poor translation, the work being concerned with disturbance 
upstream of the flowmeter and their effect on the value of discharge 
coefficients.
373 .2 .1 2 . Finally, the paper by M ille r and Kneisel on the effect of eccentricity
on the value of discharge coefficients of orifice plates is of course of special
interest in view of related work being included in this thesis. The paper is 
reviewed in detail in the discussion of results section.
SECTION 4 
THEORY
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4 .1 . GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
4. 1. 1. Ideally, the flow of a fluid could be measured by timing a known 
quantity of the flu id, whether of mass or volume. In either case this usually 
requires a weigh-tank or a volumetric tank and a timing device -  a stop-watch 
or an electronic stop-clock -  triggered automatically or by hand, depending 
on the degree of accuracy required. The central fact about this absolute method 
of flow measurement is that provided sufficient care is taken to provide adequate 
. equipment it is the best available means of accurate and reliable flow measurement.
4. 1.2. Vet the limitations associated with this form of measurement are such that 
I if is of little value outside a laboratory. It is helpful to list these drawbacks,
however obvious, as they provide a useful guide to the classification of 
flowmeters
(a) It does not provide an instantaneous reading.
(b) It does not give a continuous reading (recording).
(c) It cannot give a total reading (integration).
(d) The pipeline must be interrupted in order to direct the flow into the 
calibrated tank. This is in practice the most serious limitation as 
in most installations it is not possible or convenient to interrupt the 
piperun. This leads in turn to other limitations e .g .
(e) It is unsuitable for measuring the flow of toxic fluids.
) (0 Fluids at very high temperature.
(g) It is unsuitable for flow measurement of gases and although, with
suitable modifications, it can now be used in certain cases if remains 
even unaer laboiafory conditions an inconvenient method for compressible 
fluids.
4 .1 .3 .  For most industrial applications it is necessary to insert a flowmeter in 
the pipeline so that a measurement of flow could be made without having to 
break down the pipe.
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4. 1.4. AM flowmeters, irrespective of their principle of operation must be 
pre-calibrated in a laboratory using the method outlined in the beginning 
of this section, if a high degree of accuracy is required.
4. 1.5. Some flowmeters (usually those employed on a large scale) are manufactured 
to specified tolerances embodied in a National Standard. The performance of 
these instruments fall within a specified band of accuracy and if the degree of
uncertainty is acceptable it obviates the need for expensive and time
>
consuming individual calibration.
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4 .2 . CLASSIFICATION OF FLOWMETERS
4 .2 . 1. In the past it was fairly easy to classify flowmeters but a proliferation 
of new designs has blurred the boundaries between different types and no 
universally accepted divisions exist.
4 .2 .2 . One common distinction is drawn between:
(a) Volume flowrate meters.
(b) Mass flowrate meters.
In volume flowrate, the volume per unit time is expressed either in gallons, 
cubic feet, cubic meters or barrels (petroleum), while in mass flowrate the units 
are pounds or kilograms. Volumetric flowmeters can actually be calibrated in 
lb. or Kg. per unit time but this does not make them into mass flow-meters since 
this is only possible if the density of liquid remains constant. Equally a meter 
measuring the flow of gases, of variable density, in units of standard cubic feet 
is in fact a mass flowmeter.
4 .2 .3 .  Most well known flowmeters, e .g . orifice plate, rotameter, Dali Tube, 
magnetic flowmeter are of the volumetric variety. Most mass flowmeters are 
real ly vol umetric flov/meters calibrated in units of mass, but with an attachment 
known as a densitometer which monitors the density of the fluid and indicates an 
appropriate correction factor.
4 .2 .4 .  A direct mass flowmeter works on the principle of transverse momentum 
measurement. The reaction of the primary element is proportional to the 
momentum of the flowstream. The meter imposes on the fluid stream a momentum 
transverse to the longitudinal (axial) flow of the stream. There are three types
of true mass flowmeter -  a x ia l, radial (turbine) and gyroscopic.
4 .2 .5 .  Another frequently used classification is to divide meters into
(1) Positive displacement meters.
(2) Inferential meters. •
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4 .2 .6  Poshive displacement meters a!low the passage of a known volume 
of liquid for every revolution of a rotor, They are thus particularly useful 
for batching operations. Typical examples are a nutating (wobbling rotation) 
disc meter and rotary vane meter.
4 .2 .7 .  A typical example of an inferential flowmeter is an orifice plate where 
the rate of flov/ is inferred from a pressure difference created across the orifice 
by restricting the passage of fluid through the pipe.
4 .2 .8 . Meters can be further subdivided by principles of operation which 
utilize virtually all branches of Physics, e .g . heat (thermal), light (laser), 
sound (ultrasonic), electricity and magnetism (electro-magnetic), mechanics 
(pressure difference, gyroscopic), radiation (isotope tracer method).
4 .2 .9 . O f the many principles employed, the one of generating a pressure 
difference is ihe most common in industry today, accounting for nearly 95% of 
all applications. This extremely high percentage has remained virtually constant 
over the last few years despite the introduction of numerous new designs. This 
can be explained by an increase in number of flowmeters used and by the high 
cost and complexity of the new equipment. In fact with the exception of the 
electro-magnetic flowmeters few of the new designs have made serious inroads 
into industry, being used mainly for specialized duties e .g . in aircraft, 
satellites and nuclear submarines.
4 .2 . 10. Segmental and eccentric orifice plates as well as the ellip tic  and 
semi-circular orifice plates, introduced by the writer, operate on the pressure 
difference principle. This principle has been derived from the EULER-BERNOULL1 
and continuity of flow equations.
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4 .3 . FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
4 .3 .1 . The flow of real fluid is, as a rule, too complex for solution of 
engineering problems without the hindsight of laboratory experiments.
However, by making some simplifying assumptions, such as considering 
the fluid to be inviscid and the flow steady if is possible to solve the
problems by mathematical analysis.
4 .3 .2 .  The flbw at a point,can be considered as steady when the various 
parameters, i .e .  velocity, pressure and density do not vary with time.
4 .3 .3 . To visualize the pattern of flow the concept of streamlines is used. 
Streamlines are imaginary lines drawn in fluid such that the velocity of a 
particle on the line is in the direction tangential to the line. At that instant 
therefore there can be no flow across the streamline.
4 .3 .4 . A bundle of neighbouring streamlines form a passage through which the 
fluid flows and are known as a streamtube. Since a strearntube is bounded on 
all sides by streamlines and as by definition there can be no flow across a 
streamline, no fluid may enter or leave a stream-tube except through its ends 
and can thus be treated conveniently.
4 .3 .5 . An individual particle of fluid does not necessarily follow a streamline, 
but traces out a path-line.
4 .3 .6 . In general, fluid flow is three-dimensional in the sense that the flow 
parameters vary in all three co-ordinate directions. The analysis may be 
simplified by choosing co-ordinate directions so that significant variation of 
the parameters occurs in only two or merely one direction.
4.3 ,7 . One-dimensional flow may be described as one in which all the
flow parameters may be expressed as functions of time and one spa c e - c c -ordinate
only.
4 .3 .8 .  The flow in a pipe is sometimes considered one-dimensional; pressure 
and velocity may change along the length of the pipe but any variation over 
the cross-section is neglected. .
4 .3 .9 .  In practice viscous effects tend to decrease to zero at the pipe wal 
and the flow is never truly one-dimensional, as shown below:
\ \ \
\  \  x \  
Velocity profile of 
one-dimensional flow.
< \  \ \  \
Actual velocity profile.
4 .3 .1 0 . In two-dimemsional flow the parameters are functions of time and 
two rectangular space co-ordinates only; if these are x and y , then there is 
no variation in the z-direction and all planes in the fluid perpendicular to 
the z-direction will have the same streamline pattern. A good example of 
this is flow over a weir of uniform cross-section and infinite width.
4 .3 .1 1 . Steady flow can be either uniform, when the flow is between 
parallel planes (cross-sectional area and average velocity are constant) or 
non-uniform, when the flow is between non-parallel planes and the cross-sectional 
area and average velocity of flow may vary at different points, see below:
\  \  \
A
\  \  \  \  \  \  \
X—\  \  \™ \—X—\~X v x —v  v v
Flow between parallel planes 
Uni-directional but two-dimensional.
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Flow between diverging planes
4 .3 ; 12. Acceleration of fluid particle.
4 .3 .1 2 .1 . The velocity of a fluid particle is in general,  a function both of 
the position and of time. As the particle moves a small distance .^S , the 
particle's total increase in velocity S 'il, is the sum of the increase due to 
its change of position and the increase due to the passing of a time interval €?^
Eq. (1)
or in the lim it, as J 't  —> 0 , the acceleration OLg in the direction of 
flow is given by:
and since
a u  = ^  = %  ^  
cUr
a s  =
dfc
a ,  = 4  = u Q j .
Eq. (2)
LL
d J r
Eq. 0 )
o 04.3.12,2*. The total acceleration for a given particle is sometimes
referred to as the "substantial " acceleration. The term represents only
the "local" or "temporal" acceleration, i .e .  +he rate of increase of velocity 
with respect to time at a particular point in the flow. The term vL ( 
is known as the "convective" acceleration, i .e .  the rate of increase of velocity 
due to the particle's change of position. Although in steady flow ^  ^ &  ’s 
zero, the "convective" acceleration need nut be zero and so the " substantial" 
acceleration is not necessarily zero.
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4 .3 .1 3 . Continuity Equation.
4 .3 .1 3 .1 . This is a methematical expression of the principle of conservation
of mass.
4 .3 .1 3 .2 . If BCC'B' is a streamtube bounded by streamlines BC and B‘C 1
them the mass entering the streamtube must be equal to the mass leaving the
tube plus any accumulation of mass in the streamtube. If the flow is steady 
there is no building-up of mass, and consequently
f i  À  ( Eq. (4)
where ^ is the density of the flu id , A  and CL are the cross-section and 
velocity of flow. Suffices 1 and 2 indicate conditions before entering and 
after leaving the tube respectively.
4 .3 . IX  EULER-BERNOULL1 EQUATION
4 .3 .1 4 .1 . The Euler equation is the application to fluids of Newton's 2nd
law of motion which states that the rate of change of momentum is proportional 
to the applied force.
4 .3 .1 4 .2 . Consider a small element of the fluid over which the changes of 
velocity and pressure are very small. The element constitutes a part of a 
streamtube of small cross-section (see overleaf). The ends of the element are 
plane and perpendicular to the centre streamline. The forces being considered 
are those due to the pressure of the fluid all round the element and those due
to gravity. Other forces, such as viscosity ard surface tension are assumed
\
negligible and are neglected. Thus in the absence of shearing forces, any
26
Direction 
of flow
SA
p + k 6 p
t / p *  k 6 p
Enlarged view 
of element
force acting on a surface is perpendicular to it ,  whether the surface is that 
of a solid boundary (say pipe wall) or that of an adjacent element of fluid.
It is also assumed that the flow is steady.
4 .3 .1 4 .3 . Let the length of the fluid element be where ^  represents 
the distance along the streamtube in the direction of the flow. The length S s  
is so small that the curvature of the streamtube over the distance may be meg 
neglected.
4 .3 .1 4 .4 . The pressure, velocity will in general vary with S , but, as the 
flow is steady the quantities at a particular point do not change with time 
and. so, for the streamtube considered each variable may be regarded as a 
function of S only.
4 .3 .1 4 .5 . At the upstream end of the element the pressure is p  and at the 
downstream end ^  + f j> (  fj> is the change in pressure and may be either 
positive or negative). At the sides of the element the pressure varies along 
the length but a mean value of £  +^£ j>m ay be assumed, where k  must 
be a fraction less than unity. Thus at the upstream end the force due to 
pressure on the area A of the element \s and it acts in the direction
of flow. The pressure at the downstream end applies a force ( f>+F^)( A + ? A) 
on the element in the opposite direction. The force due to pressure on the
27
side; of the element has a resultant in the direction of motion of ( t  +%% 4Â.
The weight o f  the element \ V  equals (?| ( i g n o r i n g  products o f  small
quantities) and has a component opposing the flow of -j^ A S sco & w h ere
^ is the density of the fluid.
Thus forces acting on the element in direction of flow are:
Forces acting on the element opposing the flow:
A + U .)  + ("g u A - 0 -
Thus net force acting on element in direction of flow is:
+ +k% Ik  - ( 1? +fp)( fl+SVo - f  g A- B"
Neglecting products of small quantities this reduces to :
-  -  A: <?S Cos € k  Eq* (5)
or putting 3 3 :  ,
- b f y - e t k S ' - Z -  Ecl‘ (6)
4 .3 .1 4 .6 . Since the mass of the element is constant this-net force must, 
by Newton's second law equal the mass multiplied by acceleration in the 
direction of the force. That is: ^ ^ ^ s ( cvV o '» .
Thus:
p  &  cTS t L u / d l —  Eq. (7)
Dividing by and taking the limit ? S — ^  0 we obtain:
l 4 P  + (' - K + 9 =  0 Eq. (8)
u d s
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buf from Eq. (3)
+ 'c>iA
d t  9 S  Q l r
Also for steady flow the 'local' acceleration = hence Eq. (3)
now becomes:
, ,  Z&  Eq. (9)
cür dis
Eq. (8) now becomes:
#  + a < ^  i -  = o Eq. (10)
p d s  d .5  J d s
This is known as the EULER-BERNOULLi equation.
4 .3 .1 4 .7 . This equation cannot be readily integrated with respect to S
unless the density of the fluid f  is either constant or a known function
of . For a fluid of constant density the integrated equation becomes:
— + ^  + A 2 = constant Eq. (11)
Ç 2 (I
Dividing by 9 we obtain:
(/
Ÿ  . V ' = constant Eq. (12)
— +  — +  z .
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This equation is known as the BERNOULLI equation ( 0 "  has been sustituted 
for IL because it is more commonly used). Between any two points in the 
system:
■ 1 *  cr,1'  ^  ^  Eq.(13)
* • *  Ô  * « Î  '  . " l  f$  %
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W a te r  Surface 
 5Z _ ____ Energy Line (Ideal)
Datum Line
By Bernoulli's Theorem
Z i = Zz +_P2 *■ Vz =  Zs + P3 + y £  =  Za2 +
Pg 2g • Pg 2g 2g
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4 .3 .1 5 . THE TERMS IN  THE BERNOULLI EQUATION
4 .3 .1 5 .1 . The terms 2^ and ^  represent the potential and kinetic 
energies respectively, Expressed as a head (joules/newton, N m /N  = m).
4 .3 .1 5 .2 . The term is known as the pressure head. One cannot
however use the term "pressure energy" and consequently the term is often 
referred to as the "work term". This relationship is best illustrated by the 
following example.
4 .3 .1 5 .3 . When a fluid flows in a continuous stream, under pressure, it 
can do work.
Consider a piston under a fluid pressure (see below).
f . S . A  |— 1  ~ i
CL ( n
-------5^ i ii i
i i  
L J
If the cross-sectional area of the stream is O — then the force exerted on the 
piston is ijX L  . If the piston now yields a distance L* under pressure, then:
The work done by the fluid = force x distance = joules (or Nm).
If the weight of the fluid displacing the piston isvV- ^  ,
hence the work done/unit weight = -■ ■ . = —-  (m)f  ç a
which is the pressure head in Bernoulli's equation.
4 .3 .1 5 .4 . Summarising Bernoulli's theorem in words: The total energy of an 
ideal fluid In a system remains constant provided no energy is added or 
subtracted from the system. The division of this energy between kinetic, 
potential and pressure head may vary from point to point but their sum remain? 
constant. An illustration of Bernoulli's theorem is given overleaf.
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4 .4 . DERIVATION OF EQUATION FOR DISCHARGE THROUGH 
FLOWMETERS OPERATING O N  PRESSURE DIFFERENCE PRINCIPLE 
(Incompressible Fluids).
4 .4 .1 .  Bernoulli's equation can be applied to two points on the centre 
line of either a Venturi Meter or ah Orifice Plate. Suffix 1 & 2 
indicates conditions at the upstream and downstream tappings respectively.
Y2
ORIFICE PLATE
V2 DatumQ
VENTURI METER
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z , "L
tr, Ÿ -2. 0 \ .
z :  I + 
2 %. +
e§
_ :? :r^
(from. fcq. (13)) 
Eq. (14)
From coniinuity Eq. (4):
P , 4 ;  u! = f t  A ^
If density remains constant:
• # r ,U -=  A t. U ’
i r , ‘l -= ( A V a ,)2 u j  E q .(i5)
Substituting for from Eq. (15) into Eq. (14):
1  'L
q  ^3 zs \  a , ;
j - t à ï  1_
or ^  = k  [2r  ^  ^ + J / [ '  -  &M  L -' ‘ ■t  t t
| 4*1^
j
Theoretical Discharge. Q .^ =
Q t =  A t.
Inserting a coefficient of discharge to allow for friction and imperfect 
conversion of energy, actual discharge:
Q  = *^j> 1
or Q  = C ^ - A z  { ^ [ ë l - î t  +  ^ - 3 / C ! ' f e j î J j 2 E q . ( i6 )
Puiiing 2  , 2  ~ 0 for orifice plates and horizontally mounted venturi 
meters (it can also be shown that the pressure difference is independent of 
2: for inclined venturis).
Also putting T , ^  = pressure difference between inlet and throat tappings.
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And finally putting = #V\ -  urea ratio, then Eq. (16) becomes:
Eq (17)f iy w t
. Volumetric discharge equation becomes:
where L| 
&
G x = A-i \ /  -JLlJd—  Eq. (i8)
'  i —■ îV) 2"
= JC and is the pressure difference expressed as a head of liquid
•vta -
Sf =
h i  =
flowing through the meter 
discharge
discharge coefficient (non-dimensional) 
throat area
acceleration due to gravity
area ratio (non-dimensional)
(m)
(m2)
[ L ]
(m3/s ) [ L'J/ T  ]
2
[L  ]
(m/s2) [ L A 2]
For mass flowrate:
L .  f  Q
where = mass flowrate 
^  = density of fluid
(kg/s) [ M A  ]
(kg/m^) [ M /L^]
4 .4 .2 . The value of discharge coefficient is approximately 0 .95  for a
venturi meter and 0 .6  for an orifice plate. This discprepancy is mainly due 
to the fact that the area of flow at the downstream tapping of the orifice 
is considerably smaller than the orifice area used in calculations ( the 
upstream sharp-edge of the orifice causing the fluid to contract abruptly).
4 .4 .3 . The velocity approach.
From Eq. (18) : 
or theoretical flow
where--------------- ------------
factor. V ' - 1*
G
Q t K‘ S’?
A
G.-? -  x / z r r
Eq. (19) .
and is known as the velocity of approach (correction)
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4 .4 .3 . 1. What is the connection between tE and velocity of approach i-Tj ?
*«* • %  - C
putting 2 ,  = z i ,  and = + (
u V "=  2 q 4  + u~,'L
v/here = velocity of approach
0~ z  = \ f  %  ^  H  -i- 0 - ,2-
0.T = A 2 = A ix/ Ü c H 1- b1,'2- Eq-(2°)
From Eq. (20) and Fq. (19) :
2 g .K  + V-, 1  Eq. (21)
where t /* | = 0 ; £• = 1 (or no correction)
and Q x  = A z N /^ + T ™  Eq. (22)
as for flow from a large reservoir.
4 .4 .4 . Discharge Coefficient -  preliminary considerations.
4 .4 .4 . 1. If one disregards the geometrical dimensions of pipe and orifice, 
v/hich for one installation remain constant, it is the discharge coefficient 
which is used to express the rather complex relationship between the flow 
through an orifice plate and the pressure difference from which it is inferred. 
Although the coefficient is reasonably constant and has in the past often been 
taken as a single average value (0 . 6) ,  in recent times the constantly widening 
flow ranges coupled with a demand for greater accuracy has necessitated a more 
precise estimate of its value and the factors influencing it.
4 .4 . 4. 2. The value of the discharge coefficient is closely related to the velocity 
• distribution in the pipe upstream of the orifice. Thus a necessary condition for 
determining the factors influencing the variation in the coefficient is an understanding 
of ihe pattern of flow in closed conduits.
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4 .5 . REGIMES OF FLOW
4 .5 . 1. There are two distinct regimes of flow in pipes- laminar and turbulent.
4 .5 .1 .1 .  Laminar flow, also known as viscous or streamlined, is characterised 
by an orderly progress, each particle of fluid retaining the same relative 
positions in subsequent cross-sections. Such flow is associated with relatively 
viscous fluids and low velocities, the small inertia force being inadequate
to break up the strong cohesive force between molecules in a viscous fluid.
At higher velocities the cohesion is gradually broken down resulting in 
progressively more random particle distribution. This new regime of flow is 
known as turbulent.
4 .5 .1 .2 .  Although the general direction of flow is along the axis of the pipe, 
there is a movement of fluid particles from layer to layer with a resulting 
transfer of momentum. Thus the velocity profile across the pipe is less 
accentuated (less pointed) than was the case in viscous flow, see below:
s X X W \
Velocity profile in 
LAMINAR FLOW
Velocity profile in 
TURBULENT FLOW
4 .5 .2 .  REYNOLDS NUMBER
4 .5 .2 .  1. Osborne Reynolds, a 19th century English scientist arranged the 
principal parameters of pipe flow.:- velocity (V"), density ( f ) /  diameter (D) 
and absolute viscosity (.X) as a non-dimensional expression ^ P  which
has been termed Reynolds number (in his honour) and denoted usually by the 
symbol Re. It is convenient to use a suffix, e.g. ReD where D indicates that 
the number is based on pipe diametei. Since the Reynolds number can be used 
in many applications, the suffix indicates the relevant or "characteristic"
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dimension be if an orifice diameter, rhe length of a flat plate (for boundary- 
layer growth) or the chord of an aerofoil for flow around an aircraft wing.
4 .5 .2 .2 .  The Reynolds number is used as a criterion for estimating the 
regime of flow. In pipe flow if ReD <  2000 the flow is laminar, while if 
Rep ■> 4000 then the flow is turbulent. There is no single value for 
transition from streamlined to turbulent conditions, the change being progressive 
and not instantaneous. In addition the onset of transition is normally dependent 
on other factors, such as, roughness or initial perturbed state of the fluid 
which may advance the transition.
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4 .6 . FRICTION A N D  WALL ROUGHNESS IN  FIFES
4 .6 .1 . PIPE ROUGHNESS
4 .6 .1 .1 .  Roughness of the pipe wall is another factor influencing the
shape of the velocity profile and therefore also the value of the discharge 
coefficient. At the same value of Reynolds number the velocity distribution 
w ill be different for different rugocities of ihe pipe wall.
4 .6 .1 .2 .  In the past the main interest in the type of regime of flow and 
pipe wall condition was restricted to the study of the pressure head lost
and power absorbed in overcoming pipe friction, whereas in flow measurement 
the interest lies in the relation to the accuracy of measurement. The writer 
has always been interested in this topic and a significant part of the 
experimental programme in the M .P h il. thesis was devoted to the study of 
the effect of pipe roughness on the accuracy of flow measurement, but 
without outlining the theoretical foundations.
4 .6 .2 .  FRICTION IN  PIPES
4 .6 .2 . 1. The pressure head lost (^ J ) in friction in conveying a fluid
through a closed conduit in turbulent flow is proportional to the length of
i ï 1'the run ( L ) ,  the velocity head OgJ ) /  to the wetted perimeter ( IP )  and 
inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area of flow ( A ). It is also 
clearly dependent on the friction between the solid boundary and the fluid and 
this is expressed through a coefficient of friction (J- )• Thus the 
relationship is established as
h  ., = ■ 'fh  Eq. (23)
and since for pipes, the mean hydraulic radius / p  = , v/here Ï )
is the pipe diameter the expression becomes,
\ ^  Eq. (24)
This is known as the Darcy -  Weissbach equation and j -  which is
non-dimensional, is usually referred to as the Darcy friction factor.
î K f  L x L x L x T2 , . nI = — *------- —  7s----- -g— (non-dimensional)
J  ^ L u -  L x T x L
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HEAD LOSS IN  LAMINAR FLOW
Flow
+» P i
4 .6 .3 .1 .  Consider a cylindrical eleemnt of radius r in the fluid and let the
velocity a t that radius be u. The force generating motion is due to the pressure
difference and is ( "f, -  T a ) "TT
or putting ^  =  t  it is Ÿ  11 C
The force opposing motion is due to viscous drag on cylindrical surface and is,
' ; <u  . ■ '2 l f  L JA ^  (viscous shear stress x area)
Since the flow is steady, there is no resultant force and the algebraical sum of the 
forces acting on the fluid is zero.
Thus *
- p T r / V  2-irrLjU^~  = 0 Eq.(25)
or du  _ _  Eq. (26)
d r
[the  velocity gradient is negative since the velocity LL decreases
as the radius r increases. ]
J U a =  _  Z r i '  Eq.(27)
a
Integrating LU = — ** + A
At the pipe wall LL = 0 and r = D /2
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7 > T y r
A = l ÿ i L
and ^  =4 m: ( 4  " r î )
Eq. (28)
Maximum velocity [A- occurs when r = 0max
-'££r
To relate the pressure head loss "p to average velocity LX and discharge 
Q , consider the annular element of S c  (see the preceding figure):
Flow through element = area x velocity
since the element is at radius r from the centre of the pipe and its thickness 
f f  is infinitesimal, we can assume the velocity of flow through the element
<Tq  = 2 T r x ^ - S t  ^ q .(30)
ln,e9rafing' i t  IThe total discharge Q  = H ~p I { )  *"
2 m l -  J  4  ys ,
X  -L U- -I D/ '2-
s  = i c a  r  ^  1
2 A L  L  3  4  —I d> L
q  = i z a -  r ^ - 4  '  ^
^  2 . A L - L 3 T -  6 4 -
4
]
Q -
This expression is known as the Hagen-Poiseuille equation for laminar flow. 
Average velocity 1/ = Q /À  = —-----------
I I S J K L j U ^ -
y
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Comparing Eq. (32) and Eq. (29) we see that in laminar flow the average velocity 
is one-half that of maximum velocity, which gives the velocity profile the 
elongated shape.
Re-arranging Eq. (32), pressure drop in laminar flow ,
P  = 3 2 -  '  Eq. (33)
.     —   -  - - —  - - - - -  .-   ----.......
multilying by and re-arranging the equation becomes ^
or
4L I Q  A
-O ' x x
4L 16 O-"1"
~D" x R e x 2y
4 f i -
z q
(wh Eq. (34)
Thus Darcy's equation which is applicable to turbulent flow can be used for 
laminar flow provided the value of -jL is taken as 16/Re.
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4 .6 .4 .  M O O D Y DIAGRAM
4 .6 .4 .1 .  We now come to the heart of the problem in considering pipe 
friction, which is the estimation of the value of the friction factor ( ^  )• 
Basically the pipe wall roughness height ( ) is defined as the mean value
from peak to trough, of the imperfections in the pipe wall (see below).
= absolute roughness height 
fo /jy  = relative roughness
.      rrrrm r f in T i i  ---- ---------------------------- ----------  "  ~
Since this could be measured directly it may seem to obviate the need for 
introducing a friction factor ( j -  ). However in practice this is necessary 
since the roughness height does not alone determine the frictional loss.
4 .6 .4 .2 .  For the purpose of estimating the friction factor the analysis is 
divided into three distinctive zones
(a) Laminar flow zone, where the friction factor f , as we have 
already established -  see Eq. (34), is independent of the pipe 
roughness height and its value depends only on the Reynolds 
number of the flow.
(b) The transition zone, where the friction factor is dependent on 
both the Reynolds number and the relative roughness (^ V d ) .  This 
is the most complex range and many attempts have been made to 
analyse the problem in this zone» The relation between the 
friction factor, Reynolds number and relative roughness can be 
obtained from the Colebrook -  White formula for transition zone:-
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This formula is obtained by combining the "smooth" oioe formula,
' I
_  = 2 l o g . , ( R e v / 4 f )  -  0 .8  Eq. (36)
W  10 J
and the "rough" pipe formula,
^  -  2 I j  = 1.74 Eq.(37)
It can be seen that at high values of Reynolds number the second 
term in the bracket (Eq, (35)) becomes negligible and the formula 
corresponds to the rough pipe law, while when fe. is small the first 
term ( in Eqe (35)) is negligible reducing the formula to the 
smooth pipe law.
. (c) Complete turbulence , rough pipes zone , where the value of 
is independent of Reynolds number and is a factor of relative 
roughness D only.
4 .6 .4 .3 .  It is of course relatively easy to obtain the value of - f - '  , from
Darcy's equation, by flow testing a pipe. However, in most cases the
information is needed at the design stage. A chart, known as M O O D Y  D IAG RA M ,
can be used for estimating the friction factor in all three zones, provided the 
value of fe for the pipe and the flow range expected are known. Typical 
values of fc. for most common pipe materials are given on the chart.
4 .6 .4 .4 .  For flow measurement calculations, tables are now available giving
roughness correction factors for different values of relative pipe roughness ( ^ P )  
and orifice area ratios ( m ). Most of these are based on the writer's work.
Those for concentric and eccentric orifices will be published in the new revised 
British Standard, while roughness correction factors for segmental orifice plates 
are included in the writer's M .Ph'!. thesis.
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4 . 6 . 5 .  Laminar Sub-Layer
4 .6 .5 .  1. The mechanism of pipe friction, although, by now adequately 
charted, is not really fully understood but the most plausible explanation 
is as given below.
4 .6 .5 .2 .  Although the flow in a pipe may be turbulent, there is a thin 
laminar sub-layer adjoining the wall of the pipe, within which viscous forces 
predominate and eddies cannot form. The important criterion is the relation 
of pipe wall roughness height (k) to the thickness of laminar sub-layer ( 9 ^ - l ) -  
If k «  y (_ then the pipe roughness protrusions will be submerged in the 
viscous sub-layer and will not influence the main flow; thus the pipe will 
behave as a "smooth" pipe. If k > y  5 .. l th e  roughness protrudes into the 
main flow causing continuous generation of eddies which affect the whole
flow to an extent depending on the value of k /D ; the larger the value of 
k /D  the higher the value of the friction factor f.
4 .6 .5 .3 .  A further rise in the Reynolds number of flow will cause a more 
vigorous momentum transport, the velocity profile in the main stream will 
be flatter and the turbulent region will extend closer to the pipe w all, 
thinning down the laminar sub-layer. Thus pipes whose relative roughness 
may be quite low will have protrusions large enough to pierce the now 
very thin laminar sub-layer and they will behave as "rough" pipes. The 
ratio ^ J s -L 's sometimes called the Reynolds roughness number and denoted 
by the symbol Rer .
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4 .7 . THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT
4 .7 . 1. From Eq. (18)
Q = C t / T T  V 2 g / [ 1  -  (A 2/  A , ) i ]
Q =  C [ /1 T  X K
9 1
where K = ( 2 d / [ l - (  Aa/  A,) ] ) 2 
= constant
C <=sL Q /  V H
4 .7 .1 .1 .  Although the coefficient of discharge has been defined as an 
allownace for friction and imperfect conversion of energy, it is not a 
true measure of energy loss or efficiency
4 .7 .1 .2 .  For a given discharge Q , the differential head H varies depending 
on pressure tappings used: corner, D £  D /^ , Vena Contracta etc. Thus the 
coefficient will have a different value depending on which pressure tappings 
are used, but clearly the true loss of energy is independent of the type of 
tappings used ( see fig. 10, showing the pressure variation across the orifice).
4 .7 .1 .3 .  A better definition of the discharge coefficient is that it represents 
a "codification"of "head-flow" relationship. For one set of pressure tappings 
the coefficient remains constant as long as 's constant. A variation
in the coefficient is an indication that the 1-4 relationship has altered.
In fact it means that the law of operation has changed from Q oC to
Q od H ‘ where n  ^  It is convenient to keep the law the same 
and alter the value of the coefficient. The value of Reynolds number at 
which the coefficient ceases to be constant is known as the (lower)
"constancy lim it".
4 . 7 . 1. 4 . C D  = <£» ( Re , )
where 3^?" = m = area ratio and r is the radius of "rounding" of the 
sharp-edge of the orifice.
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For a given orifice end upstream pipe,
C = cjo ( Re ).
At high Reynolds numbers the variation of the velocity distribution is 
relatively small and the coefficient, which is very closely related to 
the shape of the velocity profile, remains virtually constant ( actually 
it goes on decreasing with increasing Re, but like the profile almost 
imperceptably).
4 .7 .1 ,5 .  Below Re zCr 2 x 10  ^ the distribution of velocity across the 
pipe undergoes more rapid changes ( see below ) and this is reflected in a 
marked variation in the value of C js *
2000Laminar Flow 
Turbulent Flow 
Turbulent Flow
* The "standard" coefficient is based usually on a Reynolds number range
5 6of approximately 2 x 10 <  Re <* 10 . The velocity profile associated
with this range is roughly i Dl -  shaped. For symmetrical profiles and in 
absence of any vorticity, C £> increases with a more pointed profile 
(decreasing Re ) and decreases when the profile flattens out ( increasing Re ). 
This phenomenon is important when other influences are considered such as 
pipe roughness or effect of bends.
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4 .7 .1 .6 .  The variation in the coefficient due to changes in Re is 
also related to the area ratio of the orifice. The higher the area ratio 
the more rapid the rise in coefficient and it begins to rise at a higher 
value of Re ( i.e . the lower constancy limit corresponds to a higher value 
of Re -  in practice it implies a reduction of the flow range for accurate 
measurement). See graph N o . 38. In general, all profile oriented 
changes in the coefficient are more pronounced at higher area ratios, as 
larger portions of the profile face the plate orifice.
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4 .7 .2 .  Dynamic Similarity
4 .7 .2 .1 .  The effect of an increase in pipe roughness is to make the 
profile more pointed, see below, and the value of the coefficient rises, 
the increase, as expected, being greater with larger area ratios.
Smooth pipe
Rough pipe (very)
D -  +  —  0.0035 c
T  Re 5 x W
E -  -f 0.01
4 .7 .2 .2 .  Thus a profile in a rough pipe at a given Reynolds number may have
the same shape as a profile in a smoother pipe at a lower value of Re and
their associated coefficient values will be the same.
4 .7 .2 .3 .  Thus dynamic similarity cannot always be achieved merely by
working at the same Reynolds number. The relative pipe roughness must 
also be the same. This is important when estimating the performance of 
full-size devices from the results obtained on scaled-down models.
4 .7 .2 .4 .  Dynamic similarity in Flow measurement will be satisfied when
the ratio of local velocities i.e . on the central line, at i  radius, at i  radius, 
e tc . , to the average velocity is the same in both systems. The discharge 
coefficients in the two system will then have identical values.
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4.G. ROUGHNESS IN  PIPES -  NEW CONSIDERATIONS
4 .8 .1 .  The pipes used by the writer in his earlier work were carefully
chosen to cover a wide range of pipe roughness. The results of friction 
tests were plotted on the Moody diagram (please see overleaf). The pipe 
marked as extra smooth was the one used for the Ph. D. thesis.
4 .8 .2 . The smooth pipes used as a criterion for estimating the correction
factors for pipe roughness, was specially treated with Iithcote, a lacquer like 
substance. ft can be seen from the Moody diagram that the friction factor
f for this pipe when plotted against Reynolds number gave values below the 
"smooth line" on the diagram. The writer explained this phenomenon by 
suggesting that the "smooth line" was not some theoretical barrier which it 
was not possible to cross without violating the known laws of Mechanics.
It was a line drawn after extensive experimental programme carried out by 
many engineers, but particularly by Stanton and Panel I .
4 .8 .3 .  The writer thought that there was nothing 'terminal* about that line, 
that the pipes used in those experiments v/ere relatively rough and that if a 
pipe with smoother walls was manufactured its friction factor would fall 
below the 'smooth line' and that the Iithcoted pipe used by the writer was 
in fact such a pipe. There can be little  doubt that the new pipe was 
considerably smoother than those used for charting the Moody diagram.
4 .8 .4 . While we know that the pipes were artificially roughened (as in 
Nikuradse's tests) there is no evidence that any attempt was made to make 
the pipes artific ially  smoother. Yet the writer now has doubts whether his 
earlier explanation was plausible. A normal pipe, however smooth, would 
become rough if tested at a high enough Reynolds number, since the 
laminar sub-layer would become so thin that even tiny protrusions could 
pierce it.
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However, in the transition zone all the pipes with relative pipe roughness 
below a certain value tend to coalesce into a single line (the smooth' pipe line). 
It is clearly this fact that has given rise to the notion that such line 
constitutes a "boundary".
4 .8 .5 ;  fiy such reasoning, the Iith-coted pipe the writer used might have 
dipped below the line at very high Reynolds number (where incidentally it 
could not be tested with existing facilities) but should have rejoined the 
"smooth line" in the transition zone at Re < f  10^. Yet clearly this was 
not the case particularly with the extra smooth pipe used for the Ph.D. thesis 
(see the Moody diagram on page So ). What then is the explanation?
It must be stated that the writer does not know the answer with any degree 
of certainty or has the experimental facilities, at the moment, to investigate 
this phenomenon further. Some hypotheses can however be postulated.
4 .8 .6 . According to the Boundary-layer theory there is no slip at the w a ll, . 
but supposing there were, would this account for the results obtained? The 
surface certainly is extremely smooth, but when it is covered by a thin layer 
of scale (so thin and impermanent that it can be rubbed off by a rag at the 
end of the test) the friction factor increases instantly. The writer is 
reasonably sure that tiny particles of lithcote are detached from the pipe wall 
during a test (this is reasonably certain as the layer is progressively eroded).
4 .8 .7 . What happens to these highly slippery particles? Do they jump across 
into the main stream or assuming there is no slip do. they remain trapped in the 
laminar sub-layer? In either case they probably exert an influence out of all 
proportion to their quantity.
4 .8 .8 .  This could be caused by the modification of the boundary conditions 
and/or by interference with the hear transfer. Heat transfer in turbulent flow 
in smooth pipes is very closely related to the friction drop, since in this case 
the whole of the pressure drop is balanced by skin friction (while for rough 
surfaces some of the resistance is caused by form drag).
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4 .8 .9 . The subject of heat transfer in pipes, like that of friction in pipes, 
has been fairly well investigated but not from the angle raised by the writer. 
It is an area well worth further consideration, though it is outside the scope 
of this work.
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4 .9 . ASYMMETRICAL PROFILES -  NEW CONSIDERATIONS
4 .9 .1 .  We have already indicated that- the head-flow relationship, 
expressed through the medium of the discharge coefficient is dependent
on the distribution of velocity in the approach pipe. All coefficients are 
based in the "standards" on a fully developed turbulent flow and a 
corresponding velocity profile which is reminiscent of <the letter D.
Any changes in such a profile will result in errors in flow measurement 
unless a correction is applied. This would be so even if the profile
were "ostensibly improved", by • being closer to inviscid flow, where velocity
is sensibly the same from v/all to wall
4 .9 .2 .  Any fittings installed in the pipe in proximity to an orifice plate 
will alter the profile and introduce errors. This is true even for profiles in 
the downstream pipe but our concern (for the sake of comparison with earlier 
considerations and because it was more significant) is with fittings installed 
upstream of and close to an orifice plate, when errors may be quite significant.
4 .9 .3 . There are in practice so many different pipe fittings that it is not 
possible to consider them a ll. We will concentrate therefore on a single 
short-radius, right-angle bend which is easily the most commonly used 
fitting in industry.
4 .9 .4 . Let us consider briefly what happens to the fluid as it flows round
a bend. By inertia most of the fluid tends to flow to the far side of the bend
(the longer side), while on the short side separation of flow takes place, 
resulting creation of a stagnant region. Some of the fluid "bounces off" the 
far side and returns to the near side.
4 .9 .5 . The velocity profile now has twin peaks at each wall (a bigger one 
on the far side) with a somewhat unstable middle, even prone to a weak 
vorticity. Such is the situation some four diameters from the bend and within
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this distance no reliable measurement of flow is possible, not only because 
the error is large but also because it is not repeatable.
4 .9 .6 .  Beyond about five pipe diameters the low velocity central section 
of the profile begins to accelerate faster than the fast moving fluid at the 
boundary, which is now being rapidly retarded by tangential shearing with 
the pipe v/all and a fairly symmetrical but flat profile is established (say 
7 - 8  pipe Diameters from the bend, (please see the profiles on page 55* ).
Even at 30 diameters downstream of the bend, the profile is still flatter than 
the "standard" one.
4 .9 .7 . The ideal way of dealing with errors caused by a pipe bend would 
be to interpose a straight pipe sufficiently long to offset completely the effect 
of the bend. Since, as is the case with all profile oriented errors, the 
attenuation of the disturbances caused by the bend is related also to the
area ratio of the orifice, the length of straight pipe required after a bend 
is greater with larger area ratios. On the average, about 30 pipe diameters 
are needed, a distance rarely available in practice.
4 .9 .8 .  The errors in flow measurement incurred, if the optimum straight length 
of the pipe is not inserted, are shown on the diagram on page 5^- It 
will be seen that the discharge coefficient is always lower and consequently 
the flow reading will be "high" unless corrected.
4 .9 .9 .  If the distance between the bend and orifice is less than 4 diameters 
the results are no longer repeatable as we are in the unstable region with
the flow not always parallel to the pipe axis and possibility of radial components 
entering the upstream pressure tapping, causing large and fluctuating errors.
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4 .9  JO . The errors are reduced close to the bend if tappings are located 
at right-angles to the plane of the bend. In the case of a horizontal bend, 
these may be either at the top or bottom of the pipe with possibility of 
further errors due to either air entrainement or blockage of dirt. Single 
tappings at right angles to the plane of the bend if free of air are more 
accurate than annular ring chambers.
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4. 1C. WHY IS THE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT LOWER?
4.10 . 1. In the M . Phil thesis the writer carried out some experiments on 
the effect of a bend on the accuracy of eccentric orifices. The results were 
similar to those obtained for concentric orifices and shown in this chapter 
(see page S 7  ). The writer then attributed the reduction in the value of 
the coefficient to the asymmetricity of the velocity profile, that is to the 
fact that the section of the profile facing the plate orifice had a different 
average velocity (lower).
4 .1 0 .2 . By an extension of this reasoning the writer assumed that if a plate 
orifice was eccentrically located (off-centre) and the profile was normaTand 
symmetrical, then the effect on the value of the coefficient would be the same 
as that of an asymmetrical profile on a concentric orifice. After a l l ,  in each 
case the orifice would face a similar portion of the velocity profile.
4. 10.3. Yet there were two inconsistencies in this argument:-
(a) Why was the error due to bend, for concentric and eccentric 
orifices similar?
(b) Why, under normal circumstances, was the coefficient for 
eccentric orifice plates higher and not lower than that for 
concentric orifices?
4. 10.4. The writer missed the first point altogether and the second point he 
explained as follows
A fully eccentric orifice plate, i. e. one whose orifice is internal ly tangential 
to the pipe bore, has a different coefficient partly due to its eccentricity and 
partly due to a change in the contraction coefficient (no contraction at the pipe 
end). Thus the coefficient would become progressively lower as the orifice was 
displaced from the pipe centre, but as it became nearer the pipe wall some of 
the fluid would gradually cease to contract, tending to increase the value of 
the coefficient.
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In its extreme position the effect of reduced fluid contraction would outweigh 
the effect of eccentricity and the resultant value of discharge coefficient would 
be somewhat higher (about 3 -  4%).
4. 10.5. Last year the writer supervised an undergraduate project by a 
student at Hatfield Polytechnic. The project, a routine one, was in fact a 
study of the effect of a bend on the accuracy of concentric orifice plates and 
the velocity profiles and coefficient correction factors quoted in this chapter 
come from this work.
Yet it was reading this apparently routine report that at last alerted the writer 
to the fact that eccentric and concentric orifices had similar errors when placed 
after a bend and that this did not f it  with the writer's explanation of those 
phenomena (see 4. 10-1.).
4 . 10.6. The writer now realised, looking at the velocity distribution after the 
bend, (see profiles ,^ pp that these profiles were only very asymmetrical
within a very short distance of the bend, where the flow could not be measured 
anyway. Beyond five diameters these profiles were only very slightly lopsided.
4. 10 .7 . Consequently, the reason why the coefficient was lower had to be due 
to other causes rather than asymmetricity. The writer is now reasonably sure that 
the reason is due to the relative flatness of the profile. Such a flat profile is 
one which, in a straight pipe, would be associated with an extremely high Reynolds 
number, say 3 x 10^, and at such Re , the coefficient which is fa lling, however 
slowly, with increasing Reynolds numbers, would probably have a similar value.
Thus we come, yet again, to this vital interdependence of the velocity profile shape 
and the value of the discharge coefficient.
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4 .1 1 . DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT AN D  ORIFICE ECCENTRICITY
4 .1 1 .1 . This new theory now necessitated a "re-think" of the reasons, 
given in clause 4 .9 .5 .4 ,  for the difference in coefficient values between 
concentric and eccentric orifices.
4 .1 1 .2 . Since it was not the asymmetrical profile which was responsible
for lowering the coefficient values in concentric orifices, placed after a bend, 
the parallel argument -  that a symmetrical profile facing an eccentrically 
placed orifice would also lower the value of the coefficient -  could be 
equally fallacious.
4 .1 1 .3 . In fact the opposite could be true. It Is possible that the 
coefficient value would go up due to a lower throat velocity and the 
resultant higher downstream pressure and lower differential.
4 .1 1 .4 . Such theoretical visualisation techniques while very useful are no 
substitute for actual experimental data. The writer decided therefore, at the 
price of delaying the work,’ to carry out new experiments which could help 
to resolve this problem.
4 .1 1 .5 . The results of these tests are given and "debated" in the "discussion 
of results" section of this thesis. W hile, fundamentally, these results confirm 
the "revised reasoning" they also reveal that these phenomena are too complex 
to be easily explained by theoretical analysis.
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4 .1 2 . BUOYANCY CORRECTION FOR W EIG H IN G  TANK
If the water is weighed in air and the weigh tank is calibrated by brass weights 
a correction must be made to allow for buoyancy. If the water is balanced by standard 
weights of mass M  then the true mass of v/ater collected is:
M + M ê .O .f'— r —  ~  — 7—  j
or the correction for air buoyancy is given by:
)
where O . is density of water
cl G_ ’s density of air
is density of standard weights
Assuming yj- = 1000 kg/m^
A CL. =  1 * 2  k g / m °
3
d s  -  8000 kg/m for brass weights
/  i (  ^ 1 1 ^ = 0.00105
H c U  à s  )  v ’ qoo 8000 ;
. . A ir buoyancy correction factor = 1.00105
True mass of water = 1.00105 M
where M = the weighing tank scale reading.
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4.13. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR THE AREA RATIO
AND EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF SEGMENTAL ORIFICE PLATES
i
7
/
/
/
Z
Area of segment ABC = Area of sector ACOB -  Area À  COB
= TT.R2 S t  -  i  R2 sin(2 <*)
= R [ OL -  i  sin(2ot) ]
Area of segment ABC = R ( c C  -  sin o L . cosOd..) Eq. (38)
Area of segment BCD = Tf.R -  Area of segment ABC
2 2
= TT. R -  R ( oC -  sin <X.cos (X.)
Area of segment BCD = R ( TT -  06 + sin CL. cos CC.) Eq. (39)
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. . Area of segment BCD
Area ratio m = ----- :— ----------%---------------
ir-R
2
R (T V  -  d  + sin (X. c o s  c L .)IT! = ------ --------------------- g ---------------------------
TT.R
TT -  06 + sin oL cosoL 
m  =  ------------------------------— — -------------------------------------
. , d  -  sin Cl • cosCtArea ratio m = I -  ------
TV
-1
where ôC = cos
Note: When m ^  0 .5  0 6 = cos ' M
To find equivalent diameter of free area de
From Eq. (39) Free area = Area of segment BCD
2
= R ( TT -0 6  + sin od. cos od. )
2 2
TT. r = R (TV -  ct + sin OC. cos o L .)
e
2 R2r = r— (TT -  (X. + sin d .  cosfX. )
e Tr
r
e
/ l i - o C  + sin d. cosd X 
■ * (  î  ;
d = 2 re e
d^ = 2 R / TT -  c<. + sin d .  cosd-.
, T
from Eq. (41)
7
Eq. (40)
Eq. (41) 
Eq. (42)
Eq^42a)
Eq. (43)
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4.14. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR THE AREA RATIO
AND EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF ELLIPTIC ORIFICE PLATES
Consider ZX s AOD and DO'B,
AD = DB
OA = O'B = R 
; ADO ,
L  6 A B  = I  BDO'
ri.
Since two sides and one^angle are equal,
AOD and DO'B are congruent
OD = DO' Eq. (43)
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Also CD = OC -  OD
= R -  OD
and DE = O'E ~ O 'D
= R -  O 'D
Bui- from Eq. (43) O D = O 'D  
CD = DE
Any segments EAB and ACB are equal
z. « i = cos ( y
Now, area of sector OACB
Area of segment BCA
= c4.R
= Area of sector OACB - A  OAB 
= Oi.R2 -  |.R.sinOt.
Free area of orifice a = 2 x area of segment BCA
a = 2 R (ot.R -  ^ e sin°^ )
Area ratio m =
2 R (o(.R -  ^ e sinoL)
TT. R2
m
2 /  , e sincC X
w  (  *  " - n r - ;
from Eq. (44) where c L  = cos
Eq.(44)
Eq. (45)
Eq. (46)
To find the equivalent diameter d^
m = -FT» = —  I Ov -
^e 2 /  , e sincC ^
’Di  ~ TT \  2R J
<  -  t ( *  - t )
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4.15. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR THE AREA RATIO
AND EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF SEMI-CIRCULAR ORIFICE PLATES
dL = cos "(r)
r = y^R 2 -  e2
Eq. (49) 
Eq. (50)
Area of segment ACB = Area of sector OACB -  Area of A  OAB
= *TT -  e.Rsinti.
= cC -  e.RsinOC 
= R(ot.R -  esinoC)
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Free area of orifice = a = TT.r *^ + segment ACB
= TT.r2, + R(otR -  e .sinot. )
A a TT.r1 + R(ctR -  e.sinti)
Area ratio m = —r— -  ------------------ ---------------------
^  TCR*
From Eq. (50) r^ = R^  -  e^
1LR -  TT.e^  + ot.R -  e.R.sinoC)
m =   1 ---------------------
TC.R
e.sinoC
m' “ 1 ' (™r) + ¥ ÏÏ.R
where from Eq. (49) c L  =  cos
To find the equivalent diameter of free area, d^
d 2 2
_ _e _ T« r + R(oCR -  e .sincC)
D2  IT. R2"
f  IT.r2 + R(<X-R — e.sinct.)j 
= 2 f r 2" + —  (<*R -  e .s in ^ jJ
Eq. (51)
Eq. (52)
Eq. (53)
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4 .1 6 . DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS ,FOR CORRECTION FACTORS TO ALLOW  
FOR DEVIATION FROM ASSUMED VALUES OF PIPE BORE D AND  
ORIFICE DIAMETER d.
In most flow measurement problems an assumed value of pipe bore D is used for
calculations, at the design stage. The finished pipe bore has usually a
different value and this means that the indicated flow will be wrong. It is
therefore convenient to be able to correct the flow without having to re-calculate
the new relation and re-calculate the instrument scale. This is possible,
provided the deviation is not too large.
From Eq. (18)
This can be re-written as:
- Eq. (54)
2 4
where = C ^ E . = C r^ ( 1 - m )
constant
Eq. (54a)
Eq. (54b)
Partial differentiation of Eq. (54) with respect to D gives:-
3 Q  Q oC  i ,  Ec
—  =  ■ X
V d D  'D D
As OC is an empirical function dependent on the orifice area ratio m, m 
is then differentiated (partially) with respect to D,
q. (55)
2m
Eq. (56)
D
where m = d /D
,2 ,_2
Eq. (55) can now be written as:
= ^  x'5 k >' k
' d p  3 D
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r )o C  f  m  / /  Eq. (57)v'-x £)  LS
Substituting for /<  ^ = ^ / o C  from Eq. (54) into Eq. (57)
we obtain:
9 ® .  = f -  2 .  ~ y\  —
Q t> 3 m  I  3> J od
D O . m  X Q
œ," t » , V 2 » J s
and re-arranging.
_ ,  m  % < -. O d  Eq. (58)
(2  oC j )
For small deviation A D .
A a  _ „ m  ^<y. a D  Eq. (59)
6 l ck. 9  m D
Now, if the actual pipe bore D differs from the assumed value of bore , 
used in calculations, bt^an amount ZX D = D ^  -  D , then the actual 
flow Q , for the same differential head, will differ from the calculated (indicated) 
flow by an amount A  Q -  Q ^  -  Q.
The error X vq ^  in flow measurement is
V  = -9 c : 9-  x 100% = -  - C~ D ( 2  A2 x 100% Eq. (60)
a Q . D  Q d  L  Of '3  0 ,7
or
D -  D *
X  r , --------------------K t )  -< 100% Eq. (61)
u' iD  d
where | < r, =  2 ^  ^q. (62)
£> oi 9
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Since OC C j> ( 1 -  m ) (from Eq. (54a))
a graph of m against the factor Kr> may be plotted, for different values 
of Reynolds number, using coefficient data from National Standards.
As within the normal v/orking range the change due to Re is relatively small 
an average line may be chosen from the graph, giving a relationship:-
= 0.1 + 2 .3 m Eq. (63)
If we now specify that the maximum error in flow , due to a false assumption
v  +of the value of pipe bore D, should not exceed X q  = - 0 . 1  %  then
from Eqs(61) and (63) we obtain.
^  2 + 
---------------  x ( 0.1 + 2 .3  m l  x 100% = -  0.1 %
D
or
Dc -  D
----------------  x 100% =
0.1
0.1 + 2 .3  m
£
+•
o i o -3  
Area ratio m
O S
Eq. (64)
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From the above graph, we can obtain, for a given value of orifice area ratio 
m, the permissible deviation in pipe here D if the flow error is to be contained 
within -  0.1 %. v
For instance, for orifice area ratio m = 0 .2  the maximum allowable deviation 
in pipe bore is ^  -  0 .5  %.
By a similar process, i f  can be shown that the deviation from design value 
of orifice diameter d is given by the equation,
d - d
— ----------  X 100 %
d
4“
0.1
2.1 + 2 .3  rrV
%  Eq. (65)
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SECTION 5.1  
DESIGN OF FLOW MEASUREMENT LABORATORY
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5. i. DESIGN OF FLOW MEASUREMENT LABORATORY
5 . 1 . 1 .  The experimental programme for the M .P hil. thesis was carried out in 
the FI uid-Dynamics laboratory of El I iott-Automation, a well equipped laboratory 
designed to support the company activities in developing, manufacturing and 
seiiing flowmeters for industry.
The writer had been a head of that laboratory from 1962 to 1967, but at the time 
of the commencement of the Mn Phil. programme he was already working at 
Hatfield Polytechnic and Elliotts have shown considerable generosity in allowing 
the work to be done in their laboratory.
5. 1.2. It would have been unreasonable to abuse such generosity and the writer 
decided to continue with the experimental work for the Ph. D. thesis at Hatfield. 
(This decision was quite fortuitous, as sadly the Elliott laboratory was closed in 
1975). There were no flow measurement facilities at Hatfield Polytechnic, but 
by the time the writer registered for the Ph. D. , permission had already been 
obtained and money allofed for a construction of such laboratory, which would 
be used for under-graduate projects, post-graduate research and industrial flow 
testing and instrument development.
5 . 1.3. The basic requirements of a flow measurement laboratory, necessary to 
support such a programme can be summarised as follov/s:-
(a) A pumping well or sump of sufficiently large proportions to 
prevent excessive draw-down during the test.
(b) A pump to maintain a constant flowrate, with sufficient capacity 
and delivery pressure to meet test requiremers.
(c) A constant head tank to ensure steady flow during each test and 
of sufficient elevation to overcome line resistance at maximum 
flowrate.
(d) An adequate straight iengih of pipeline upstream of the working 
area for the primary devices, to avoid unwanted errors due to • 
disturbances in the flow.
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(e) A pipeline sufficiently large in diameter to meet the flowrate 
demands, to minimise measurement errors and to permit testing 
of primary devices.with very rough pipes.
(f) Manometers, for measuring accurately the pressure difference across 
the primary elements under all flow conditions.
(g) Valves, for isolating and regulating of the discharge.
(h) A master flowmeter, for instant flow indication and monitoring flow 
changes during the test. .
(i) A very accurate means of measuring the quantity of fluid drawn-off 
during the test.
(j) An accurate and automatic timing device.
(k) A method of diverting the flow from the re-circulating system to
the measuring tank which is fast, repeatable and easily controllable 
and which does not interfere with the flow.
(I) Facilities for installing and dismantling both primary devices and 
test pipes.
5 . 1.4. Such was the basic technical specification of the laboratory required . In 
addition, the usual research infra-structure is essential to the proper running of such 
a laboratory, e .g . workshop facilities for fabricating test equipment, skilled 
technicians to modify, repair and service the equipment and access to computer 
facilities to process the experimental data.
5, 1.5. Before embarking on such a relatively major project, the age-old 
problem of time and money must be carefully considered. It Is when the basic 
requirements are matched with the resources available that compromises have to 
be made between what Is technically desireable and what is actually possible.
The first victim of this rationalisation process was the constant head tank.
It would have had to be erected 70 ft. (22 m.) above the test-line requiring 
additional 200 ft. (60 m.) of Ô" (200 mm.) piping if erected next to the pump.
The work of erecting it was too dangerous for laboratory technicians -  an outside 
"gang” was needed, but the main problem was that of siting. Interminable 
discussions v/ith Buildings and Estate personnel. County Architects and Surveyors
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with regard to safety, wind loads end the need for blending with Hertfordshire 
scenery (a wood 300 ft. away X was suggested as a possible site in order to 
hide its unsightly features, or alternatively to use attractive but non-standard 
sections all of which would have trebled the cost and time required) convinced 
the writer that if was simpler to give it up.
5. 1 .6. If was of course a bad decision, as a laboratory of this type can never be 
accurate without a constant head tank. At the time, however, if looked as if 
the project would never get off the ground, and if was decided after a study of 
pump characteristics that direct pumping would give sufficient constancy of flowrate 
to achieve accurate results. .
5 . 1 . 7 ,  Having thus cleared the first hurdle (knocked down would be a better 
description) several decisions were now made quickly around the central requirement 
of achieving a Reynolds number of flow of approximately half a million in an 8" pipe. 
A sump of 320 ft (9 m ) capacity was constructed and the following equipment bought 
A Sigmund Pul some ter centrifugal pump developing a total head of 70 ft. (2 2  m.) 
at a flowrate of I 500 gallons per minute ( ^ 7 eu mecs). A v/eighing tank of 
200 cubic feet (" ^  6 m )^ capacity, mounted on a Berkel weighing platform, 
calibrated to 10 000 pounds ( ^  4500 kg.) and flow indicating equipment 
manufactured by Elliots, consisting of a Venturi Tube, as the primary element 
an electrcial transmitting manometer as a secondary element connecting to three 
receiving instruments -  a flow indicator, recorder and integrator. A Venner 
electronic stop clock (millisecond).
5. 1.8.  In deciding on the internal diameter of the pipework the desirability of 
having as large a pipe size as possible had to be reconciled with factors such as 
the cost and the need to achieve an adequate straight length of pipe in the space 
available. The final choice was an internal diameter of 8 inches ( 200 mm.), this 
being the minimum diameter for steel pipes given in British Standards 1042 for the 
worst case of roughness.
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The pipework layout was arranged to give an unobstructed straight length of 
pipe upstream of the working section of more than 80 ft. or 120 pipe diameter, 
well in excess of the maximum requirement in the British Standard.
5. 1.9.  To facilitate the insertion and removal of test equipment a telescopic 
section was designed and made in College and an overhead gantry and pulley 
block system were partly made and partly purchased to assist in this task and 
in the charging of the heavy test pipe sections.
5. 1.10. For the secondary elements it was decided to use a series of U-tube 
manometers. These manometers have the advantage fo being very simple to 
construct and use, they are reliable and accurate, very little can go wrong with 
them without it being immediately noticed. The manometers were specially 
designed to suit the expected range of differential pressures and were 5 ft. (1.5 m.) 
long and internal tube diameter of 0 .5  inches (1.25 cm.)
5 . 1 . 11 .  There were two basic designs : a mercury-under-v/ater manometer for 
the measurement of high pressure differences ( an upright U-tube manometer), and 
a water-under-air manometer for low pressure differences (an inverted U-tube).
The latter type was also used for measurement of very low pressure differences by 
replacing the a ir with paraffin of relative density approx 0 .7 8 , thereby achieving 
-considerable magnification of the reading ( about 4 .5  times the water-under-air 
reading). The cursor incorporated a mirror to avoid parallax, but no vernier scale.
5. 1. 12. The most difficult aspect of the laboratory design was that of the flow 
diverting equipment. For accurate flow measurement the diverting of flow from the 
recirculating system into the weighing tank (and back again at the end of the test) 
must be done quickly and Without sploshing or leakage. y
5. 1. 13. The unit consisted of a light-weight mildsteei hopper, 27 inches (67.5cm) 
long and divided into two compartments, each 4 inches (10 cm) wide at the top and
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inches at the bottom. It was mounted on roller bearings in a frame which 
allowed it to rotate through a small angle. Water from the pipeline entered 
the hopper through a "fishtail" device which produced a jet of water 24 inches 
(60 cm) long and 2 inches (5 cm) wide. When this jet entered one side of the 
hopper the water was discharged into a small by-pass tank which fed the 
re-circulating system.
The hopper was held in position by two small double-acting pneumatic rams.
By switching the air pressure to the other end of the rams the hopper was 
rotated and the water jet then discharged into the other side of the hopper 
and into the weighing weighing tank.
5 .1 .14 .  This arrangement proved capable of diverting the flow to and from 
the weighing tank, quietly, without splashing, in under a tenth of a second.
5 .1 .15 .  A steel space frame was designed to support the flow diverter and the 
by-pass tank, the arrangement being clearly shown in Fig 1 which shows the 
general arrangement of the complete laboratory.
5 .1 .16 .  The timing of the duration of the flow into the weighing tank (the 
duration of each test) was achieved by attaching a small cam on the side of 
the hopper unit which tripped a micro-switch every time the hopper was 
diverted, the contact occur!ng in mid-travel of the hopper. The switch was 
connected to an electronic mi Hi-second stop clock.
5 .1 .17 .  The laboratory, as a whole, was designed in such a way that it 
could be operated by one person from a central control panel. This was 
achieved by the installation of a pneumatic control system which operated 
the isolating and control valves, the pneumatic cylinders controlling the flow 
diverter and the weighing tank plug, and also supplied air for the water-under- 
air manometers.
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5 . 1 . 18 .  The air supply to each unit was controlled by electrical control 
values operated by switches on the control panel. Operating pressures for 
each unit were regulated by hand wheels on the control panels, the pressures 
being indicated by small pressure gauges mounted directly above each 
handwheel. The manometers, the flow indicator, recorder and integrator and 
the electronic timer were all mounted alongside the pneumatic control equipment 
and thus the complete laboratory could be operated from this central point.
In fact, once the pump was started and the handwheels opened to set up 
operating pressures for various stages of the operation one untrained person, 
could go on testing the whole day by just pressing four electrical switches 
up or down. To keep the operators "alert" no automatic diversion of flow 
was provided in case the weighing tank overflowed, but a pump cut-out was 
installed in the middle of the control panel to stop the flow instantly in case 
of flooding.
"
5 . 1 . 19 .  In order to complete the work in the shortest possible time much of 
the construction had been undertaken while some of the equipment was still 
being designed. Despite a "master-plan" and an attempt at "critical path" 
approach, much of the effort was not well co-ordinated. The work would 
often come to a halt, because deliveries of equipment were overdue or
help was not available, and although the laboratory technicians worked with 
great enthusiasm, they were frequently needed on more urgent projects. There 
were many such "crises" some due to faults in the design stage. For 
example, it soon became apparent that the capacity of the pumping sump 
would be inadequate. Its height had to be raised by 2 feet (0.6 m.) ,  increasing 
its capacity to 480 cubic feet 14 m^), in order to ensure that the pump 
would not suck air in, when the weighing tank was fu ll.
5 . 1 .20 .  Work then commenced on the erection of the main pipework. The 
Venturi tube was positioned a distance of 26 feet (8 m.) from the pump. 
Immediately after the pump, a short 6 feet (2 m.) section of pipe was 
connected, into which was fitted a flow sraightener in order to achieve
a good velocity distribution upstream of the Venturi. The electrical transmitting
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manomu 1er was connected to the Venturi and the three receiving instruments 
were fitted into the control panel. The outward straight section of pipe 
was then completed and the return section erected as far as the sump.
5 . 1 . 21 .  Water could then be pumped through the pipework and discharged 
directly back into the sump, enabling the flow indicating equipment to
be commissioned and the pump performance checked.
5 .1 . 22 .  N ext, the weighing tank was positioned and the 16" ( 400 mm.) 
diameter return. pipe connected to the side of the sump. Then the 17' ( 5 m.) 
high space frame was constrcuted and the flow diverter and by-pass tank
put in place. Finally the 12 inch diameter weighing tank plug was fitted 
and the weighing platform re-ca I i bra ted.
5 .1 .23 .  Having completed the flow circuit a standard-sharp-edged-concentric 
orifice plate was inserted in the test line; the laboratory was thoroughly 
checked for accuracy and performance and to discover any operational faults.
These tests revealed a number of faults which had to be corrected before
the experimental programme for this thesis could begin.
5 . 1 . 24 .  The. most serious of these problems concerned the fluctuation of 
flow during the test, due to the absence of a constant head tank. When
the water was diverted into the weighing tank, the level .in the pumping
sump would drop, the pump would have.in effect, to deliver to a greater 
height and since it had a constant speed motot, the flow would be gradually 
reduced. When a full tank of water was collected the variai ion of flow
during the rest would be as much as 5%.
1 his did not mean that the measurement of flow was 5% in error, but a lag 
in the response of ma nometric readings to the variation in flow and the 
difficulty in averaging the ma nometric readings (as the flow variation was 
not uniform ; meant that the inferred flow reading was liable to an error of 
up to 2% and this was clearly unacceptable for an experimental programme 
where small variations in the performance of flowmeter would have to be detected.
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5 . 1 .25 .  If may be recalled fhat the sump was merely deepened fo sfop 
air from being sucked in. The crucial dimension in fhis problem was.fhe 
surface area of the sump.
From fhe characferisfics of fhe pump and also by ploffing flow change 
againsf draw-down in fhe sump, if Was calculated fhaf if fhe drop in fhe 
sump level could be reduced from 2 feet (0.6 m.) to 11 inches (0.27 m.) 
the worst variation in flow during a test would be reduced to approximately 
1%. Also the curve for this smaller draw-down was nearly a straight line 
permitting a simple averaging of the manometer readings v/hich meant that 
the actual error in measurement of flow would be negligible.
5 .1 .26 .  After considerable difficulties in acquiring additional laboratory 
space, a new sump was built and interconnected with the old one, increasing 
the surface area from 80 square feet (8 square meters) to 176 square feet 
(17.5 square meters). As predicted the variation in flow when a full tank 
was being collected was reduced to about 1%.
5 . 1 . 27 .  Another problem which arose was dirt in water. At the design stage 
it was planned to dispense with a filter and to rely on frequent cleaning of 
the sump and changing of wafer. However, the amount of rust and other 
impurities was such that in order to protect the expensive infruments and keep 
the water density constant (not to mention environmental aspects) it was 
decided to instal a by-pass filter.
5 . 1 . 28 .  This was fitted in a short length of 6 inches (150 mm.) diameter 
pipe, which was connected fo the main pipeline by means of a tee section 
near the pump outlet. This pipe discharged directly back into the sump
and the flow was controlled by a hand operated gate valve. •„ The filter could 
either be used continuously during testing fo clean a proportion of the water, 
or on lis own, with the main pipeline closed down, fo filter the wafer in 
the sump prior to or In between testing.
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5 .1 .2 9 . Several other minor modifications had to be made either then or 
at a later stage. The pneumatically operated butterfly control valve did 
not give a sufficiently fine control of the flowrate and was replaced by a 
manually operated gate valve. This look the operator away from the control 
panel,  but as the flow was regulated between tests and the flow indicator on 
the panel was visible from the valve area, one person could still operate
the plant.
5 .1 .3 0 . The rubber sealing strips on the diverter and sealing rings on the 
weighing tank plug were wither leaking or being torn off altogether and had 
to be modified, an apparently trivial but irritating and surprisingly difficult 
problem to resolve.
5 .1 .3 1 . Compressed air supply also caused some problems and the equipment 
operated by compressed air often failed to work (e.g. a diverter would not 
divert). If took some time to realise that the use of compressed air (v/hich
was central I y generated) in other laboratories and workshops altered the pressure 
sufficiently to cause sporadic malfunctions of our equipment. Fortunately this 
was a problem which money could solve and a compressor was bought to make 
the supply of compressed air independent of College facilities
5 .1 .3 2 . O f all the problems encountered at this stage the apparent random 
malfunctioning of the electronic sfop-clock was the most interesting as it 
symbolised the shortcomings of the "black box" approach. For no apparent 
reason the timer would at times fail to start when triggered off by the diverter 
micro-switch or if would "forget" to stop when the test was over.
We had to seek help from the electronics department who eventually traced the 
fault to interference from other electronic "gadgetry" in the laboratory. The , 
provision of a special cable rectified this problem.
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5 .1 .3 3 . In due course ail these "teething troubles" have been cured and 
during the four years that the laboratory has been in continuous use many 
improvements have have been made. The most important of these has been 
the addition of a very accurate pressure transducer. This device when used 
in conjunction with a pressure recorder gave a continuous trace of the 
variation in the differential pressure during a test and reduced the uncertainties 
associated with the absence of a constant head tank.
5 .1 .3 4 , The availability of reasonably good flow measurement research 
facilities has generated an interest in this subject amongst both undergraduate 
and postgraduate students as private companies. One company has used the 
laboratory for developing an ultrasonic flowmeter and another for research on 
paint for boats, with water repelling and drag reducing properties. The paint 
was applied on pipes and the reduction in drag inferred from changes in
pipe friction factor. The income to the Polytechnic from these projects, although 
not a primary consideration, is most welcome in these days of ecomomic 
stringency.
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SECTION 5 .2  
SPECIFICATION OF TEST ORIFICE PLATES
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ELLIPTIC ORIFICE PLATES.
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SECTION 6 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
SECTION 6.1  
STANDARD INSTALLATION C O N D IT IO N S
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6 .1 .1 .  DEFIN ITIO N
6. 1 .1 .1 . In his M . Phil thesis the writer introduced the concept of a basic 
or standard* discharge coefficient. The basic or standard coefficient may be 
defined, for the purpose of this experimental programme, as the discharge 
coefficient obtained under standard conditions of installation. By this it is 
meant that the orifice plate is installed in a smooth pipe with adequate straight 
lengths both upstream and downstream of the device.
6 .1 .1 .2 .  A smooth pipe is defined as one whose relative wall roughness 
D / k  >  5000. The upstream** pipe must be long enough for the velocity 
profile, following various pipe fittings (bends, valves, reducers etc .) to be 
of the same proportions as it would have been without the interposition of the 
fitting. The exact length of straight pipe required depends on the type of 
fitting preceding the metering device and the area ratio of the orifice. It is 
usually given in terms of the pipe diameter D.
6 .1 .1 .3 .  The length of straight pipe required on the downstream side depends 
again on the type of fhe fitting v/hich follows the device and the orifice area 
ratio, but the criterion is that the velocity profile and pressure distribution 
immediately after fhe orifice should not be affected by the insertion of the 
fitting in the pipeline.
6 .1 .1 .4 .  Overleaf is a fable showing fhe requirements of straight length of 
pipe, upstream of the device, for the most common fittings and different orifice 
area ratios. The table is based on BCS. 1042-1964.
* This did not imply that its value was that recorded in a Flow Measurement 
Standard ; since all the work was new it could not yet have been 
incorporated.
/
* *  With reference to the direction of flow fhe upstream section is the one 
preceding the flowmeter.
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M IN IM U M  LENGTH OF STRAIGHT PIPE UPSTREAM OF DEVICE
Orifice area ratio = m
Type of Fitting 0.1 0 .3 0.5 0 .7
Reducer 2:1 in 3D 16 20 26 33
Gate valve -  |  closed 40 41 52 70
90° -  single bend 10 16 29 56
2 bends -  different planes 35 44 63 89
6 .1 .1 .5 .  In general and particularly for incompressible fluids, the conditons 
downstream of the device are much less critical. The requirements as given 
in the British Standard are very vague, specifying only that no fitting should 
be placed less than 3 pipe diameters from the device. Where the distance 
is less than 5 pipe diameters (for area ratios m ^ 0,4) or less than 7 pips 
diameters (for area ratios m 0.4) the basic tolerance on the discharge 
coefficient should be increased by 5%.
6 .1 .1 .6 .  In the present experimental programme, standard installation 
conditions have been satisfied in all but one series of tests and all the 
discharge coefficient values are thus basic. The one exception was the 
series of tests using small bore eccentric orifice plates, both in straight 
pipe and after a bend. In the former case details of pipe roughness were 
not available and in the latter case the object of the experiments was to 
study the effect of non-standard installation.
/
SECTION 6.2
NEW DESIGNS:
ELLIPTIC AND SEMI-CIRCULAR ORIFICE PLATES
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6 .2 .1 .  INTRODUCTION
6 .2 .1 .1 .  The segmenta! and eccentric orifice have been in existence for nearly
12half a century, yet, apart from the writer’s earlier work , there has been no 
co-ordinated approach to experimental assessment of their relative merits.
6 .2 .1 .2 .  Even though the discrepancies due to different segmental orifice 
designs have been resolved in this work (see section 7.3) it is unlikely to 
still all the doubts expressed about the device. A segmental orifice does, 
of course, permit an unrestricted passage for deposited solids but the sharp 
chord cut-off is probably the main cause of its unreliability.'
6 .2 .1 .3 .  On the other hand the eccentric orifice plate by virtue of its 
circular aperture is the most reliable non-concentric device but it does not 
provide a completely free passage for any solid deposits -  a serious defect in 
a flowmeter specifically designed for that purpose,
6 .2 .1 .4 .  It is therefore surprising as v/ell as regrettable that the interest in 
non-concentric devices has been confined to only these two shapes.
6 .2 .1 .5 .  The two new orifices introduced in this work -  the e llip tic  and the 
semi-circular -  are designed to combine a free passage for dirty liquids with 
improved orifice shape.
6 .2 . 1 .6. It is often not easy to give fitting names for new designs. While 
the title  "segmental" is perfect in that it is fully descriptive of the shape,' 
"eccentric", although not strictly incorrect, is much too vague for the reader 
to identify the shape without reference to a drawing.
6 .2 .1 .7 .  Both the titles given to the new designs are somewhat misleading 
but they are the best the v/riter could devise. The e llip tic  orifice Is not 
really of that shape, but at low and medium area ratios it resembles an ellipse 
more than any other geometrical figure.
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6 .2 .1 ,8 .  The ellip tic  orifice is constructed by offsetting the centre by a 
convenient amount, say l " , 2 " , 3" e tc .,  below the pipe centre O along 
the vertical centre line (see below).
An arc of radius R (where R is the radius of the pipe bore) is drawn from the
1 I
new centre O to intersect the pipe bore circumference at B and B . The orifice
]
aperture is symmetrical about the horizontal line BB which gives it its e llip tic
appearance (see fig 2). Arc BCB  ^ of the orifice coincides with the pipe bore
circumference, thereby providing an unobstructed passage for solid deposits. If
1one imagines the line BB to represent a sharp chord cut-off of a segmental orifice
then the line BC^B  ^ which represents the aperture of the e llip tic  device should be
easier for the fluid to negotiate as it is more circular in shape and consequently
the transition between the pipe and orifice cross-section is less tortuous.
6 .2 .1 .9 .  The title of the other new orifice -  the "semi-circular" is less 
misleading in that part, though not a ll,  of the aperture is semi-circular.
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6 .2 .1 .1 0 . The semi-circular orifice is constructed by offsetting the centre 
by a convenient amount, say 1 " , 2 " , 3" e tc . , below the pipe centre O
(see below) along the vertical centre line.
o
An arc of radius r is drawn from the new centre O to intersect the pipe bore 
circumference at B and B , Line BC B of the orifice is a semi-circle whose 
diameter is the chord BB1. Arc BCB1 of the orifice follows the outline of the 
pipe bore circumference, thereby providing an unobstructed passage for entrained 
solids. As in the case of the e llip tic  orifice the aperture of the semi-circular 
orifice (see also fig . 3) is easier for the fluid to negotiate than that of the 
segmental orifice. However, without the hindsight of the test results it is 
virtually impossible to compare the relative merits of the two new orifices.
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6 .2 .2 .  TEST ARRANGEMENT (see fig. 1)
6 .2 .2 .1 .  The ellip tic  and semi-circular orifices were installed In the 
laboratory main 8" diameter pipeline v/ith 120 diameters of straight pipe 
length upstream and 20 diameters downstream of the device. The pipe sections 
immediately before and after the orifice were specially manufactured to a high 
degree of accuracy. The pipe bore, average diameter 7.875 inches ( —  200 mm), 
was constant over the whole length of the 9 ft. ( — 3 m)  long upstream
section and there was virtually no ovality (less than 0.005" in any plane).
6 .2 .2 .2 .  To create a perfectly smooth surface the pipe wall was "lithcoted".
This is a process whereby the internal surface of the pipe is centrifugally sprayed 
with a chemical substance, giving a thin, even, lacquer-like finish. Although 
the friction factor of a lithcoted pipe increases with time, the change is very 
slow and even after a few years the pipe is still smooth to the eye compared to 
the crate red appearance of an untreated pipe.
6 .2 .2 .3 .  In fact the pipe used for this experimental programme was even
smoother than the one used for the M . Phil. series of tests (and discussed in
the section on theory). At the commencement of the series the friction factor
5
f was approximately 0.003 at a pipe Reynolds number of 5 x 10 , or well below 
the "smooth" line on the Moody diagram.
6 .2 .2 .4 .  Earlier w o rk ^ / ^  had shown that the location of pressure tappings 
around the circumference of non-concentric orifices is highly critical. In this 
they are significantly different from concentric orifice plates where the 
circumferential disposition of pressure tappings does not affect the indicated 
differential pressure as both the pipe and orifice circumference are concentric 
about the pipe axis.
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6 .2 .2 .5 .  No such symmetry exists in non-concentric devices and consequently 
She indicated pressure reading will vary with the angular orientation of the 
tappings (see graph No. 2) . It can be seen from this graph that the ideal 
position is one when the tappings are diametrically opposite to the plate orifice, 
or at-O* = 180°. Although this graph has been drawn for eccentric orifice 
plates, the principle of ideal location at -©* = 180° applies to all non-concentric 
orifices used in this work irrespective of their design, although the error-angular 
displacement relationships will vary slightly with different designs.
6 .2 .2 .6 .  However, the use of single pressure tappings,usually located in the 
pipe sections, puts an unnecessary restriction on industrial applications, where 
carrier ring orifice plates are now preferred to thin orifice plates installed 
betv/een pipe flanges. The orifice plates were therefore mounted in a carrier 
ring whose internal diameter was machined to 7.875 inches (approx. 200 mm) 
or the average bore of the upstream pipe (see fig . 9 ) ,
6 .2 .2 .7 .  In these tests orifice plate opening was not located at either the
top or the bottom but on the side of the pipe, allowing the pressure tappings
from the carrier ring chamber to be placed In the ideal position ( i.e . a t -0 -=  180°, 
or on the horizontal centre line of the pipe*) in order to avoid the tappings 
being air-locked or blocked by d irt, as might have been the case had they 
been situated either at the top or bottom of the pipe.
6 .2 .2 .8 .  It was expected, despite the likelihood of mixing in the carrier 
ring chamber, that if the chamber cross-section were not too large and the 
pressure off-takes to the manometer v/ere on the Ideal side, fairly localised 
pressure reading would be obtained. This had been confirmed in earlier tests 
(effect of step in segmental orifice plates) where the results, obtained using the 
same carrier ring, although slightly different from those using single tappings
In actual fact the tappings were spaced at approximately 5 °  angle either
side of the horizontal, to avoid fouling each other.
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were steady and repeatable enough to warrant future use of carrier rings as 
a standard practice*.
6 .2 .2 .9 .  The water was pumped directly from the sump and a flow straightener 
was installed In the first straight pipe section on the discharge side of the 
pump in order to eliminate any swirl. The upstream valve (butterfly type design) 
was always fully open during the testing and the flow was set and controlled by 
a hand operated gate valve, situated 20 pipe diameters downstream of the test 
section.
6 .2 .2 .1 0 . The water discharged through a "swan-neck" into the diver ter and 
then either through the by-pass system back into the sump or into the weighing 
tank. A millisecond stop-clock was used to time the collected mass of wafer.
A microswitch located between the by-pass and weighing tank was "tripped" by 
a cam on the diverfer and activated the stop-clock.
6 .2 .2 .1 1 . With the exception of the control valve, v/hich was operated manually, 
all other equipment was controlled by three electric switches placed on a central 
panel. The switches activated solenoid valves governing the supply of compressed 
air to double acting power cylinders which operated the diverfer, the upstream 
isolating valve and the weighing tank draining plug. The correct air pressure was 
preselected for a given piece of equipment by hand wheels mounted below the 
pressure gauges on the control panel, but once set they needed no further 
adjustment for the duration of the day's testing. The expended air was "topped up" 
automatically by the laboratory compressor.
The discharge coefficient based on carrier mounted segmental orifices were 
about 3% higher than those obtained from single tappings (in the M . Phil Thesis), 
indicating that some mixing in the ring chamber did take place.
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6 .2 .2 .1 2 . Three U-tube manometers were used to measure the pressure 
difference across the orifice plates. Each manometer had a working length of 
!.5m and was connected to the orifice pressure tappings by a bore (12.7mm) 
transparent tubing.
(a) Mercury-under-water manometer (an upright U-tube) was used for 
measurement of very high differential heads, usually greater than 
70 cm of wafer gauge.
(b) Water-under-compressed air manometer (an inverted U-tube) was used 
for differential heads in the range between 4-70 cm of water gauge.
(c) Water-under-paraffin manometer was used for differential heads of less 
than 4 cm of water gauge. The paraffin had a relative density of 0 .78  
at room temperature. By the principle of hydrostatic balance, this 
combination of fluids gave a "magnification" of 1 /(1 -0 .7 8 ), or approximately 
4 .5  times the equivalent wafer head. The paraffin was tinted with a 
colouring agent in order to provide a sharper contrast at the interface of
the two liquids.
6 .2 .2 .1 3 . Two mercury-in-glass thermometers, one placed in the sump and one 
on-the manomefric panel, were used to measure the temperature of wafer in 
the pipeline and of air around the manometers.
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6 .2 .3 .  TEST PROCEDURE
6 .2 .3 .1 .  A selected orifice plate was mounted, in a carrier, in the main 
line and connected to the manometer. The pipeline and the manometer were 
vented and the manometer zero checked. The required flowrate was set up, 
using the panel mounted flow indicator as a guide, the water flowing back to 
the sump through the by-pass system (see fig. I).
6 .2 .3 .2 .  When the flow was settled, the water was diverted into the weighing 
tank. The movement of the diverter "tripped" a microswitch which started the 
electronic stop-clock. While the test was in progress, readings of pressure 
difference across the orifice plate were taken from the appropriate manometer. 
The water was then diverted back into the sump releasing the pressure on the 
microswitch, and stopping the timer.
6 .2 .3 .3 .  The mass of water collected in the" v/eighing tank, the time taken 
for the test, the temperature of wafer and air were all recorded. The 
weighing tank was then drained and a different flowrate set up for the next 
test. . The procedure was then repeated until the required Reynolds number range 
was covered. Three e llip tic  and three semi-circular orifice plates, each of 
different area ratio were tested over a throat Reynolds number range of 
50,000 -  800,000.
/
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6 .2 .4 .  TEST RESULTS A N D  CALCULATIONS
6 .2 .4 .1 .  The test results and calculations are shown in tables 14 -  19 
and graphs numbers 19-24.
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SECTION 6 .3
STEP IN  SEGMENTAL ORIFICES 
(EFFECT OF)
109
6 .3 .1 .  INTRODUCTION
6 . 3 . 1. 1. Two different designs of segmental orifice plates have been in use: 
one, used by nearly all researchers has the circular part of the orifice coincident 
v/ith the pipe bore (see fig. 5a), the other design favoured only by Professor 
Beîtjier incorporates a 1/16" step, so that the circular part of his segmental 
orifice is concentric with and 1/16" inside the pipe bore (see fig . 5 b).
6 .3 .1 .2 .  It can be seen from fig. 6 that the results obtained by Beither are 
significantly different from those obtained by Lohmann, Witte and the writer.
At an area ratio of 0 .6  where all the other results coincide the discharge 
coefficient value of Beither's orifice is 6 - 7% higher.
6 .3 .1 .3 .  To confound matters, Beither used flange tappings* instead of corner 
tappings. In the case of concentric orifices the difference in coefficient values 
between these two sets of tappings is approximately j%  (the flange tappings 
coefficient being lower). If, as is like ly , but by no means certain, the same 
considerations v/ould apply to segmental orifices then this would actually widen 
the gap by 5% .
6 .3 .1 .4 .  Thus the difference was almost certainly due to the step> however, as 
the general view was that a 1/16" step was too insignificant to cause such wide 
discrepancies, the only way to resolve the futile argument was by conducting 
experiments.
* Flange tappings are so designed that the centre lines of the break-through holes 
are spaced 1 1 on both sides of the orifice plate. They are widely used in the 
United States and have been introduced into Europe by American Companies 
operating there. Normal practice in Europe is to use corner tappings.
n o
6 .3 .2 ,  TEST ARRANGEMENT
6 .3 .2 .1 .  Two segmental orifice plates were manufactured: one having an area 
ratio m = 0.4588 and the other with an area ratio m = 0 .6609, each orifice 
incorporating I/S "  step. After the orifices had been flow tested they were both 
bored out to reduce the step to 1 /16", the increased area ratios being now 0.4842  
and 0.6796 respectively.
6 .3 .2 .2 .  V/hen these enlarged orifices had been flow tested they were again 
bored out, this time eliminating the step altogether and the area ratios of the 
now conventional sec/mental orifices v/ere 0 .5  and 0 .7  respectively.
6 .3 .2 .3 .  The carrier ring employed and all other details of test arrangement, i .e .  
pipe installation, weighing tank, timer and manometers were the same as those 
used for testing the ellip tic  and semi-circular orifice plates and described in 
Section 6 .2 .2 .
I l l
6 . 3 . 3 .  TEST PROCEDURE
6. 3 . 3 .  1. The test procedure employed was the same as that used for 
elliptic  and semi-circular orifice plates and described in section 6 . 2 . 3 .  
Altogether six segmental orifices* were tested over a throat Reynolds number 
range 50,000 -  800,000.
* In actual fact only two orifices had been manufactured but as each orifice 
was bored out tv/ice (see 6 . 3 . 2 . 1 . )  six distinct test series were carried out.
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6 .3 .4 .  TEST RESULTS AND CALCULATIONS
6 .3 .4 .1 .  The test results and calculations are shown in tables 20-25 and 
graphs numbers 11-18.
SECTION 6 .4  
SMALL BORE ECCENTRIC ORIFICE PLATES
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6 .4 .1 .  INTRODUCTION
6 .4 . 1.1. The eccentric orifice plates used in the M. Phil, experimental 
programme were tested in medium sized pipes of 6 " , 8" and 12 diameter 
(150 mm, 200 mm and 300 mm). In preparing the standard, it was safe 
to apply the medium-size pipe coefficient data to larger pipes since past 
experience indicated that the discharge coefficient would remain constant; 
thus the maximum recommended pipe size was set, quite arbitrarily, at 
1 m diameter/ In fact, from considerations of fluid mechanics, there was 
no good reason why the upper limit could not have been set at say 2 m
diameter; the sole criterion being the need to have the data accepted by
a large committee, whose members were not too familiar with the device and 
were therefore, quite understandably, overcautious.
6 .4 .1 .2 .  At the lower end of the pipe size spectrum the extrapolation of
the existing data could not be recommended; the value of the discharge
coefficient would normally increase with decreasing pipe size, due to the
inevitable change in relative pipe roughness. The writer could not obtain
1 1
details of Taylor's investigation of 2" eccentric orifice plates, carried out 
at Delaware University in 1942, the only work on small bore eccentric 
orifices. Thus there was a need for a small bore experimental programme to 
supplement the information already available for larger pipes.
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6 .4 .2 . TEST ARRANGEMENT
6 .4 .2 . 1. The general lay-out of the appartus is shown in Fig. 7. The 
piping used was nominal 1^ inch (38.1 mm) diameter commercial steel,  hot 
rolled and seam welded the water supply was from the mains. The water 
entered the metering section through a right-angle bend, in the vertical plane 
and of mean radius of curvature of 65  inches (171.5 mm). The orifice was 
in itia lly positioned 30 pipe diameteres from the bend in order to ensure a fully 
developed symmetrical velocity profile.
6 .4 .2 .2 .  The details of the orifice meter construction are shown in Fig. 8 .
The shape of the pipe flanges made it very difficult to locate the pressure 
tappings, particularly the upstream one, really close to the orifice plate.
However the tapping positions could be considered as corner tappings to a 
good approximation.
6 .4 .2 .3 .  Earlier work '  had shown that the location of pressure tappings 
around the circumference of non-concentric orifices is highly critical. In this 
they are significantly different from concentric orifice plates where the 
circumferential disposition of pressure tappings does not affect the indicated 
differential pressure as both the pipe and orifice circumference are concentric 
about the pipe axis. No such symmetry exists in non-concentric devices and 
consequently the indicated differential pressure reading will vary v/ith the 
angular orientation of the tappings (See Graph No. 2).
6 .4 .2 .4 .  In this case the orifice was at the bottom of the pipe and it was 
not practicable to locate the pressure tappings at the top of the pipe ( i.e .  at 
■©-- 180°) for had any air been trapped in the pipe the pressure readings would 
have been inaccurate. From Graph No. 2 it can be seen that no measurable 
error v/ould be incurred by locating the tappings up to 30° from the ideal 
position, however owing to the need to clear the flange bolts the position finally  
selected was at -0"= 135°, or 45° from ideal.
6 .4 .2 .5 .  Three eccentric orifice plates and one concentric orifice were 
manufactured from mild steel and their area ratios were: 0 .2423 , 0.3236,
0.4044 and 0.4052 respectively. The plates were of the sharp-edged type 
and chamferred on the downstream side. A locating hole was drilled in each 
orifice plate in order to minimise errors arising from faulty installation.
6 .4 .2 .6 .  The gate valve used to control the flowrate was positioned 16 pipe 
diameters downstream of the orifice plate, a distance necessary to ensure, that 
any disturbance upstream of the valve would not extend back to the downstream 
tapping of the orifice. The water discharged, through a swan neck, into a 
fifty gallon (136 litres) collecting tank fitted with a side glass. A stop watch 
was used to time the collected volume of water.
6 .4 .2 .7 .  The pressure difference across the orifice meter ranged from a maximum 
of approximately 44 cms of mercury-under-water to a minimum of approximately 
2 .5  cms of water. The U-tube mercury-under-water manometer was not accurate 
enough below a pressure difference of 3 cms and an inverted U-tube water-under- 
air man°meter was used for lower differential pressure measurements. At pressure 
differences greater than 30 cms of water there was considerable oscillation of the 
water levels in the manometer and as the differential head was too small to switch 
to mercury manometer, the readings obtained at flow rates corresponding to these 
pressures were less reliable than elsewhere in the flow range.
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6 .4 .3 .  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
6 .4 .3 . 1. The first part of the experimental programme was to obtain the 
discharge coefficient data for the four orifice plates in a straight length of 
pipe. The results from the concentric plate were needed for comparison 
purposes and to estimate the reliability and accuracy of the apparatus by 
reference to values given in B.S. 1042 Part 1.
6 .4 .3 .2 .  The second part of the programme was to study the effect of a right- 
angle bend on the accuracy of eccentric orifice plates. This was achieved by 
mounting the orifice plates progressively closer to the bend and examining any 
change in the orifice characteristic. The positions tried were at 10, 8 and 6 
diameters from the bend. A check was also made at 18 D and 14 D but as no 
significant change in the discharge coefficient was observed no further readings 
were taken at these positions.
6 .4 .3 .3 .  For each flow rate setting, the discharge was measured by timing the 
collection of a known quantity of water in the tank and a reading of pressure 
difference across the orifice taken from the appropriate manometer. The range
of throat Reynolds numbers covered was 7500 -  40 000.
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6 .4 .4 . TEST RESULTS AND CALCULATIONS
6 .4 .4 . 1, The test results and calculations are shown in tables 1 -  13 
and graphs Nos. 3 -  10.
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SECTION 6 .5
ECCENTRIC LOCATION OF ORIFICE 
(EFFECT OF)
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6 .5 .1 .  INTRODUCTION
6 .5 .1 .  1. This experimental investigation differs from the rest of the programme 
in this work in that the writer has not set out (at least not at first) to provide
a working data which would be immediately of value to the flowmetering 
industry, but was merely motivated by curiosity. That this investigation should 
have brought immediate practical benefits and contributed to a better understanding 
of the correlation between the shape of velocity profile and the head-flow  
relationship in orifice plates, was a welcome bonus and a vindication of the 
usefulness of pure scientific enquiry.
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6 .5 .2 .  TEST ARRANGEMENT
6 .5 .2 .  1. Fixed Eccentric orifice design
6 .5 .2 .1 .1 .  Four 8" (200 mm.) diameter orifice plates were manufactured each 
of area ratio m approximately 0 .5 . The first plate was a standard orifice, 
concentric with the pipe bore. The second orifice plate was manufactured in 
such a way that, when installed, the centre of its aperture was 0 .4"  ( 1 cm.) 
from the centre of the pipe (eccentricity). The third orifice had an eccentricity 
of 0 .8" (2 cm.) and the last orifice was fully eccentric at 1. 1875" ( 3 cm.)
6 .5 .2 .1 .1 .  The orifice carrier ring used and all other details of test arrangement,
i . e . ,  pipe installation, weighing tank, the electronic timer and the manometers 
were the same as those used for testing the ellip tic  and semi-circular orifice plates 
and described in section 6 .2 .2 .
6 .5 .2 .2 .  Variable Eccentric Orifice Plate Design
6 .5 .2 .2 .1 .  The orifice design (see section 5 .2 .5 .2 . )  included a transverse slot 
at the top and bottom of the plate. The orifice was mounted between pipe flanges, 
using only four, bolts. Each pair of bolts was in the same horizontal plane, allowing 
the orifice to be moved across the pipe from a normal concentric to a fully eccentric 
position, i .e .  , when the orifice diameter is internally tangential to the pipe bore. 
Immediately upstream of the device there was a 3 ft. (1  m.) long, smooth pipe 
section 7.85 inches in diameter. Single corner pressure tappings were used and 
since the orifice, when in eccentric position, was on the side of the pipe, the 
tappings could be located in the ideal position of 0 = 180° ( see graph N o .2).
6 .5 .2 .2 .2 .  All other details of test arrangement, i .e .  pipe installation, 
weighing tank, timer and the manometers were the same as those used for testing 
the elliptic and semi-circular orifice plates and described in section 6 .2 .2 .
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6 .5 .3 . TEST PROCEDURE
6 .5 .3 .  1. Fixed Eccentric Orifice Plates
6 .5 .3 .1 .1 .  The test procedure employed was the same as that used for ellip tic  
and semi-circular orifice plates and described in section 6 .2 .3 . Altogether 
four orifice plates were tested over a throat Reynolds number range of 35 000 -  
900000.
6 .5 .3 .2 .  Variable Eccentric Orifice Plates
6 .5 .3 .2 .1 .  The variable eccentric orifice plate of area ratio m = 0.1014 was 
mounted between pipe flanges in the main line and connected ot the manometer. 
Special stops were used to ensure that for the first test in each series, the orifice 
was installed concentrically with the pipe bore. The pipeline and the manometers 
were vented and the manometer zero checked. The required flowrate was set up, 
using the panel mounted flow indicator as a guide, the water flowing back to the 
sump through the by-pass system (see fig. 1 .).
6 .5 .3 .2 .2 .  When the flow was settled, the water was diverted into the weighing 
tank. The movement of the diverter "tripped" a microswitch which started the 
electronic stop-clock. While the test was In progress, readings of pressure difference 
across the orifice plate were taken from the mercury-under-water manometer. The 
water was then diverted back into the sump releasing the pressure on the microswitch 
and stopping the timer.
6 .5 .3 .2 .3 .  The mass of water collected in the weighing tank, the time taken 
for the test, the temperature of water and air were all recorded. The weighing 
tank was then drained and a different flowrate set up for the next test. The 
procedure was then repeated until the required Reynolds number range was covered.
6 .5 .3 .2 .4 .  The variable orifice was then moved by .1/8" away from the pipe centre 
and the test procedure repeated. Altogether this orifice plate was then tested in 
nine positions
concentric, 1 /8 " , i " ,  3 /8 " , ?", 1 ", 1§", 2%" ana 2.675" (fully eccentric).
6 .5 .3 .2 .5 .  The tests results were then calculated and the tests repeated in 
positions at which the scatter of the test points was excessive or the results 
did not conform to the overall pattern. This was particularly marked at the 
i:11 position. Although this practice was time consuming, such caution was 
necessary, as once the orifice was re-bored to a larger area ratio, the doubtful 
test points could not be checked.
6 .5 .3 .2 .6 .  The variable orifice plate was then bored-out to give an area 
ratio m ='3001 and the procedure repeated. The larger orifice was tested in the 
following positions:-
concentric, i " ,  1 ", 1 g" and 1.775" (fully eccentric).
Note: The traversing is reduced with increasing area ratios.
6 .5 .3 .2 .7 .  Finally, the variable eccentric orifice plate was bored-out again,
to give the highest area ratio m = 0.6238 and then tested in the following positions 
concentric, i ”, g", 11/16" and 0.825" (fully eccentric).
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6 .5 .4 .  TEST RESULTS AND CALCULATIONS.
6 .5 .4 .  1. Fixed Eccentric Orifice Plates :
6 .5 .4 .  1.1. The test results and calculations are shown in tables 26-29 
and graphs Nos. 27-31.
6 .5 .4 .2 .  Variable Eccentric Orifice Plates
6 .5 .4 .2 .1 .  The test results and calculations are shown in tables 30-32  
and graphs Nos. 32-37.
SECTION 7
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
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SECTION 7.1  
GENERAL
127
7 .1 .1 .  SCOPE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME
7. 1. 1. 1. For the purpose of analysis, the experimental programme can be
grouped into three district categories:-
(a) further work on existing devices, (b) work on new designs, and
(c) experimental analysis of non-concentric location.
(a) This is essentially a continuation of the earlier work . The programme 
comprises further tests on eccentric and segmental orifice plates with 
the object of extending the range of useful application and resolving 
problems arising out of minor differences in design.
(b) Development of new designs; the e llip tic  and semi-circular orifice plates. 
This work constitutes.the main core of the experimental programme with 
the object, if successful, of superceding the existing devices,
(c) Experimental programme designed to analyse the influence of 
eccentricity on the performance of orifice plates. This work has been 
restricted to devices with circular apertures and covers the complete 
range from a concentric to a fully eccentric position.
7 .1 .1 .2 .  Altogether some 700 flowtests were conducted and 2000 ma nometric 
readings taken, which, when added to the 600 flow tests and 1500 manometric 
readings recorded in the M . Phil thesis, give some idea of the scope of this 
experimental investigation. Although, in the final analysis, the amount of useful 
data distilled is relatively small, the process of distillation has been hindered, 
rather than helped, by the amount of information to be analysed. To avoid confusion, 
the analysis of results, apart from general considerations, must be concise.
Ideally, it should include the relative positions of eccentric, segmental, e llip tic  
and semi-circular orifice plates In the merit table of the non-concentric league.
SECTION 7.2
: NEW d e s ig n s /
ELLIPTIC A N D  SEMI-CIRCULAR ORIFICE PLATES
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7 .2 .1 . IN ITIAL CONSIDERATIONS
7 .2 .1 .1 .  Fifty years have new nearly passed since the segmental and 
eccentric orifice plates had been introduced, but as yet no really satisfactory 
non-concentric device has been designed.
7 .2 .1 .2 .  The eccentric orifice, by virtue of its circular aperture, is the 
more accurate and reliable flowmeter, but its one drawback, that of not 
providing a completely free passage for entrained solids (particularly at lower 
area ratios) may on occasions invalidate its use under conditions for which it 
has been ostensibly designed.
7 .2 .1 .3 .  Despite these limitations the eccentric orifice has been in use in 
the United States where it had been invented and in the United Kingdom 
where it is being standardised, but it has not been popular in Germany -  
the home of the segmental orifice plate. National sentiment may well have 
played a part in this preference for the segmental device, as this orifice, 
despite its important merit in offering an unrestricted passage for entrained 
solids, has not been free from controversy. Even though the discrepancies 
due to different designs have now been explained (see section 7 .3) this is 
unlikely to still all the doubts about the reliability of this device, most of 
which seems to stem from the sharp chord cut-off, inherent in its design.
7 .2 .1 .4 .  It is therefore surprising as well as regrettable that the interest 
in non-concentric orifices has been confined to only these two shapes. The 
two new orifices introduced in this work -  the ellip tic  and the semi-circular -  
are designed to combine the best aspects of the existing devices, i .e .  accurate 
and reliable flow measurement and a free passage for non-hornogeneous 
liquids.
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7 .2 .2 .  FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
7 .2 .2 .1 .  In order to develop confidence in the use of non-concentric 
orifice plates it is necessary to analyse and to understand the difference in 
the basic mechanics of fluid flow between concentric and non-concentric 
primary flowmeters. The use of the discharge coefficient- in flow measurement, 
constitutes a convenient method of bridging the gap between the actual 
discharge and that predicted on theoretical considerations.
7 .2 .2 .2 .  Yet the very convenience and simplicity of this approach has its 
dangers in that it may lead an inexperienced observer to conclude that the 
discharge coefficient is a measure of efficiency of the device. Such an 
assumption is of course false, as the coefficient is not a true indication of 
the energy loss incurred through the interposition of the flowmeter. A simple 
experiment, using two different tappings with the same orifice (e.g. D & D /2  
and corner tappings) will show that different discharge coefficients will be 
associated with the different tappings for the same rate of flow. Yet the 
irrecoverable pressure loss is clearly unaffected by the type of tappings used 
to evaluate the discharge coefficient.
7 .2 .2 .3 .  Thus two different coefficient values are associated with the same 
efficiency and one of them (and probably both of them) are not a true 
measure of efficiency. In any case as orifice plates are not used in 
applications where excessive pressure loss must be avoided, the merit of
the device is judged by the accuracy of its flow indication and not by the 
amount of energy dissipated in the process.
7 .2 .2 .4 .  At this point it should be noted that although it is the 
discharge coefficient values which are used for the codification of the 
performance of orifice plates, it is in fact merely a convenient form of 
recording the head-flow relationship. Different coefficient values at the 
same flowrate indicate different values of pressure difference across an orifice.,
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7 .2 .2 .5 .  Thus a blanket value of discharge coefficient masks a number 
of individual factors, such as: effect of friction, imperfect energy
conversion, contraction in area of flow , asymmetry of velocity profile 
(whether due to pipe roughness or bends, valves and other fittings), 
pipe size, area ratio, eccentricity of orifice, location and size of 
tappings, e tc ..
7 . 2 . 2 . 6  Variations in pressure difference could in fact occur due to 
a change in pressure at the upstream tapping or at the downstream 
tapping (or at both simultaneously).
7 . 2 . 2 . 7 .  The pressure value at the downstream tapping depends on
a number of factors, the most important of which are: the degree of
contraction of the flow area and the axial position of the tapping in 
relation to the vena contracta.
7 .2 .2 .8 .  The location of the upstream tapping is perhaps less critical 
but variations in pressure occur due to a build up of impact pressure 
immediately upstream of the orifice plate.
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7 .2 .3 .  DATA ANALYSIS
(i) Variation of Discharge Coefficient with Reynolds Number
7 .2 .3 .1 .  The values of discharge coefficients for all six ellip tic  and 
semi-circular orifice plates are plotted against the throat Reynolds number 
on graphs Nos. 19-24. The important features of these graphs are:-
(a) The value of Reynolds number above which the coefficient 
remains fairly constant* often referred to as the lower limit of coefficient 
constancy ( L .L .C .C .) .  This feature gives an indication of the effective 
working flow range of the orifice. Most flow indicating instruments are 
calibrated on the assumption that the flow is proportional to the square root 
of the differential head. A rapidly varying (uni-directionally) discharge 
coefficient is an indication that the "flow-root head" relationship is no 
longer linear and the flow indicator will register a false reading.
(b) The scatter of discharge coefficient values above the lower 
limit of coefficient constancy. It is in this range that the standard 
discharge coefficient value is computed. An upper and lower tolerance 
bands are drawn, designed to encompass all "reasonable" test points.
The distance betv/een the upper and lower tolerance bands is a measure 
of the fundamental reliability of the orifice plate, by indicating the 
consistency (repeatibility) of the flow indication.
* In actual fact, the values of the discharge coefficient continue to 
decrease with increasing Reynolds number but at a very slow rate. This 
is due to the fact that the rate of change of the velocity profile is 
almost imperceptable in fully developed turbulent flow. (See Section 3).
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7 . 2 . 3 . 2 .  EIHptic Orifice Plate -  Area ratio m = 0.391 
Referring to graph No. 19:-
(a) The lower coefficient constancy limit is at Re  ^ = 75000
(b) Average value of = 0 .6 1 2 , at Re  ^ 75000
(c) All test points above Rej >  75000 lie within the tolerance 
band of -  i  %.
(d) If the two highest and the two lowest test points are discarded,
the remaining 20 test points lie within a tolerance band of 1 1 /3% .
.(e) At Re  ^ 50000 the discharge coefficient increases very rapidly 
with decreasing Reynolds numbers and the flow indication would 
be unreliable.
7 .2 .3 .3 .  Elliptic Orifice Plate -  Area ratio m = 0.5269  
Referring to graph No. 20:-
(a) The lower limit of coefficient constancy is at Re  ^ = 100000
(b) Average value of = 0 .600 , at Re  ^ >  100000
(c). All test points above Rey >* 100000 lie within a tolerance
band of Î  §%.
(d) If the highest and lov/est point are excluded the remaining
points lie within a tolerance band of t  l/3% .
(e) At Rey <  75 000, the coefficient increases rapidly and the
flow indication would be very unreliable.
7 .2 .3 .4 .  Elliptic Orifice Plate -  Area ratio m = 0.6802
Referring to graph No. 21 :- -
(a) The lower coefficient constancy limit is at Re  ^ = 250000
(b) The average value of = 0.579 at Rey> 250000
(c) All test results lie within a tolerance band of Ï  i% .
(d) At Re  ^ ^  100000, the coefficient rises very rapidly and the 
flow indication would be very unreliable.
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(e) There is a slight "terracing" effect, at the junction betv/een
the test points obtained from different types of manometers. The 
density of paraffin and water has been checked independently in 
both the Chemistry and Public Health laboratories at Hatfield 
but no significant variations were found from the values of 
density which had been assumed in calculations.
7 .2 .3 .5 .  Semi-circular Orifice Plates -  Area ratio m = 0.2928  
Referring to graph No. 22:-
(a) The lower limit of coefficient constancy is at Re  ^ = 100000
(b) The average values of coefficient = 0 .627 , at Re  ^ • 100000
(c) All test points above Rej >  100000 lie within a tolerance
band o f. t  1%.
(d) If four extreme points are excluded, the remaining 17 points lie 
within a tolerance band of t  i% .
(e) At Re  ^ 100000 the coefficient decreases rapidly and
inexplicably; the flow indication would be vey unpredictable.
7 .2 .3 .6 . Semi-circular Orifice Plate -  Area ratio m = 0.5779  
Referring to graph No. 23:-
(a) The lower limit of coefficient constancy is at Re^ = 175000
(b) The average value of = 0 .599 , at Rey 175 000
(c) All test points above Re  ^ 175000 lie within a tolerance 
band of t  15%.
(d) At Rej 100 000 the coefficient increases rapidly making reliable 
flow measurement difficult.
(e) There is some evidence of "terracing" at the junction between the 
results obtained from water and paraffin manometers.
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7 . 2 . 3 . 7 .  Semi-circular Orifice Plates -  Area ratio m = 0.8236  
Referring to graph No. 24:-
(a) There is no clearly defined lower limit of coefficient 
constancy, but if an average value of coefficient above 
Re  ^ = 300000 is computed C q = 0 .519 , then all the test 
points at Rej >  300000 lie-w ithin a tolerance band of 
± 1 1/3 %.
(b) The coefficient rises steadily between 100000 <  R e ^ 2 50000 
and increase's rapidly below Rey<  100000, making accurate 
flow measurement difficult.
(c) There is evidence of "terracing" at junction of all three 
manometers.
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O') Vanafion of Discharge Coefficient with Area Ratio
7 .2 .3 .8 .  The graph of Discharge Coefficient against different area ratios 
of the device is similar in shape for all flowmeter operating on the pressure 
difference principle (see graphs No. 25 and 26): It is In the shape of a 
convex curve with the maximum value of the coefficient occurring at a 
medium value of area ratio, usually between m = 0 .3  -  0 .4 . The 
coefficient values then curve gently downwards with decreasing area ratio.
At large area ratios the coefficient also curves downwards, but less gradually, 
the gradient steepening with increasing area ratios,
7 .2 .3 .9 .  In bad devices, such as segmental orifices, the coefficient almost 
plunges vertically downwards, making interpolation between tested data very 
inaccurate. At the other end of the scale, the ideal flowmeter -  the 
classical or conical ventun meter -  has virtually a constant discharge 
coefficient, the difference between the maximum value of in the centre
of the graph and at the end of each limb, being barely i% .
7 .2 .3 .1 0 . In orifice plates the difference in the coefficient value between 
its maximum at medium area ratios and its value at some specified high area 
ratio limit (in this investigation m = 0.68) is a good measure of its 
reliability -  the smaller this difference the better the orifice plate.
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7 .2 .3 .1 1 . It can be seen from graph No. 25 that the percentage difference 
in the discharge coefficient between its maximum value end its value at the
area ratio m = 0.68 is
for (a) Concentric orifice plate : 4 .8 %
(b) Eccentric orifice plate ; 4 .9%
(c) Elliptic orifice plate : 5 .3 %
(d) Semi-circular orifice plate : 9 .6%
(e) Segmental orifice plate : 10.0%
The above data represents a form of "merit table" from the standpoint of 
reliable flow measurement.
7 .2 .3 .1 2 . However, of the four non-concentric devices listed in the 
table, only the eccentric orifice does not provide a completely free 
passage for entrained solids. Thus the ellip tic  orifice plate, whose flow 
measurement reliability is as good as that of the eccentric one, but 
which provides an unrestricted passage for non-homogeneous liquids is 
clearly the most versatile non-concentric device.
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7 .2 .4 .  SUMMARY
7 .2 .4 .  1. The performance of the ellip tic  orifice plates has not merely 
fu lfilled , but actually exceeded all expectations at the design stage.
Its merits and drawbacks can be summarised as follows:-
(a) It offers a completely free passage for entrained solids.
(b) For a given orifice, the accuracy and repeatability of flow
indication is as good as that of the concentric orifice plates.
(c) It has a "good" lower limit of coefficient constancy, giving 
'a wider range of accurate flow measurement than even the 
concentric orifice plate. At. very low Reynolds numbers, 
however, the coefficient increases much more rapidly than in 
concentric orifices, making accurate flow measurement very 
difficult.
(d) The variation in the value of the discharge coefficient over
the area ratio range is only 5 .3%  compared with a variation
of 10% in segmental orifice plates.
(e) It has discharge coefficient values very similar to those of the 
concentric orifice plate and in the area ratio range of
m = 0 .5  -  0 .7 , they are virtually identical. This is a very
welcome and wholly unexpected feature; as a new and untried 
device it may be years before it will be incorporated into a 
standard. In the meantime, the current British standard for
concentric orifice plates can be used in the widely employed
area ratio range of 0 .5  -  0 .7 .
(f) The device has one serious drawback, along with the other
orifice which offer a completely free passage for entrained 
solids, it is more difficult to manufacture than the eccentric 
orifice plate. Modern machine shops techniques may well help 
to mitigate the problems associated with the making of orifice 
plates with non-circular apertures.
7 .2 .4 .2 .  The reasons why the characteristics of the e llip tic  orifice 
plate are better than those of the segmental one, which it is intended 
to replace, can be attributed to
(a) The symmetry and absence of any sharp features in its shape.
(b) Easier transition from the pipe to the orifice cross-section for 
the fluid to negotiate.
(c) The perimeter for contraction is longer at all area ratios
providing more control over the way the fluid flows through
the orifice; this is particularly the case at higher area ratios 
where the improvement is most apparent.
(d) The. perimeter of contraction is "roughly" proportional to
the orifice area, this feature is particularly poor in segmental
orifices where contration occurs; along the chord which has the
same length for area ratios m = 0 .25  and m = 0 .75 .
(e) At large area ratios the impact pressure is smaller. It is the
higher impact pressure at large area ratios which gives high
differential pressures and is responsible for the rapidly plunging 
discharge coefficient in segmental orifice plates.
7 .2 .4 .3 .  Despite his euphoria over the success of the e llip tic  orifice plate 
the writer is well aware that the device will not gain instant recognition,
nor would it be reasonable to ask users to do so. More tests are necessary
before the orifice can be used with complete confidence. The continuing 
financial stringency in academic institutions and in industry (which has 
restricted this programme) coupled with the fact that non-concentric orifices 
are on the fringe of flowmetering activities may mean that it will be a long 
time before the. elliptic orifice is fully accepted.
7 .2 .4 .4 .  In contrast to the "success" of the e llip tic  orifice the performance 
of the semi-circular device has been disappointing. Its characteristics in all 
respects are very similar to the well documented but equally inadequate 
segmental orifice plate; consequently there is no point in continuing with 
further research on this design.
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SECTION 7 .3  
SEGMENTAL ORIFICES
141
7 .3 .1 .  IN ITIAL CONSIDERATIONS
7 .3 . 1.1. In the introduction to this volume it was stated that the new 
experimental programme was a continuation of the work carried out for the 
M . Phil. thesis. The earlier investigation had shown that the segmental 
orifice plate had many defects, some of which were inherent in its shape, 
and could not be improved, but the main cause for concern -  the 
discrepancy in the discharge coefficient data obtained from different sources -  
could perhaps be resolved by a further experimental investigation. At the 
time the segmental orifice was considered to be the ideal non-concentric 
design, as its shape permitted a completely free passage and prevented any 
accumulation of solid deposits upstream of the plate.
7 .3 . 1.2. An examination of segmental orifice plate data, shown in graph 
No. 1 , shows that there is a close agreement between the results obtained
by Lohmann, Witte and the writer, Beider's results, however, are significantly 
different, particularly in the critical area ratio range of 0 .5  -  0 .7  where the 
value of his discharge coefficient is 7 %  higher.
7 .3 .1 .3 .  Beider's experiments were made using flange instead of corner 
tappings so a direct comparison could be misleading. In concentric orifice 
plates die coefficient value, using flange taps, is lower than that obtained 
from corner taps up to an area ratio m = 0 .5 , at m = 0 .6 ,  the coefficients 
are the same for both types of tappings. Thus if the same trend is assumed 
in segmental orifices (and there is no justification for such an assumption) 
then the discrepancy would be even greater in the lower area ratio.
7 .3 .1 .4 .  Yet Beider's investigations were very extensive and comparatively 
recent in relation to Lohmann's and Witte's. He is generally acknowledged 
as the leading authority on the subject, there are, however, various gaps
in Beider's work: for instance there is no indication of the roughness of the 
pipes used in hi? experiments, apart from the statement that it was a 6" 
diameter pipe in good condition. If a roughness correction were made this 
would help to close the gap, but any such correction for a 6" pipe in good
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condition would barely account for more than ^%.
7 .3 .1 .5 .  The most likely explanation for this divergence lies in the 
slight difference in the geometry of the orifices. Most segmental plates 
are designed so that the orifice is coincident with the pipe bore, see 
figure 5 a . Beitler incorporates a 1/16" thick step to separate his 
orifice from the pipe boundary, see figure 5b. A probable reason for this 
construction is to provide a fixed orifice area independent of possible 
ellip tic ity  in the pipe bore due to bad casting or other manufacturing 
faults.
7 .3 .1 .6 .  There was some scepticism among flow measurement experts 
whether such a small step could account for such a large discrepancy. The 
writer, on the other hand, has always been impressed by the complexity of 
the orifice plate's behaviour in relation to the simplicity of its design; yet, 
he too had his doubts though for different reasons, the writer thought that 
the incorporation of a step would decrease rather than increase the value 
of the discharge coefficient , by providing an additional edge for 
contraction.
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7 .3 .2 . THE EFFECT OF A STEP IN  SEGMENTAL ORIFICES
7 .3 .2 . 1. In order to investigate the influence of a step on the 
performance of segmental plates. Two orifices were manufactured of 
approximately 0 .5  and 0 .7  area ratios. In itia lly each orifice contained a 
1 /8 M thick step, which after flow testing was reduced, to a thickness of 
1/16" and finally after further testing the orifices were bored out again, 
to a normal design by removing the step altogether. The provision, 
in itia lly , of an exaggerated (1/8") step was considered desireable in order
to obtain both more data and a better understanding of the processes involved.
. •
7 .3 .2 .2 .  It can be seen from graphs Nos. 17 and 18 that the effect of a 
1/16" thick step is to increase the value of the discharge coefficient by 
3 |%  for area ratio m = 0 .5  and 4 % %  for m = 0 .7 . For a step 1/8" thick 
the corresponding values are 4^% and 7 j% .
7 .3 .2 .3 .  On the average the effect of a 1/16" thick step was to increase 
the coefficient value by 4%. In view of the scepticism expressed and the 
writer's own doubts about the direction of the error, could these findings be 
considered reliable? The answer must be that they could, for the following 
reasons:-
(a) The tests were carried out not in a hastily improvised flowrig but in 
a permanent flow measurement laboratory of a fairly good standard.
(b) The orifices were installed in an extremely smooth 8" diameter pipe 
with more than adequate length of straight pipe on both sides of 
the device.
(c) The same carrier ring and fixing method were used for all stages in 
. the test series.
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(d) The machining of the orifice between the various stages of the 
programme could have resulted in errors due to a difference in 
the edge sharpness but the fact that the same technician bored 
out the orifices, using the same technique would tend to 
minimise such errors.
(e) Nearly thirty tests were carried out at each stage of the series,
a number large enough to even out minor variations in test conditions.
(f) A  simple arithmetical mean was used to obtain the average value of
discharge coefficient at throat Reynolds numbers greater than 200,000  
and over this "constant coefficient range" all the test points lay 
within a -  tolerance band.
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7 .3 .3 .  FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
7 .3 .3 .1 .  Referring again to graph No . 1 we note that if a 4% allowance
is made for the difference in the orifice design, Beider's results at high area 
ratio are brought down to within 3% of Lohmann's, Witte's and the writers.
7 .3 .3 .2 .  The remaining discrepancy can be attributed partly to the 
relatively low Reynolds numbers at which Beider's orifices were tested
( 2 x 105) and partly due to the difference in pipe sizes. Beitler used
a 6" diameter pipe whereas the writer used an 8" diameter pipe in this 
programme. It would be reasonable to assume that the effect of a 1/16"  
thick step would be greater in a 6" diameter pipe than the 4%  recorded 
in an 8" one (for the same area ratios).
7 .3 .3 .3 .  In this context H should be noted, that if a "stepped" design
were to be used, Beider's choice of a 1/16" thickness was to be recommended.
It can be seen from graphs No. 17 and 18 that when the larger 1/8" thick 
step is used, there is a considerable variation in the value of the discharge 
coefficient at different area ratios (3% between area ratios m = 0 .5  and 0.7) 
which would make an interpolation between tested data very unreliable.
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7 .3 .4 .  FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
7 .3 .4 . 1. Now that the seemingly unbridgeable gap in segemèntal orifice 
plate results has been closed, will the confidence in this device be 
increased, leading eventually to a national and international standardisation? 
It Is difficult to be absolutely sure, but probably the optimum time for the 
full recognition of this device has already passed.
7 .3 .4 .2 .  So far, we have concerned ourselves only with the larger area 
ratios on the reasonable assumption that there is a greater demand for them. 
Referring again to graph No. 1 we note, with some surprise, that at lower 
area ratios there is a wide discrepancy between the results obtained from 
different sources, the largest difference being nearly 9%.
7 .3 .4 .3 .  In flow measurement, as a rule, any variations in the value of 
the discharge coefficient, due to deviations from standard conditions, are 
progressively more pronounced with an increase in the area ratio. The fact 
that the reverse is true In this case is due to the special shape of non- 
concentric orifice plates. Any non-alignment with the pipe bore could be 
very significant as a percentage of the total orifice area.
7 .3 .4 .4 .  These considerations alone, while not helpful, would not 
necessarily by themselves inhibit a progress towards recognition. A limit
on the minimum allowable area ratio could be specified dr greater tolerance 
recommended, though the latter course is, as a rule, discouraged on the 
reasonable grounds that wide tolerance bands undermine the user's confidence 
in the standard.
7 .3 .4 .5 .  The writer, too, could no longer support the standardisation of 
the segmental plates as he feels that both the e llip tic  and semi-circular 
orifices, introduced in this work arc potentially better and further research 
should be concentrated on providing more data for these new devices.
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7 .3 .4 .6 .  In the meantime, and due in small measure to this experimental 
programme, segmental orifice plates can now be used with greater confidence 
at higher area ratios. In the final analysis they are at present the only well 
documented orifice plates which allow a completely free passage for entrained 
solids and will remain so until the new generation of non-concentric devices 
is ready for general use.
SECTION 7 .4  
SMALL BORE ECCENTRIC ORIFICES
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7 .4 .1 .  STRAIGHT PIPE TESTS
7 .4 . 1.1. The object of these experiments was to provide coefficient data 
for eccentric orifice plates in small pipes to supplement the information , 
already available, for large pipes.
7 .4 . 1.2. The small bore flow measurement rig (described in the section on 
test arrangement, see 6 .4 .2 .)  was, for reasons of economy, not of the highest 
standard. In order to check its accuracy a standard concentric orifice plate
of area ratio m = 0.4052 was tested first and the results compared with values
given in British Standard 1042, Part 1, 1964, pages 112 and 113. The values
of discharge coefficient obtained from the tests was 0.604 over a throat 
Reynolds No. range of 85,000 -  150,000 (see table la  and graph No. 3)
7 .4 .1 .3 .  A comparable value in B. S. 1042 is 0.605 for the basic coefficient.
When corrected for Reynolds No. and pipe size (roughness) by multiplying
the basic coefficient by 1.006 and 1.013 respectively we obtained a final
value of 0 .616 , or 2 %  higher than that obtained in the test. Since the basic
+ . + 
tolerance is -  1.75%  and the compounded tolerance is -  2 .25% , the test
orifice was just within the acceptable limits.
7 .4 .1 .4 .
0 .24  0 .32  0.45
1.67" 0.616 0.627 0.602
6" 0.620 0.625 0.626
8" 0.625 0.632 0.630
12" 0.625 0.630 0.625
Area ratio 
m
Pipe size ,
D
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7 .4 . 1.5. In the rable in clause 7 ,4 . 1.4. the discharge coefficient's for 
small eccentric orifices are tabulated and compared with those obtained 
in larger pipes. In the table below (clause 7 .4 . 1 .6 .) discharge coefficients 
of eccentric and corresponding concentric orifices are tabulated for all tested 
pipe sizes. I f  can be seen that the small bore eccentric orifices fit quite 
well into the overall pattern.
7 .4 .1 .6 .
Area ratio 
m
_ 0 .24  0 .32 0.45
• V  , 6  CC •Pipe size a
D C , con.
1.67" 1.020 1.036 1.026
6" 1.026 1.033 1.036
8" 1.035 1.044 1.043
12" 1.035 1.041 1.035
Average
1.034
7 .4 .1 .7 .  On the average, and v/hen installed in an adequate length of 
straight pipe, the eccentric orifice plate has a discharge coefficient 3 .5 %  
higher than a concentric one. Thus for a given rate of flow the pressure 
difference is 7% smaller in eccentric orifices -  a significant figure to note 
when choosing secondary instruments for flow measurement.
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7 .4 .2 . "BEND " TESTS
7 .4 .2 .1 .  If was not initially intended to include these experiments in this 
thesis as the data on the effect of a bend on accuracy of flow measurment 
using eccentric orifice plates already existed (see graph N o .39 ). Although 
this data applied to 8" diameter pipes only, it was felt that similar information 
applicable specifically to small pipe diameters would be of only limited 
interest. In very small pipes distances Involved were very short and consequently 
in most applications an adequate length of straight pipe could be provided
and an orifice located outside the influence of a bend. However when the 
results were calculated they showed some differences from the usual pattern 
of the "bend tests" and it was considered worthwhile to include these results 
in this work.
7 .4 .2 .2 . Basically the results (see graphs N o. 7 -  10) followed the same trend 
as the tests in 8" pipe i .e .  the value of the discharge coefficient tended
to decrease with proximity to the bend. However somewhat unexpectedly 
at 6 diameters from the bend the discharge coefficient began to increase 
in the cases of two out of three orifice area ratios tested.
7 .4 .2 .3 .  In the 8" tests the decrease in the value of discharge coefficient 
became more pronounced the larger the area, ratio of the orifice -  a common 
enough phenomenon in flow measurement; yet in the small orifices there was 
no such clearly defined dependence on area ratio.
7 .4 .2 .4 . Regrettably these departures from existing trends had not been noticed 
until the graphs were plotted and by then the small bore rig had been dismantled 
and no experiments could be conducted to verify those results. Nor were any 
velocity profile traverses carried out, both because of the low priority of these 
tests in the experimental programme and the relative difficulty of pilot traversing 
in such small pipes.
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7 .4 .2 .5 .  Without such profiles any attempt to explain these results Is 
reduced to listing the differences in condition between the two sets of 
experiments and matching them to particular results.
7 .4 .2 .6 .  What were these differences?
(a) The difference in pipe diameters- For very small pipes 
geometrical scaling down and Reynolds number equality are 
insufficient criteria for similarity. Ralative pipe roughness must 
be the same too. None of these conditions was in fact met. The 
two bends were not of geometrically similar design. The Reynolds 
number ranges neither overlapped or even adjoined each other. In 
fact there was a large gap between the two ranges. Maximum pipe 
Reynolds number in the 2" pipe was about 140,000 while the 
minimum Reynolds number in the Ô" pipe was approximately 300,000; 
thus there was no dynamic similarity either.
Although no friction tests were carried out on the small rig it is 
certain that the 2" pipe, although new and commercially smooth 
had both absolute and relative roughness greater than the specially 
treated 8" pipe
(b) Plane of the bend. The 8" bend was horizontally mounted while 
the 2" bend was in the vertical plane. Thus possible gravitational 
effects were affecting different layers of velocity profiles.
• (c) Orientation of the orifice in relation to the plane of the bend. 
Both in the 2" and the 8" pipes the orifices were at the bottom and 
consequently in different planes relative to the respective bends.
(d) Position of pressure tappings. In the 8" pipe those were at 180° 
from the point of contact between orifice and pipe (this could be 
. done because the tests were carried out using air) while in the 2" 
pipe that angle was only 135°. As discussed earlier (see 6 .4 .2 . )  this 
was not critical in the "straight pipe" tests but in the "bend experiments" 
this would be expected to produce different pressure differences for the 
same rate of flow and distances from the bend.
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(e) The fluids were different, in the 8" tests air was used while in 
the 2" tests water was the fluid In the line. It is possible that the 
distances required to restore normal profiles downstream of a bend would 
be different for fliuds of different density. *
7 .4 .2 . 7. In trying to offer some guidance to future users is is necessary to 
stress that the experiments in the larger pipe were carried out with greater care 
and attention^ to detail and must therefore be considered more accurate. Perhaps 
the only incontrovertible facts which emerge from the combined series are 
that when using eccentric orifices downstrwam of a bend a correction must 
be applied when the orifice is less than 10 diameters from the bend and that 
no reliable flow measurement can be made at a distance of less than 5 
diameters from the bend.
* There are persistent "rumours11 among flow measurement experts (though the 
writer has net seen any papers on the subject) that the attenuation distance for 
perturbed fluids varies with different fluids. Despite the fact that velocity, 
density and viscocity are the relevant parameters, equality of Reynolds numbers 
may be an inadequate criterion for similarity, because compressibility, too, may 
well be a factor. Perhaps there is a case for a new criterion, a combination of 
Reynolds and Mach numbers -  say an "Attenuation number"?
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SECTION 7 .5  
ECCENTRIC LOCATION OF ORIFICE
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7 .5 .1 .  IN ITIAL CONSIDERATIONS
7 .5 . 1.1. The laws governing the relation between the eccentricity of the 
orifice and the variation in the value of its discharge coefficient are quite 
complex, (see graphs Nos. 35 -  37), but it should be borne in mind that 
these variations never exceed 3%. It is because these changes are relatively 
small, that the results obtained from the first part of this investigation 
(fixed eccentric orifice), although recorded in both tabular and graphical 
form, are not included in the discussion.
7 .5 .1 .2 .  In that first series of tests the eccentricity was achieved by 
manufacturing different orifices, each of the same area ratio, but with 
progressively greater eccentricity. This method was clearly prone to errors, 
as even minor manufacturing faults would tend to complicate the analysis. *
In addition it would have been very costly to make a sufficient .number of 
orifice plates to ensure a really good scan across the full range of eccentricity 
and for different area ratios.
7 .5 .1 .3 .  In order to provide greater flex ib ility  and to reduce the cost, the 
writer designed the variable eccentric orifice which can be seen in section
5 .2 .5 .2 .  (orifice specification). The orifice construction incorporated a slot 
which allowed the orifice to be moved across the pipe from concentric to a 
fully eccentric position at any chosen interval (say 4 " , i "  etc). Only one 
orifice in itia lly  of very small area ratio, was manufactured (20 orifices would 
have been required if made separately). At the end of each series of tests, 
the variable orifice was bored-out to give new and higher area ratios.
* In the event these results could be made to fit quite well into the 
general pattern established in the principal investigation (variable eccentric 
orifice).
7.5. 1.4. Altogether three different are ratios were tested: m = C. 1014,
0.3001 and 0.6238. The number of eccentric positions varied from nine 
for the lowest orifice, to five for the highest (the distance between the 
centres of the orifices when in concentric and fu lly  eccentric positions is 
decreasing with increasing area ratios).
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7 .5 .2 . DATA ANALYSIS
7 .5 .2 .1 . Referring to graphs Nos. 35-37
(a) The values of the discharge coefficient is higher throughout
the complete range of eccentric positions; this implies that 
the differential head is lower and the flow indication will 
be always low.
(b) Despite the apparently random distribution of the test points
on the graphs there is, on closer inspection a definite pattern .
The change in the coefficient due to eccentricity is a I ways 
greatest at approximately (1.25 cm) from the concentric position, 
this phenomenon being independent of the area ratio of the 
orifice (see graph No. 35).
(c) If the distance between the orifice plate centres, when placed at
concentric and fully eccentric positions is taken as 100%, then any
smaller displacement can be expressed as a percentage of maximum 
eccentricity. On this basis the influence of area ratio is apparent. 
The larger the area ratio*,the higher the percentage eccentricity 
at which the peak values occur. In addition the "amplitude" of 
the peak value is also a function of the area ratio (see graph No. 
36 and the table below).
Area
ratio
m
Maximum % 
variation in 
Discharge Coefficient 
at peak value.
% • 
Eccentricity 
at
peak value.
Distance from pipe 
centre in inches 
at peak value
0.1 2 .0 18.7 12
0.3 3 .0 28 .2 12
0.62 4 .2 60 .6 '2
(d) in fully eccentric positions, the percentage variation in the 
value of the discharge coefficient is approximately the same, 
for all area ratios, at + 3%.
7 .5 .3 . DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
7.5 .3. 1. A few years ago, the writer conducted some experiments designed
to determine the influence of a bend on the accuracy of eccentric orifice plates. 
The results were similar to those obtained for concentric devices, showing
that all orifices placed downstream of a bend had a lower value of discharge
coefficient.
7 .5 .3 .2 . This was attributed to the fact that the average velocity, of that
section of the velocity profile which was facing the aperture of the orifice
plate, was lower. By an extension of this reasoning it was assumed that if 
an orifice plate was eccentrically located in the pipe when the velocity 
profile was normal and symmetrical, then the effect on the value of the 
discharge coefficient would be the same as that of an asymmetrical profile 
on a concentric orifice in each case, the aperture of the plate would be 
opposite those portions of the profiles which had similar if not identical 
average velocities.
7 .5 .3 .3 . Yet, there were two inconsistencies in this argument:-
(a) Why was the error due to a bend similar both for concentric 
and eccentric orifice plates?
(b) Why was the coefficient for eccentric orifices higher and not 
lower than that for concentric plates, under standard conditions?
7 .5 .3 .4 . At the time of the investigation, the writer missed the first point
altogether and the second point he explained as follov/s:-
A fu lly  eccentric orifice plate, i.e . one whose aperture is internally tangential 
to the pipe bore, has a different discharge coefficient partly due to its eccentric 
and partly due to a change in the value of the contraction coefficient ( there 
is no contraction of the fluid where the circles are internal ly tangential). .
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7 5 3 5. Thus the value of the coefficient would become lower as the centre of 
the orifice was progressively displaced away from the pipe centre, but as it 
neared the pipe wall some of the fluid would gradually cease to contract, tending 
to increase the value of the coefficient. In the extreme position the effect of 
reduced fluid contraction would outweigh the effect of eccentricity and the 
resultant value of the discharge coefficient would be higher by approximately 
3 -4 % .
7 .5 .3  6. Recently, hov/ever, following another series of "bend tests", the writer 
came to the conclusion (against the commonly held,view)1 that the change in the 
value of the coefficient of an orifice placed after a bend is not due to the 
asymmetricity of the profile , It can be seen from page N o. , that the
profile remcrns acutely asymmetrical only for a very short distance after the bend, 
where the flow is unstable and cannot be measured accurately. However, beyond 
five diameters after a bend, the profile is only slightly "lopsided".
7 .5 .3 .7 .  Thus the reason why the coefficient value is lower must be due to
other causes, rather than asymmetricity. The writer is now sure that this reason
is due to the relative 'flatness1 of the profile. Such a flat velocity distribution
is one which, in a straight pipe, would correspond to extremely high Reynolds 
30
number, at least W ee million and an equally low value of discharge coefficient.
7 .5 .3 .8 .  This new theory, if correct would invalidate the reasons, given in 
clause 7 .5 .3 .5 ,  for the difference in coefficient values betv/een concentric and 
eccentric orifice plates. There were now no grounds for associating orifice 
eccentricity with a lower discharge coefficient.
7 .5 .3 .9 .  Thus the results obtained in this investigation, showing that the discharge 
coefficient value is in fact higher and not lower, in all eccentric positions, confirm 
the fallacy cf the explanations given in clause 7 .5 .3 .5 . ,  and indirectly, give 
added support tc the writer's new "bend theory".
7 .5 .3 . 10. We cannot finish the general discussion without stressing once more 
the most unusual phenomenon whereby the maximum increase in the coefficient 
value due to eccentricity occurs at 2 " (1.25 cm.) from the pipe centre, for 
all area ratios (see graph No. 35). It can be seen from this graph that the laws 
governing the relationship between the differential head across an orifice plate 
and its eccentricity are very complex, it would be futile even to try to offer an 
explanation for the continually changing pattern of this relationship.
7 .5 .3 .11 . Similar conclusion was reached by M il 1er and Kneisel who stated in 
their paper^: "There appears to be no straightforward way to explain the 
phenomenon of eccentricity other than by graphical presentation of flow calibration 
data. Because of this, the projection of these results into other line sizes. Beta rati
eccentricities, pipe roughness, etc. , would not be recommended. ..............
In most cases, an eccentric orifice is as repeatable as a centred plate. Eccentricity 
normally results in a uniformly higher flow coefficient". It is interesting to note 
that M ille r and Kneisel who limited their programme to small orifice eccentricities 
only (less than j " )  should find the results d ifficu lt to explain; one wonders what 
their reaction would have been had they investigated the full range of 
eccentricities.
7 .5 .4 . EFFECT OF SMALL ORIFICE ECCENTRITIES - 
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
7.5.4. 1. One object of this investigation was to study the effect of small 
eccentricities on the accuracy of flow measurement by orifice plates. For c 
number of reasons, such as, irregularity in pipe bore, loose fitting bolts, or just 
sheer carelessness, standard orificesare often installed in a slightly eccentric 
position. This is a subject of some interest to flowmeter users who fine! it 
d ifficu lt to meet the concentricity requirements specified in flow measurement 
standards.
7 .5 .4 ,2 . The new International Standard* specifies that
"The plate shall be centred in the pipe or, if appl icable, in the piezometer rings. 
The shortest distance (ex) between the centre-line of the orifice and the 
centre-line of the pipe on the upstream and downstream sides shall be less than 
or equal to:
0.0005 D 
0.1 + 2.3
If 0.0005 D ^ 0.005 D--------------------  c  e <:  2
0.1 + 2 . 3 x 0.1 + 2.3 &
+an additional error of -0 .3 %  shall be added arithmetical ly to the uncertainty . 
on the flow coefficient, in the case where
0.005 D 
x on + 2.3 £>4
this standard gives no information by which to predict the value of any further 
tolerance to be taken into account. "
* DIS 5167. It is important to note that the new International Standard, w ill be 
adopted. In its entirety, as the new British Standard.
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7 .5 .4 .3 . The value of e . for no error, has been vehemently criticised 
by users, who claim that it is impossible to satisfy and therefore should not 
be included in the standard. This criticism , though it has the virtue of 
simplicity, is not really valid.
0.0005 D , , , . , , . r. ,
If ev -    T_ is the value which must be satisfied
0.1 + 2.3 ^ 4
in order to incur no error due to eccentricity then this gives the users a target
to strive for, even if they cannot always achieve it. Perhaps they should have 
posed a more philosophical question: how was this equation deduced and
tested if no orifice could be installed to such fine limits? It could be done
(though it was not in this case) by extrapolation, towards the pipe centre,
of results obtained for larger eccentrities.
7 .5 .4 .4 . In order to give some idea how close these limits are, the 
requirements for the variable eccentric orifice used in this investigations are 
given in the table below.
% error in % error in
Area
ratio
0.0005 D coefficient value , _ 0.005 D coefficient value
x 0 1+2.3£4 for eX x 0. 1 + 2 .3 ^ ' for e' X
m In In In In
mm ins Standard Tests mm ins Standard Tests x
0.1 0.8 0.03 0 +0.05 8 5/16 -  0.3 + 0.6
0.3 0.3 0. 125 0 +0.05 3 1/8 -  0.3 + 0.3
0.62 0 . 1 0.004 0 +0.05 1 1/25 -  0.3 + 0.35
* See graph No. 37.
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7 . 5 . A . 5 .  Comparing the results obtained using the variable eccentric orifice 
plate (see graph No. 37) with the specifications in.the International Standard 
we note:-
(a) The values of ex , for zero error, specified in the standard are well
chosen; for all the three area ratios tested the error did not exceed + 0 .05% .
(b) For area ratios of 0. 1 and 0 .3  the limits on eccentricity of 0 .8  mm. 
and 0 .3  mm. respectively can be satisfied, provided the pipe bore is 
machined (say for a length of one diameter upstream of the orifice)
and fitted bolts are used. The eccentricity limit of 1 mm. ( 1/250 inch.) 
on the orifice with the area ratio of 0.62 is virtually impossible to 
achieve.
(c) For an eccentricity value of e* = 10 ex , the uncertainty of
t  0 .3%  specified in the standard is very misleading. Numerically, 
it is actually correct for the orifice plates of area ratios 0 .3  and 0 .6 2 , 
but for the orifice of area ratio 0. 1 the tests indicate that the error 
should be doubled to 0 .6% . However, the fundamental issue in question 
is that the test values both in this work and as recorded by M ille r and 
Kneisel^ are all positive, the discharge coefficient being always higher.
The fact that the uncertainty specified in the standard is t  0 .3%  
suggest that it is not based on any experimental data, but is merely a 
precautionary measure. It is of course not possible to alter the 
International Standard until the next revision. The new British Standard 
which is being revised at present will consist of two parts. The new 
International Standard, DIS 5167, will constitute the first part, while 
the second part will incorporate devices -  such as eccentric, conical 
entrance and quarter-circle orifice plates- which are not included in 
the International Standard. Although a note could be inserted, at this
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stage, stating that the error* associated with the eccentric installation 
should always be positive, it is doubtful whether BSI would allow any 
alterations to devices included in the part based on the International 
Standard.
(d) No direct comparison with the resutls obtained by M ille r and Kneisel 
can be made, as they used a much smaller pipe ( 4") and flange tappings, 
but the trends observed are similar in both works. The Americans have, 
in addition, varied the orientation of the eccentricity relative to the 
pressure tappings and found minor differences between the results;
the error was a!ways greatest when the orifice eccentricity was in the 
direction of the tappings.
(e) In view of the complexity of this topic, it is unlikely that interpolation 
or extrapolation of the existing experimental data could be achieved
by analytical processes. More experimental work is necessary if the 
complete range of pipe sizes and area ratios, commonly used in flow  
measurement, is to be covered.
*ln fact the word uncertainty would now become inappropriate since It applies 
both to the magnitude and the direction of the error. If the error is uni-directional, 
it would be preferable to use a correction factor, as is done in the case of pipe 
roughness, where too, the error is alwovi, positive.
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SECTION 8 
CO NC LUSIO N
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8 .1 . GENERAL
8 .1 .1 .  This investigation has covered many aspects of flow measurement,
but has primarily been devoted to the study of non-concentric orifice plates.
The conclusions reached are as follows
8 .2 . ECCENTRIC. ORIFICE PLATES
8 .2 .1 . The eccentric orifice plate is now the most comprehensively researched
non-concentric device and can be used with confidence within the recommended 
range. The writer has devised an equation for calculating the value of the 
discharge coefficient in terms of the diameter ratio
C = 0.935348 -  1.68892 |3 + 3 .0428&  2 -  1.79893 (b3
The formula is valid for a diameter ratio range of 0 .46  <  ^ <  0 .9  and
must not be used for extrapolation.
8 .2 .2 . The device will be included in the new British Standard and an 
abridged draft is attached in the Appendix to this thesis.
8 .2 .3 . Although extensive tests were carried out on small bore eccentric 
orifice plates and the results fitted quite well with those obtained for larger 
pipe sizes, the flow measurement equipment used for these tests was not of 
a high standard. For this reason the use of eccentric orifice plates was 
restricted to pipe sizes D ^  4" ( 100 mm ).
8 .2 .4 . However, the main drawback of this device remains its vulnerability 
to a build up of entrained matter on the sides of the aperture, particularly
at lower area ratios, a serious defect in a device primarily used for measuring 
the flow of non-homogenous liquids.
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8 .3 . SEGMENTAL ORIFICE PLATES
8 .3 .1 . This investigation was essentially a continuation of earlier work and
the programme comprised additional tests with the object of extending the
range of useful application and resolving problems arising out of minor
differences in design. At the time of this investigation the ellip tic  orifice 
had not yet been tested and the segmental plate, which allowed a completely 
free passage for accummulated deposits, was considered, potentially the ideal 
non-concentric device -  provided its reliability could be established by 
further tests.
8 .3 .2 .  There are two designs of segmental orifice plate in general use:
a conventional segmental plate, used by most researchers, where the orifice 
circumference is coincident with the pipe bore, and a "stepped" one, used 
by Professor Beitler, where the orifice circumference is set back from the pipe 
by the incorporation of a 1/16" thick step (see figs 5a and 5b)„ Earlier 
experimental data (see graph No. 1) shows a discrepancy of 7% betv/een the 
values obtained from the two different designs.
8 .3 .3 . The results of this investigation show conclusively that the effect of
a step is to increase the value of discharge coefficient by approximately 4%. • 
The remaining 3% can be attributed partly to the relatively low values of the 
Reynolds number at which Beider's orifices were tested and partly to the 
differences in pipe sizes used. Thus the scepticism expressed by flow 
measurement experts, concerning the magnitude of error caused by the inclusion 
of a step, has to some extent been justified since it accounts for roughly a 
half of the 7% discrepancy shown on graph No. 1 „ However, the fact that 
the presence of a step causes the coefficient value to increase is still baffling 
since the writer would have expected the value to decrease, because of 
provision of an additional edge for contraction.
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8 .3 .4 .  If a "stepped11 design is to be used, in order to mitigate any 
irregularities in the pipe bore, then Professor Beider's choice of a 1/16" 
step is recommended. If a larger 1/8" thick step is used, there is a 
considerable variation in the value of the discharge coefficient at different 
area ratios which may be as much as 3% between area ratios of 0 .5  and 0 .7 ,  
making an interpolation between tested data very unreliable.
8 .3 .5 . Although the discrepancy in segmental orifice plates, due to different 
designs, has been accounted for, it is unlikely to restore confidence in this 
device. Hither-to this work has concerned itself with the larger area ratios, 
on the pragmatic assumption that there is a greater demand for them. Referring 
again to graph No. 1 we note that at lower area ratios there is a wide discrepancy 
between the results obtained from different sources, the largest being nearly 9%.
8 .3 .6 .  In flow measurement, as a rule, any variations in the value of the 
discharge coefficient, due to deviations from standard conditions, are 
progressively more pronounced as the area ratio of the device increases. The 
fact that the reverse is true in this case is due to the special shape of the 
segmental orifice plates. Any non-alignments of the orifice with the pipe bore 
could be very significant in relation to the total orifice area, at very small 
area ratios.
8 .3 .7 . Such considerations would not necessarily, by themselves, inhibit the 
progress towards a general acceptance of this device. A lim it on the minimum 
allowable area ratio could be specified, or alternatively greater tolerance 
recommended. The latter course is, as a rule, discouraged on the grounds that 
wide tolerance bands undermine the user's confidence ,in the device.
8 .3 .8 . The intrduction in this work of the e llip tic  orifice plate is the main 
reason why the writer could no longer support the standardisation of the 
segmental orifice. Further research should be concentrated on providing more 
data for this potential ly superior new device.
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8 .4 . NEW DESIGNS -  ELLIPTIC A N D SEMI-CIRCULAR ORIFICES
8 .4 .1 . Two new non-concentric orifice plates have been introduced by 
the writer and the development work on these designs comprises the central 
core of this thesis.
8 .4 .2 . The object of the investigation has been to create an orifice which would 
combine the best properties of the existing devices, that is the reliability of
the eccentric orifice plate, with the clear passage for entrained solid deposits 
provided by the segmental orifice.
8 .4 .3 . From this standpoint the performance of the semi-circular device has 
been disappointing. Its characteristics are in all respects very similar to the 
well researched, but equally inadequate, segmental orifice plate ; consequently 
there is no point in continuing with further research on this design.
8 .4 .4 . In pleasing contrast the performance of the elliptic orifice plate has 
exceeded all expectations, as can be judged from its properties which are 
listed below:-
(a) It offers a completely free passage for entrained solids.
(b) For a given orifice, the accuracy and repeatability of flow indication
is as good as that of the concentric orifice plates.
(c) It has a 'good' lov/er limit of coefficient constancy, giving a wider range
of accurate flow measurement than even the concentric orifice plate. At 
very low Reynolds numbers, less than 50 000, the coefficient increases, 
much more rapidly than in concentric orifices, making.accurate flow 
measurement very difficult.
(d) The variation in the value of the discharge coefficient over the area
ratio range is only 5 .3%  compared with a variation of 10% in
segmental orifice plates. This feature facilitates a more accurate 
interpolation between tested data.
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(e) It has discharge coefficient values very similar to those of the
concentric orifice plate, and in the area ratio range of m = 0 .5  -  
0 .7  they are virtually identical. This is a welcome though unexpected 
feature; as a new and untried device it may be years before it will 
be incorporated into a standard. In the meantime, the current 
British Standard for concentric orifice plates can be used in the v/idely 
employed area ratio range of 0 .5  -  0 .7 .
' (f) The device has one drawback. Along with the other orifices which
offer a completely free passage for entrained solids, it is more difficult 
to manufacture than, the concentric or the eccentric orifice plates. 
Modern machine shop techniques may well help to mitigate the problems 
associated with the manufacture of orifice plates with non-circular 
apertures.
8 .4 .5 . More tests are necessary before this orifice can be used with complete 
confidence. The continuing financial stringency in academic institutions and in 
industry (which has restricted this programme) coupled with the fact that 
non-concentric orifices are on the fringe of flowmetering activities may mean 
that it will be a long time before the e llip tic  orifice plate is fully accepted.
8 .5 . INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF N O N -C O N C EN TR IC  LOCATION
8 .5 .1 . This experimental programme aimed at analysing the influence of 
eccentric location on the performance of orifice plates has been restricted 
to devices with circular apertures.
8 .5 .2 . In order to both provide greater flex ib ility  and reduce cost, the 
writer designed a variable eccentric orifice plate. This design permitted a 
complete scan to be made over the full range of eccentricity, from a concentric 
to a fully eccentric position, using only one orifice. Provided the investigation 
was carried out in an ascending order, different area ratios could be tested
by progressively enlarging the variable orifice.
8 .5 .3 . The laws governing the relation between the eccentricity of the 
orifice and the variation in the value of its discharge coefficient are very 
complex but certain broad patterns have been clearly established :-
(a) The.value of the discharge coefficient is higher throughout the 
complete range of eccentric positions. This implies that the 
differential head is lower and the flow indication wilI always be low.
(b) The change in the coefficient due to eccentricity is always greatest
at approximately ( 1.25 cm. ) from the pipe centre ( in an 8" nin 
irrespective of the area ratio of the orifice, a most unusual 
phenomenon in flow measurement. «.
(c) The value of maximum percentage variation is roughly proportional
to the cube root of the area ratio.
(d) In fully eccentric positions, the percentage variation in the value of 
the discharge coefficient is approximately + 3% for all area ratios.
(e) In view of the complexity of the law, the results can only be 
guaranteed at the actual test points. Extrapolation or interpolation 
of the available data is not recommended.
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8 .5 .4 . One aspect of this experimental programme has been devoted to 
the study of the effect of small eccentricities, in order to assess errors 
associated with incorrect installation of concentric orifice plates. This 
investigation has confirmed that the limits on maximum permissible eccentricity, 
for zero error, ex = 0 . ° ' ° +  specified in the new International
Standard DIS 5167 are correct, but for high area ratio are physically impossible 
to achieve. However, the additional tolerances of 1 0 .3%  specified in that 
standard (to allow for slightly larger deviations from the concentric position)
e 1 =  O • o  g  s  D  (g incorrect and cannot be modified until the
x  o * /  + 2*3 f t*
next revision of the standard.
8 .5 .5 . The results, for small eccentricities, in this experimental programme
are shown in the table in clause 7 .5 .4 .4 ..  and on graph No. 37. It should
be borne in mind that these results are a product of a.single investigation and
do. not carry the authority of a standard. If flange tappings are used, the
37paper by M iller and Kneisel can be used as a guide.
8 .5 .6 . In the section on theory the writer has analysed in detail the effect 
of asymmetrical .velocity distribution on concentric orifice plates, and has 
given a new explanation for the errors in flow measurement caused when device 
is located downstream of a bend. He concludes, against the commonly held 
view, that the decrease in the value of .the discharge coefficient is caused 
not by the asymmetricity of the velocity profile but by its relative flatness,
5 .5 .7 . The results of this experimental programme, by showing that the effect 
of eccentricity is to increase the value of the discharge coefficient, lend 
indirect experimental evidence in support of this new "bend theory".
8 .5 .8 . We now have a consistent pattern in the variation of.the discharge 
coefficient due to distortion of velocity profiles, caused by pipe roughness, 
proximity of a bend or orifice eccentricity. This constitutes an important, 
but not yet final link in the establishment of a theory for correlation of 
Upstream velocity distribution with the value of the discharge coefficient of 
orifice plates.
SECTION 9 
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Its/
C a l c u l a t i o n  S h e e t  No. 5.
Q" Szgm cnral O r if ic e  P ta fz .
Tee ting  the e ffe c t o f Qtcp. 
C ase  2. — Step.
: A re a  R a tio  m =  o-<2.796».
Pipe Bore 
D  = 7%r
5 '/a roc/
48-707 in2 = 314-24 cm1
©  =  S / n " '  / ' 2 5
3-875
2(4 = ZÔO f  26
Area of Sector(2o() =  TTx 3-875^ x 2I7-G4
360
= Q lrf10-32SG — 18-82°
= 1 8 0 ^ 3 7 0 4  =■ 217-G 4°
= 28-5/9/nZ
triangle, =
Area of orifioz a  —
Area ra h o  zr? = q =
>4
Z-£^5x 3-675 x Cos /0'65° 
f-25x  3 -5 7 5 x 0 -9 4 G 5  
4- 5 3 5  in2
28'5fp  + 4 -5 5 5  — 33-/04  in^ — 2(3-5Tcm'j 
- ■
£ 1 3 -5 7  =  0-079(3
3 1 4 -2 4
t n p - ~  0 - 4 Q p i ^
1 —  m  ^  «=■ O* 5 3 3 1 .  
/ /  — *=* o- 733^»
0-22576 <9 y / — m
c  f is /H a
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F o r mercury — under — r/a h e r m an o m eter:
H = h'/Cm -  Cum ) = h 'f 1 2 ,5 5 7 - 999) = 1S-5eh‘ 
l fu i. /  I 999'7 /
For line tem pérature o f fO°C and ambient temperature of 15-5 \
H — 12-5G h ‘ where H andh a re  in m etres  
H — 0'123<bh where h Zs in cm. 
j i f f  ~  O’ 33-44/17
C d  =  0-ZS57G  Q  J l - m Z  
0 -3 54 .4 . Jh a
Cel = 0-63702 Ç3 0-7336
/TT 0 -0 2 /3 5 7
C d=  2(-66>1 Q  Nherz 0  is in m^ /s>. and h is ihe
Jh manomzier head in cms> of- mercury.
Throat R eynolds N u m b e r Red.
Reef** t w d
' -/ '  ^ :
throat area a  ~  2 1 3 '5 7 cm?
équivalent throat ==. x 213-57 
diam eter diam eter d  s TT
d — Z3 • 4 9  cm.
Red — f  Q de =  T Q de =  4 f  Q <=• ^  x 999-7 Q
a A Tfdc2 A  TTdoM 7Tx O'1<&49m
*  -
CA I0 ec, yU =  0 -0 0 1 3 0 4  N e /m 2, ==• 999*7
/?cd = 5-9f x 1CG x Q at 10°C'
^  a /  /3 " C .
af Z3 :^ Xf =  0-00/2 Afe/mZ , ' =  999'37"
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For wahzr — under — a ir  tnanom efer ;
H = 'fi'(  — fa \ = h'( 997-67—  ^QQO] = 0-9954H'
( fA)z. / V 999-24 /
/Cor /Zne fzmperahure of }4eC and ambient fempzrature of 175°c
H — o -9 9 5 4  h ' h/hore h is in m etres .
H = 0 ’00<2<? 5 4  h w here h is in Cm.
JH =  o - 0 9 9 7 7 c / v
Cd — O- 22576 X  Q -733G Q_
0-021357X 0 -0 9 9 7 7  Jh .......
Cd = 77- 726 S
. t f
For w afer — under — p a ra ffin  m a n o m ete r :
H m. h ' ( f a m -  tp  \ = h'/ 996-5 —777-05)
\ fa i. '  V 999-09 . /
; -  0-22165  h 1
For .line tem perature of /5'C and ambient temperature of 1&-5°C
H =  0-22105h' where h is in m etres  
H = O-0 0 2 2 1 6 5 h w here h is in cm.
J i[ 0 -0 4 7 0 5 Jh
Cd = O- 2257Q x 0 7-336 Q 
O- 021357* 0 -0 2 7 0 8  Jh
yjL = 0-0011389 a t 15°C-, — 999-09
Fed =■ 6-79QX106 at 15°C.
Cd = Z64-7Z Q_
A
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C /4 ^ C 6 /L /V r /C % V  5 K 5 5 T  G .
8 ^  5 e g /? 7 g :n /" C y / O r / Y / c e  A / o / 'e ,  
T ^ e / ' / n g  /" /re  g f f g c / -  o f  s f e p .  
C o s e  /  — /Vo S fe p .
/ 4 r 0 O  ^ C ? /" /0  /T7 =  O '  6 9 8 ( 3
Quh&ide 
D i a m & t & P  
of Orifice 
P/ahe.
P ip e  A re a  A  — TT x  3■ 9 3 T 3  ^  — 4ô'7G7in^  =  31d-24ctn
© ' = S/n ~1 1-25 =  I Q ’S I *
3-9575
2 0 1  =  1 S O +  3 7 - 0 2  =  2 1 7 - 0 2 °
Area o f Séchar  (2c() =  fTx 3-9375^x  217-02 — 29-3<z2 in
360
/ A ^ o o f / r / o n g / g  =  / ^ 5 x 3 ' 9 3 Z 5  C 0 5  / 8 ' 5 / .
=  / e s x  3 - 9 5 7 5 X
—  d'(ô(o Y iff
/4rgoofor/f/'ce o = Z9'3GZ-W'6G% = 3^ '02p/'n^  =
Area ro f /o  tn. = 34- 029 = O'SpSG
^ 8 "  7 0 7  
m Z  =  0 - ^ 8 8 / /
/ -  m 2  =  0 " 5 / / 8 9
/ /  — in'?- == O' 715 4 G
A p c z /V o /e /? /"  o r / f / c e  =  =% / G ' 7 2  cm .
oYo/nefer c/e / /T"
8V
x
Cd =  O Z 2 5 7 &  x  0 -7 1 5 4 G > - _g_
0 '0 2 t9 5 4  fH
Cd = 7 - 3 5 7  Q.
JH
F o r m e rc u ry  — und<zr — w a te .r  rnanorn<zh<zr
H = h 'f  fm  -  f a  m \ -  h'( 13,541 -  997-77 
X e&JL / i 999-09
A/ = 12 - 53 3  h '
For line  te m p e ra tu re , oF lô°C and am bient temperature of 22°C
H  =* 1 2 '5 5 5  h* where, h ’ /s /n m e tre s .
A/ = 0 - 1 2 5 5 5  h w h e re  h  is in cm o.
/77 = O - 3 5 4 3 / h
Oc( = 7 -3 3 7  Q C d  =  fO-763 Q
0 -3 3 4 -3  {h
Abz^  WQttzr — u n d e r  •— o/> m a n o m e te r .
M  — h ' f  CMm — C a \ = A V 997-77— 4 ]
( rtu* / '  ( 996-06 /
/ /  = o- 9949 /?'
Æ>r //ne fe m p e ra tu re  oP f6'5°C. a n d  am  h i en  h tem pérature  c t
H  ~ 0 -0 0 9 9 4 9  h. w h e re  h /'© /r? em.
: V/Ar = O- 0 9 9 7 4 5 f h
-■= 7-357 Q C d  =  73-75Q Q._
0 -0 9 9 7 4 5  fh f h
// =. h l/ ’9 9 6 - d — 4 \  ==
I 999-09 /
0 - 9 9 3 3  h 1
/*/ 0 - 0 9 9 7 6 5  h
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Cd =L 78756 \Q
v/£?
For Uns. temperature. oF f5°C and ambient temperature oF /^ c.
Throat Reynolds Number Red — 6ml x Q
n x / à  K de.
4- x Ccul Q = 7' G f5  Q
TTde A  /&
For tine temperature ct /5f'C = — 999-09 ^  ~ O 00/7.369
Une température, o t t&5aC =  Cul — 99S-Ô6 = 0-00/0964.
/?ee/ = 6-7 x /O6 x Q a t 15°C
Red = <S-<?4xtOb X Q  a t  IQ-5 ° G
Fro r  w a te r — u n d er —paraTF in  m a n o m & t& r ■
p  _ h l/ 99& —775-7 ^  = O-HZold-h
( 9 9 0 - 9 4  /
yy = 0-0022314 h where, h  is in Cm,
fH  = 0 - 0 4 J 2 3 /( h
: G = 7-B57 C — Î 5 S - 7 5 Q .
0-047237 fh  J_________ f ]
At Une tem perature /6°C am b ien t te m p e ra tu re  o f f /c<
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CALCULATION SHEET No. 7
8" SEGMENTAL. ORIFICE PLATES 
TESTING THE EFFECT OF STEP.
C , = -ïp= K . K ; Re , = Q . K 
d x/h o m d r
CASE 1; CASE 2*. CASE 3:
l / 8 n step . 1/16" step . No step.
Area ratio 
m = 0.4688
Area ratio 
m = 0.4842
Area ratio 
m = 0.5000
D (m) 0.200025 0.200025 0.200025
A (m^) 0.031424 0.031424 0.031424
a (m^) 0.01473 0.015217 0.015712
dc
(m) 0.1369 0.1392 0.1414
m
r 2™
0.4688 0.4842 0.5000
Z 1 -  m 0.8333 0.8749 0.8660
z\ 1 1 13.539 12.980 12.443
Km
(mercury/water) 2.8217 2.8217 2.8217
Km (water/air)
10.0241 10.0241 10.0236
Km (water/paraffin)
21.312 21.231 : 21.257
e
(kg/m3) 999.5 999.6 999.5
/
(Ns/m3) 0.00123 0.00128 . 0.001233
Kr = 4
7.56 x 106 7 .14  x 106 7 .3  x 106
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CALCULATION SHEET N o .8 
SMALL BORE ECCENTRIC ORIFICE PLATES
c d
—  — T 3  . fS
/ h  o Re . = « d
Q .K r
K0
= l /  1 -  a \ / I g K = 
r
4 p  Q 
TT dyU..
ECCENTRIC ORIFICE PLATES CONCENTRIC O .P
Area ratio Area ratio Area ratio Area ratio
m = 0.2423 m = 0.3236 m = 0.4044 m = 0.4052
d (m) 0.02088 0.02413 0.02697 0.02700
D (m) 0.04242 0.04242 0.04242 0.04242
a (m2)
-4
3.424x10
— 4 
4.573x10
-  4  
5.713x10
- 4
5.726x10
6 / D 0.4922 0.5689 Ô.6359 0.6365
m = (d /D )2 0.2423 0.3236 0.4044 0.4052
/ i
'7,-  m 0.9702 0.9462 0.9146 0.9142
Ko
639.77 467.17 361.46 360.48
? (kg/m3) 998.2 998.2 998.5 998.5
A
(Ns/rn^) 0.001 0.001 0.00105 0.00105
K 60.81x10* 52.67x106 44 .88x l06 44 .84x l06
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CALCULATION SHEET No. 9
VARIABLE ECCENTRIC-ORIFICE PLATES
C . = -S » . K . Kd /h  o m
Re QK
K = m
K = 
r TT. M.d
K = 10m flw “  j3^ 1
Area ratio m
0.1014 0.3001 0.6238
d (m) 0.0635 0.10922 0.15748
D (m) 0.199939 0.19939 0.19939
d /D 0.3185 0.5478 0.78981
m = (d/D)^ 0.1014 0.3001 0.6238
xX 1 — rn ^ 0.99484 0.9539 0.7816
a (m2) ,0.003167 0.009369 0.019478
Ko 70.917 22.986 9.0591
Pnr, (kg/m2) 13 551 13 551 13 551
3
PwL (kg/m ) 998.6 998.68 998.7
3
(kg/m ) 998.6 998.6 998.6
(Ns/m ) 0.00105 0.00106 0.001062
Kr 19.07 x 106 10.98 x 106 7 .6  x 10'
K 2.82088 2.82065 2.82065m
CALCULATION SHEET . No. 10
FIXED ECCENTRIC ORIFICE PLATES
K -  o
K
m
4  P  wL
TfyU, d
K
m,
K
m7.
Km:
D (m) 0.200025
d (m) 0.1397
m =(d /D )2 0.4878
✓  l - m^ 0.873
a = TTd2/4  (m ) 0.015362
K
0
12.858
(kg/m3) 999.09
P WtH (kg/m3) 998.59
p m. (kg/m3) 13 551
(kg/m3) 775.9
(kg/m3) 4 .0
Km,
2.82127
K
m z
10.0228
K m ^
21.196
A
(Ns/m^) 0.0011
K
r
8 .28  x 10*
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CALCULATION SHEET No. 11
SEMI-CIRCULAR ORIFICE PLATES
C , = - S - . K . I< 
d / h  o m
Re , = Q. K d r
K
m
K
4P VjU
r TT.ÿU.d
K
m.
K
m
,0/ i M^
luJ pWL— po.
,0i P wup — P P
Area rafîo m
0.2928 0.5779 0.8236
3" off centre 2" off centre 1" off centre
D (m) 0.20025 0.20025 0.20025
A (m2) 0.031424 0.031424 0.031424
, 2 
a (m ) 0.0092016 0.01816 0.02588
d (m) 
e
0.10824 0.15206 0.18153
m = a /A 0.2928 0.5779 0.8236
/ l  -  m2 0.95617 0.81609 0.5672
Ko
23.459 10.145 4.9479
3
P W L (kg/m ) 999.6 999.6 999.37
fm  (kg/m3) 13 551 13 551 13 553
3
PwKw (kg/m ) . 998.59 998.84 998.93
pp (kg/m3) 776.6 776.6 777 .4
pa (kg/m3) 4 .0 4 .0 4 .0
yU. (Ns/m^) 0.00123 0.00123 0.00118
Kr 9.56 x 10* 6 .8  x 1 0 * 5 .94  x 10(
K
m$
2.822 2.822 2.8214
K
m %
10.025 10.024 10.024
K 21.179 21.228 21.257
SECTION 10 
TABLES OF RESULTS
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SECTION 12 
FIGURES
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FIG. 4.
Eccentr ic  Ori f ice Pla te
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FIG. 6.
Segmental  Or i f ice Plate.
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SECTION 13 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
334
.LOG 1 ( r [ j 0 0
?(-?
.LOG 1 ( 2 0 , 2 6 -
JOL K 0 . 7  1 H L 1 M L L L
Luv 3 u t.LL  PLOX f
5 6 . 3 3 6 3  LL ' 3 u c.E L  M -GX L
IL  04' I f -,\inL- 7 6
. L T L / f
3 L l . P P b L3 <J:
TE 31 . 1
I L O T l . l À ' l
E L ü l . l C l
T L O l 2 . L O I
El  1 1 . E L I
L L 0 1 . C T L
L L O l l . C T L
E L 0 1 2 . C T L
. T E L  f . C I L
M L L E  TELE 1 h r :
j LOI  . CI  L
I L 01 I .  C I L
>L01 2 .  O Ï L
03 }:LOC. <3 r L.hhi
.L \]LLC .<  EL o-y oI i l  r I I . t
CvLLCXIXJG fioy EILL r II 3
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LO /OL TAPLL OP vALUkl  ?%û
Lü f OL  v,ÀN'l e i.f-irH  fLO' i  ?NO
CHAN G L DP. G h E L  OP - POLYNOMI AL ? f E S  
Lzf-’z P-P ? 3 
SCALING F A C T O R S : -  
:{]= ?.G5  
f l =  7 . C 3 2
3 P 9 9 . 5 1 -  127 7 4 . 17 1 4 3 . 4  - 7 5 C 7 . I 5
- 1 2 7 7 4 . 2 5 2 8  2 5 . 3 - 7 1 1 2 3 . 6 '  3 1 2 3 7 . 4
17 1 4 2 . 9 - 7  1 1 2 4 . 6 9 6 2 6 2 .  5 - 4 2 3 1 5 . 5
- 7  5 D 7 . 4 5 3 1 2 2 3 . 2 - 4 2 3 1 6 .  1869  2.  1
ED.r.Oh SDN: OF SCDARES■— 9 * 4 8 9  C C E -  b
STANDARD E M .01. OF ES T I MAT E OP T= 3 . 6 3  18
' ME C O E F F I C I E N T S  OF t h e  POLYNOMIAL ABE:
AC C) 0 . 9 3 5 3 4 3 6 . 2 1 9 1 4 6
AC 1 ) - 1 . 6 3 3 9 2 - 0 . 5 8 9 4 6 4
AC 2) 3 .  0 4 2 3 6 .  5 1 9 6 7 2
AC3) - 1 . 7 9 8 9 3 - 6 .  4 5 5 6 5  1
DO TOD SA'NT TABLE OF VALLES ?TES
ME AS A F I T T E D  T X EP.P.Ol
2 . 627  5 0 . 6 2 7 7 6 . 4 4 7 2  6.  0 6 6 2
C . 6 2 5 5 O. 6 2 6 7  - 6 .  5 6 1 3  6 .  0 6 1 2
^ 6 2 5 5 0 . 6 2 6 7 0 .  5 6 1 3  0 .  06 12
' f .  6 2 6 C 0.  6 2 3 7 6.  5 9 2 2  • 6 .  6 627
C. 62 5 C 0 . 6 2 9  1 0 .  6 2 6 5  ' 6 . 6 6 : 4  1
C . 6 2 2 C 0 . 6 2 9 2 6.  6 2 5 3  -  6 .  6 6 28
C. 6 2 7 5 0 .  6 2 7 9 6 .  68 64 0.  06  64
C « 6 18 6 0 . 6 2 1 3 6.  7 5 6 3  6 .  6 6 3 3
C. 6 19 C 0 . 6 1 3 2 6* 7 6 7 7  -  6 .  6 6 6 8
C. 6C7C 0 . 6 1 3 3 6 . 7 3 7 4  6 .  0 6 6 3
f . 5 9 7  0 0 . 5 9 3 2 6 . 8  3 7 9  6.  0 0 1 2
DO TOD % AN T GRAPH PLOT ?TES
DO TOD . . I S H TO USE / G R A P H '  PACKAGE ?N0
TOD MDST ANT ' . / D B A * ' PACKAGE,  THEN
T I T L E  OF GEAPH ?
N A N I S  vALL ES ? . A , i
TAN IS VALU Es ? i j  . 7
NLAEEL ?
TLA EEL ? 
NUv. > l-.h i L ITM TO MONI  TOJM  AND ' i f  PP. /DEA.V FT
3.
5 / D
T I M E : 5*28
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t » W  .
P  ; ( . 4 6 C  . 6 . 6 2 7
'■ ' F» 47F 6. 627
. (  * 4 3 6  G. 627
G . 4 4 6  6 . 6 2 7
G . 5 66  6 . 6 2 7
G. 51G G. 627
G* 5 1'Ç 6* 6 27
G » 5 5 G G . 627
G. 5 4 6  6 . 6 2 7
G* 5 5 0  G. 623
G. 5 6 6  6 . 6 2 3
2 . 5 7 0  G. 623
G. 53 0 G. 6 23
C . 5 9 C  C . 6 2 9
G. 63 6 0 . 6 2 9
6 . 6  16 0 . 6 2 9
0 . 6 2 0  0 . 6 2 9
6 . 6 2 9i : *  6  d i /
G . 6 4 0
L/. u c
r
6 . 6 5 6  0 .  629
6" 6 f « ( 24
G. 67 0 6 . 6 2 9
C. C.3G 0 . 6 2 3
0. 6 9 0  6 . 6 2 3
G. 7 60 6 . 6 2 7
0 . 7  10 . 0 . 6 2 6
0 . 7  26  0 . 6 2 5
6 . 7  36 6 .  624
C . 7 4 0  6 . 6 2 3
0 " 7 5 G  0 . 6 2 1
0 '7 G c  6 . 6 2 0
0 * 7 7  0 0 . 6 1 3
6 * 7 3  0 6 . 6 1 6
0 * 7 9 6  0 . 6  13
6 . 3  66 6 . 6 1 1
0 . 3  16 6.  6 63
G 0 . 6 0 5
9 49 9 9 
56LT.Y& 6
r  î Si
0 . 3 3 0  6 .  601
6;.3 4_6 _ ___0 . 597
0 . 3 5 0  0.  5 9 3
0 . 3 6 0  0 .5 3 9 '
0 * 3 7  0 6 .  534
0 . 3 8 0  6 . 5 3 0
6 . 3 9 6  0.  574
1 .9  06 6. 569
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x t c
. 1 4 7 7 , 4
71477?
E l l i p t i c  O.P. M — 0.5269
/STh-M ï ' i  {  1 ( 7 
PROJECT-FhOGî^KMEh NUMBER
> COM PI L
VERSION 17 E ( 2 7 • 6 • 7  7)
.LOG IN
JO E 4 3 6 S I  2 4 .  49 H 4 T F I E L D  S 
7LGNBPN I N V 4 L I D  FORMAT FOI;
# 1 4 7 7 , 4  
PASSWORD:
C. 1451 R U 'S  USED FROM ASSIGNED L I M I T  5 
C. 17C7 RU * S USED FROM PRO JE Cl  i 0*1 PL 1C 
1455 1 6 - S E R - 7 7  FRI
USERS OF SOS PNB L IN E D  PLEASE SEE /NEv.
MACRO 1C: USERS SEE /NEv; S MACRO- 
.R BASIC
: BA S IC  1 4 : 5 5  16-  SE P -  7 7
REPDf ,  FOR HELP TPRE HELP.
NEb ELLOP 
READD
1C READ L , T , H 
15 LET M = L *  C* 45  359 
PC LET 1 = 9 9 9 . 3 7  
P5 LET C = M / ( T * P )
30 LET Z=G/C Ht C . 5 )
36 LET S = 3 2 . 7 C 1  
4C LET C=St%
45 LF/1 V=C. CCI 13 
50 LET D=C. 1452 
55 LET R = 4 * 3 .  1424=
55 LET R = 4 * P * C / ( 3 . 1 4 2 * V * D )
PRINT M , T , H , C , R
LATA 7 C6C, 78 * 9 , 4 . 8 3 ,  67 15,  5 9 . 4 ,  1 1. 3C5
7 C 6 C ,  7 3 . 9 , 4 . 8 8 ,  67 15,  5 9 . 4 ,  7 . 3 5 ,  6 9 3 C, 4 9 . 3 ,  1 1 . 9 3  
3 45 C, 5 C • 9 , 1 6 . 9  3 ,  89  6 C, 4 5 ,  2 4 . 4 , 3  57.0,  3 9 .  1, 2 9 . 5 5
3 7 P: 0,  3 7 . 9 ,  3 2 . 5  3 , 3  25 C, 3 9 . 3 ,  2 6 .  3 5 ,  9 65 0,  5 4 .  4 ,  1 7 . 7  
9 6 5 9
9 6 5 0 ,  5 4 . 4 ,  19.  3 5 ,  6 7 2 0 ,  4 3 . 3 ,  14.  5 ,  5 8 6 0 ,  4 6 .  7 , 9 .  65 
59 5 5 ,  6C. 5 , 5 . 9 3 ,  44  1 0, 5 0 . 3 ,  4 .  6 
1 0
60
65
65
66
67
68 
63 
69 
30 
90 
RUN
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
GOTO
END
ELLOP 1 5 : 0 3
3 2 0 2 .  35 7 8 . 9
3 0 4 5 . 3 6 59 . 4
3 1 4 3 . 3 8 4 9 . 8
38 3 2 .  3 4 5 0 . 9
4 0 6 4 .  17 45
3 8 8 7 .  27 3 9 . 1
3 9 5 5 . 3 37 .9
3 7 4 2 .  12 3 9 . 8
4 37 7 • 14 5 4 . 4
4 377 • 14 5 4 . 4
3 0 4 3 . 1 2 4 3 . 3
-2 653 .  04 4 6 . 7
2 7 0 1 .  13 6 0 .  5
' 2 0 0 0 . 3 3 5 0 . 8
? m . T  H L T AT A T XT T T MV
1 6 -SEP-77
4 . 8 8 0.  6 0 1 19 6 3 0 1 5 7 6 .
7 . 8 5 0 . 5 9 8 8 5 7 33 1 00 3 .
1 1 . 9 3 C. 59 79 7 3 469 0 0 0 .
16 « 9 3 0 . 5 9 8 8 3 7 5 5 9 5  10.
2 4 .  4 0.  5 9 8 2 7 2 6 7 1 0 6 4 .
2 9 . 5 5 0 . 5 9 8 4 4 4 7 3 3 7  03.
32 .  53 . 0.  5 9 3 7 3 3 7 7 5 4 3 6 .
2 6 .  35 . 0 . 5 9 9  348 6 9 8 6  13.
1 7 . 7 3 9 . 0 . 6 2 5  1 18 5 9 7 8 5 7 .
1 9 . 3 5  . 0 . 5 9 8 5 3 5 9 7 8 5 7 .
14.  5 0.  593 O i l 5 1 7 0 8 7 .
9 . 6 5 0 . 5 9 9 5 3 6 4 2 2 9  11.
U1 vD CO 0 . 5 9 9 9 2 5 3 3 1 7 3 3 .
4 . 6 0.  6 0 0 7 5  1 2 9 2 5 7 9 .
341
« ky 4 : * f- j. iv 1 IV 1L 1 K < , •
TIME:  P . 64  EECS.
TE/'-Df
35 LET b = 1 I f .  18 E l l i p t i c '  O.P. M ='0.5269-5
65 D f T f  293 0 ,  5 f .  2 ,  27
66 DAT4 3 7 2 P ,  5 2 ,  3 3 . 1
67 D f T ^  3 99 C ,  4 ( . 5 , 5 6 . 9 5
63 DATA P: 37 5 , 4 9 .  1, 1 7 . S>5, 2 3 1 5 , 5 8 . 9 ,  12
69 DATA 1 6 6 5 , 5 2 . 3 , 7 . 4 , 17 1 C, 5 5 . 8  7 .  3
EDN
ELLOP 1 5 : 1 4 1 6 - S L R - 77 '
? DATA MOT IM COERECT FORM IN  L I N E  69
TIME: 6 . 16 SECS.
READT
69 DATA 1 6 6 5 , 5 2 . 3 , 7 . 4 , 17 1 0 , 5 5 . 8 , 7 . 3
PUN
ELLOP 1 5 : 1 5 1 6 - S E P -77
135 1 .7  5 0 . 2 27 6 . 6 6 2 4 2 2 0 6 6 7 0 .
1 6 8 7 . 3 5  53 3 8 . 1 6 . 5 9 9 6 1 6 2 3 6 5 5 7 .
1 8 0 9 . 8 2  . 4 6 . 5 5 6 . 9 5 6 . 5 9 9 5 7 2 289 194 .
1 0 7 7 . 2 3  4 9 . 1 1 7 . 9 5 6 . 6 6 2 6 3 1 6 3 6 2 4 .
165 6 . 06 5 8 . 9 12 6 . 5 9 8 2 9 3 1 3 2 4 6 6 .
' 2 3 .  612  5 2 . 3 7 . 4 6.  5 9 4 8 7 5 1 6 3 4 2 9 .
7 7 5 . 6 3 9  5 5 . 8 7 .  3 6 . 5 9 8  6 93 1 6 3 2 8 3 .
? OUT OF DATA IM L IN E 16
TIME:  6 . 4 4  SECS.
PEADf
35 LET S= 24 6 . 35
65 DATA 37 f  6 , 9  6 . 6 , 5 7 . 4 , 24 3 0, 1 1 7 . 3 ,  1 4 . 2
66 DATA 1 2 4 6 , 7 6 . 6 , 8 . 4
67 DATA 1 1 6 6 , 8  2 .  2 ,  5 . 1
68 DATA 1 9 6 6 , 5 8 . 3 ,  3 8 . 1
69 DATA 1 4 7 6 , 5  1 . 3
69 DATA 1 4 7 6 , 5  1. 2 ,  2 7 . 9 , 3 3  6 , 5 7 . 5 , 7 . 2
PUN
n .LO P 1 5 : 2 6 1 6 - S E P - 77
"  1 6 7 3 .  28 9 6 . 6 5 7 . 4 6 . 6 6 2 7 6 9 1 3 7 6 3 9 .
• 1 1 6 2 . 2 2  * 1 1 7 . 3 1 4 . 2 6 . 6 14687 698  1 9 . 5
i 5 6 2 • 4  5 2 7 6 «6 8 . 4  _ ' 6 . 6 2 4 5 1 5 5 4 5 5 8 . 4
' 4 9 8 . 9 4 9  8 2 . 2 5 .  1 0 . 6 6 2 5 6 4 5 1 0 1 . 3
8 8 9 . 6 3 6  5 8 . 8 3 3 .  1 0 . 6 0 3 8  18 1 1 2 3 4 3 .
’ 6 6 6 . 7 7 7  5 1 . 2 2 7 . 9 6 . 6 6 7 7 6 4 9 6 7 6 4 . 5
, 3 9 9 . 1 5 9  5 7 . 5 7 .  2 6 . 6 377 32 5 158 6 . 3
? OUT OF DATA IN  L I N E 1 6
TIME: 6 . 55 SECS.
READY
35 LET 5 = 2 1 . 3 4 3
56 LET D= f . . 165
65 DATA 7 1 3 C , 4 3 . 5 ,  16.
65 DA T A 7 1 3 6, 4 3 .  5 ,  7 • 9
66 DATA 5 3 6 6 ,  3 3 . 6 , 5 . 7 5
67 DATA 6 14 0 , 3 1 . 9 ,  1 0 .9
66 DATA 7 45  6, 3 4 .  3 ,  1 3 .9 E l l i p t i c  O.P. M = 0.6802
69 DATA 723 0 ,  2 9 . 3 ,  1 7 . 4
RUN
ELLOP 1 5 : 2 5 1 6 - S E P -77
3 2 3 4 . 1  4 3 . 5 7 . 9 6.  5 7 8 2 7 7 4 8 6 1 2 9 .
2 4 3 1 .  24 38 . 6 5 . 7 5 6 . 5 7 4 2 3 9 4 1 1 8 4 0 .
2 7 8 5 .  04 3 1 . 9 1 0 .9 6 . 5 7 3  1 14 5 7 6 3 5 9 .
3 3 7 9 .  25 3 4 . 3 1 3 . 9 6 . 5 7 7 7 6 2 6 4 4  1 89 .
3 3 6 2 . 1 4  2 9 . 8 1 7 . 4 6 . 5 8  675 . 7 2 4 5 4 7 .
? OUT OF DATA IN  L I N E  16
342
TIME: 0 .  32  SECS.
TEfiDY
35 LET S = 7 7 . 6 2
65 DATA 60%%, 4 4 .  2 ,  6 8 . 6 ,  5 6 7 0 ,  102 .  5 ,  1 1, 3 7 7 0 , 5 3 .  2 ,  18.  2
66 DATA 4 59  5 , 5 4 . 7 ,  2 5 . 7 , 5 9  0 0 , 5 8 .  1, 3 7 . 8 , 7 9  6 5 ,  6 2 . 9 , 5 9 . 5
67 DATA 7 3 3 5 , 5  1 , 7 6 . 9 , 5 7  1 5 , 4 8 . 7 ,  5 1 .  2 ,  6 0 9 0 ,  5 5 . 8 , 4 4
68 DATA 7 0 6 5 ,  7 0.  2 ,  3 7 .  15,  5 27 0,  5 0.  7 , 4  0.  1, 7 1 7 0,  7 3 ,  3 5 .  7
69 DATA 49 5 5 ,  5 4 . 8 ,  2 9 . 9 ,  3 4 4 5 , 4 6 .  3,  2%
HjN
ELLOP 1 5 : 3 1 1 6 - S E P - 7 7
2 7 2 1 . 5 4 4 4 . 2  - 6 8 . 6 0.  57 74  01 4 6 2 6 0 6 .
257  1 .8  6 1 0 2 . 5 1 1 0.  5 8 7 5 8 9 164 6 6 3 .
: 17 1 0 . 0 3 5 3 . 2 18.  2 6 . 5 8  5 201 2 1 6 1 7 5 .
2 0 8 4  . 25 5 4 . 7 2 5 . 7 6.  5 8 3 7 7  1 249 1 4 3 .
2 6 7 6 . 1 8 5 8 . 1 3 7 . 8 0 . 5 8  189 3 0 1 1 8 1 .
' 3 6 1 2 . 8 4 6 2 . 9 5 9 . 5 0 . 5 7 8 3 4 6 3 7 5 5 6 6 .
3 3 2 7 .  08 51 7 6 . 9 0.  5773 4 2 6 5 6 1 .
2 5 9 2 .  27 4 8 . 7 5 1 . 2 0.  57 778 1 3 4 8 0 4 8 .
2 7 6 2 . 3 6 5 5 . 8 44 0.  5 7 9 6 5 2 3 2 3 6 9 4 .
3 2 0 4 . 6 1 7 0 . 2 3 7 . 1 5 0.  58 17 1 2 9 8 4 8 8 .
2 3 9 0 . 4 2 5 0 .  7 4 6 .  1 0 . 5 7 8 2 8 4 308 2 8 6 .
3 2 5 2 . 2 4 7 3 3 5 . 7 0 . 5 7 9 1 2 6 2 9 1 3  6 5 .
2 2 4 7 . 5 4 5 4 . 8 2 9 . 9 0.  5 8 2 5 5 7 263 17 3 .
1 5 6 2 . 6 2 4 6 .  3 20 0 . 5 8 6 1 4 4 2 2 0 6 7 8 .
? OUT OF D A T A - IN  L I N E  10 
TIME:  0 .  6 3  SECS.
HEAD/
35 LET S= 1 6 4 . 4 6  
65 DATA 45  3 5 , 8  7 .  5 , 4  3 . 4
66 DATA 8 7 3 6 ,  143 ,  6 0 . 3 ,  1 3 6 0 , 8 7 . 9 ,  2 .  77
67 DATA 1 8 4 5 , 9 7 . 7 , 5 .  6 3 ,  1 4 6 6 ,
68 DATA 1 8 4 5 ,
6 6 .  5 , 8 . 2 3
.68 DATA 1 8 2 6 ,  6 2 .  5 ,  13 .  1, 2 4 3 5 ,  
69 DATA 374  6,  78 . 6 ,  3 6 .  75
6 2 .  3,  2 4 .  6
69 DATA 374  6 ,  78 . 6 ,  3 6 .  7 5 ,  268 £, 9 9 , 6 . 7 .
HJN
ELLOP 1 5 : 3 8 1 6 - S E P - 77
' 2 0 5 7 . 6 3 8 7 . 5 4 3 .  4 0 . 5 8 7 2 4 8 1537 17.
3 9 5 9 . 3 4 143 6 0 . 3 0 . 5 8 6 8  36 16 1 0 6 3 .
5 8 9 . 6 6 7 8 7 . 9 2 . 7 7 0 . 6 6 3 3 0 3 4 3 8 6 3 . 8
8 3 6 . 8 7 4 9 7 * 7 5 .  03 0.  628 5  14 5 6 0 6 8 . 4
6 3 5 .  026 6 0 .  5 8 . 2 3 0 . 6 0 2 1 6 2 6 8 6 3 1 . 6
8 2 5 . 5 3 4 6 2 . 5 13 .  1 0 .  6 0  05 5 6 8 6 3 6 6 *
1 1 6 4 . 4 9 6 2 . 3 2 4 . 6 0 . 5 8 8 2 2 1 1159 2 1 .
1 6 9 6 . 4 3 7 8 . 6 3 6 .  75 0.  58 58 9 2 1 4 1 1 2 4 .
. 9 4 3 .  4 67  
? OUT OF
99
DATA. IN  L I N E  10
6 . 7 6.  6 6 5 8 3 2 6 2 3 1 3 . 1
TIME: 0.‘ 47 SECS.
DEAD/
E/E
JOB 4 3,  USER [  1 4 7 7 , 4 ]  LOGGED OFF T T / 107 
RUNTIME 7 . 0 5  SEC
1539 16 - S E P -7 7
0. 2213 .  RU 
0, 3 3 9 2  RU
' S USED FROM ASSIGNED L I M I T  5 . 0 0 0 0  
' S USED FROM PROJECT TOTAL 1 0 . 0 0 0 0
ELLIPTIC. O.P. M = 0.6802
2fO LET t  -  -) ) ■) • 6 
35 LET 5 = 6 6 . 6 2 0
50 LET L - 0 .  10824 , B e m i - C i r c u l a r  O . P .  M =  0 . 2 9 2 8
65 DATA 
35 LET 5 = 6 6 . 2
65 DAT A 35 4 0,  6 0 .  7 , 7 . 9 5 ,  4 59  0,  6 2 . 8 ,  1 2 . 4 ,  6 0 0 0 ,  68 • 8 , 28 • 2
6 6  D A T A  6 8 3 5 ,  6 1 . 7 , 2 8 . 2 ,  5 3 9 0 , 5 7 . 4 ,  2 0 .  3 , 4 1 2 0 ,  5 6 ,  1 2 . 5
67 DATA 4 26 0,  6 7 .  1, 9 . 3,  4 1 3 6 ,  58 , 1 1. 6 5 ,  5 2 3 5 ,  59 . 1, 18.  1
68 D A T A 65 4 0 ,  5 7 ,  3 0 , 8  0 5 0 ,  5 7 . 9 , 4 4 .  1 5 ,8  1 2 5 , 4 8 . 9 ,  6 3 . 8
6 9  D A T A  8 7 9 0 .
6 9  D A T A  8 7 9 0 , 4 6 , 8 2 , 7 2 0 0 ,  3 7 . 7 , 8 3 . 5 , 7 5 7 0 , 3 8 .  3 , 8 7 . 8 , 3 3 4 5 , 6 5 , 6 .  1 5 -
VTMt:  0 . 7 4  3EU5. '
EE A DA
65 DATA. 3 54  0,  6 0 .  7 ,  7 . 9  5 ,  459  0,  6 2 . 8 ,  1 2 , 4
65 DATA3 5 4 0 ,  6 0 . 7 , 7 . 9 5 , 4 5 9  0,  6 2 . 8 ,  1 2 . 4 ,  6 0 0 0 ,  6 8 . 8 ,  1 7 .5 8
RUN
SCO F 1 5 : 5 8  1 9 - S E F - 7 7
? DATA N O T  I N  CORRECT FORM IN  L I N E  65 '
T I M E :  0 .  14 SECS.
READ A
65 DATA 354  0 , 6 0 . 7 , 7 . 9  5 , 4 5 9  0 , 6 2 . 8 ,  1 2 . 4 ,  60 0 0 ,  6 8 . 8 ,  1 7 . 5 8  
RUN ■ '
SCO F 1 6 : 0 1 1 9 -  SEP- 77 . --
/  16 0 5 . 7  1 6 0 . 7 7 . 9 5 0 . 6 2 1 3 3 6 25 29 5 2 .
208 1 .9 8  6 2 . 8 1 2 . 4 0 . 6 2 3 5  01 317  0 1 3 .
2 7 2 1 . 5 4  6 8 . 8 1 7 . 5 8 0 . 6 2 4 8  11 . 3 7 8 2 5 7 .
3 1 6 0 .  29 6 1 . 7 2 8 . 2 0 . 6 2 6 6 4 9 48 0 4 8 3 .
' 2 4 4 4 . 8 5  5 7 . 4 2 0 . 3 0 . 6 2 6 0 7 2 4 6 7 2 8 8 .
1 8 6 8 . 7 9  56 1 2 . 5 ’ 0 . 6 2 5 1 319 1 05 .
1 9 3 2 .  29 6 7 . 1 9 . 3 0.  6 2 5 3 7 5 2 7 5 3 6 7 .
18 7 3 . 3 3  58 1 1 . 6 5 6 . 6 2 6 6 9 2 368 8 4 9 .
2 3 7 4 . 5 4  5 9 . 1 18.  1 0 . 6 2 5 4 3 9 38 4 19 7 . .
2 9 6 6 . 4 8  57 30 0.  629  27 1 4 9 7 6 5 4 .
3 6 5 1 . 4  5 7 . 9 4 4 .  15 0 . 6 2 8  56  1 6 03 6 3 4 .
3 6 8 5 . 4 2  4 8 . 9 6 3 . 8 0 . 6 2 4 8 8  4 7 2 0 6 7 4 .
398 7 .  06 46 8 2 6 . 6 3 3 3 9 8 8 2 8 8  1 1.
3 2 6 5 . 8 5  3 7 . 7 8 3 . 5 0 . 6 2 7 8 3 2 8 2 8 3 5 3 .
3 4 3 3 . 6 8  3 8 . 3 8 7 . 8 0 . 6 3 3 6 4 4 8 57 2 7 8 .
1 5 1 7 . 2 6  65 6 .  15 6 . 6 2 3 3 6 2 2 2 3 2 0 7 .
? OUT OF' DATA IN  L I N E  
TIME:  0 . 7  3 SECS.
RE ADA
10
2C LET F = 9 9 9 . 5
35 LET S= 2 35 •  17 
65 D A T A 3 0 3 0 , 4 8 . 8 ,  1 1 1. 1, 264  0, 5 4 , 6 8 . 9 ,  2 2 6 5 ,  6 4 . 8 , 3 5 .  1
66 DATA 1 500 ,  6 5 ,  1 5 . 4 , 9 5 0 , 5 8 . 8 , 8 . 5 ,  2 2 0 0 ,  5 8 .  5 , 4 0 .  3
67 DATA 1 5 8 5 , 8 2 . 5 ,  10. 7 ,  1 2 1 0 , 7 3 . 8 , 8 . 1, 1 1 12,  6 0», 10 .  25
68 DATA 1 0 3 2 , 5 5 . 4 ,  10 . 2 5 , 9 3 0 , ,
68 DATA 1 0 3 2 , 5 5 . 4 ,  10. 2 5 , 9 3 0 , 5 1 , 9 . 7 , 9 1 0 , 5 9 . 5 , 7
69
TUN
SCOP ' 1 6 : 1 0 1 9 - S E P - 77
1 3 7 4 . 3 8  4 8 . 8 1 1 1 . 1 0 . 6 2 8 6 7 8 2 6 9 3 0 7 .
1 1 9 7 . 4 8  54 6 8 . 9 0.  6 28 58 4 2 1 2 6 4 8 .
1 02 7 .  38 6 4 . 8 3 5 .  1 0 . 6 2 9  6 5 4 1 5 1 6 0 6 .
6 8 0 . 3 8 5  65 1 5 . 4 0 . 6 2 7 5 9  6 1 0069  3 .
' 4 3 0 . 9  1 5 8 . 8 8 . 5 0.  59 1425 7 667 6 . 2
9 9 7 . 8 9 8  5 8 . 5 4 0.  3 0 . 6 3 2 2 3 3 1 6 3 1 1 4 .
- 7 1 8 . 9 4  8 2 . 5 1 0 . 7 0 . 6 2 6 8 2 5 8 3 3 2 9 . 7
5 4 8 . 8 4 4  7 3 . 8 8 .  1 0 . 6 1 4 8  22 7 1 1 1 3 . 7
5 0 4 .  3 92  60 1 0 . 2 5 ' 0. 6178  69 8 6 3 8 5 . 5
4 6 8 . 1 0 5  5 5 . 4 10.  25 6 . 6 2 0 9 7 ' 8 6 7 9 6 . 8
4 2 1 . 8 3 9  5 1 9 . 7 0 . 6 2 4 8  7 79 0 9 2 . 8
4 1 2 . 7 6 7  5 9 . 5 7 6 . 6  169 33 6 6 3 3 5 . 9
344
& 1 4  . : ^  . .. . . - . . .  .
?1^ ? S é n ii-C irc u la r  O.P,' M = 0» 5779 •
•LOG IN
JOB 45  6 S 0 2 A . A 9  H A T F IE L D  SYSTEM T T f l B ?
7LGNBFM I N V A L I D  FORMAT FOR PROJECT-PROGRAMMER NUMBER
# 1 4 7 7 , 4
RA3RÜ0RD:
0 .4  111 RU1 S USED FROM ASSIGNED L I M I T  5 .  0 0 0 0
0 . 5 2 8 5  R U ' S  USED FROM PROJECT TOTAL 1 0 . 0 0 0 0  
1444 19 - S E P - 77 MON
USERS OF SOS AND L IN E D  PLEASE SEE /N E E S  COMPTE 
MACRO 10 USERS SEE /NEWS MACRO.
.R B AS IC
: B AS IC  1 4 : 4 5  1 9 - S E P - 7 7  VERSION 17EC 2 7 . 6 . 7 7 )
PE AD A, FOR HELP TAPE HELP.
NE% SCOP 
PEA D A
10 READ L , T , H  _ " •
15 LET M = L * 0 . 4 5 3 5 9  '
20 LET P= 9 9 9 • 6  
25 LET C=M/C T * P )
30 LET 7.= G / ( H t  C. 5 )
35 LET S= 23 • 6 29
40 LET C = / * S
45 LET V= 0 . 0 0 1 2 3
50 LET D = 0 .  15 206
55 LET R = 4 * R * Q / ( 3 .  142+V+D)
60 PRINT M , T , H , C , R
65 DATA 8 4  0 6 .  7 1. 1 , 6 . 7  3 , 8  0 0 0 , 5 6 . 9 , 9 . 4 , 8  1 6 0 , 4 9 .  1, 13
66 DATA 8 6 9 0 , 4 5 ,  1 7 . 8 , 8 7 3 0 ,  3 9 . 8 ,  2 2 .  0 5 , 9 5 2 0 ,  3 8 . 8 ,  2 8 . 3
67 DATA 9 0 3 0 , 3 5 . 9 ,  2 9 . 9 , 8 9 3 0 ,  3 8 . 6 ,  2 5 .  0 5 , 8 8 9 5 , 4 3 .  3,  2 0 .  05
68 DATA 8 2 5 0 , 4 6 .  2 ,  15- 0 5 , 8  36 0,  5 4 ,  1 1 . 4 2 , 7 5 2 0 , 5 8 , 8 .  03 
5 4 0 5 , 5 2 . 5 , 5 , 4 5  1 0 , 6 2 . 5 , 2 . 5  '
80  GOTO 10 ‘
90 END 
PUN
SCOP 1.4:57 1 9 - S E P -7 7
? DATA NOT IN  CORRECT FORM IN  L I N E  65 
? END I S  NOT LAST IN  L IN E  9 0 
? IL L E G A L  FORMULA IN  L I N E  5 4 0 5  
? NO END INSTRUCTION 
TIME: 0 . 2 5  SECS.
IRA D A
65 DATA 8 4 0 0 , 7  1. 1 , 6 . 7 3 ,  3 0 0 0 ,  5 6 . 9 , 9 .  4 ,  3 1 6 0 ,  49 . 1, 13
69 DATA 5 4 6 5 ,  ' 5 2 . 5 , 5 , 4 5  1 0 , 6 2 . 5 ,  2 . 5 ,
RUN
SCOP 1 5 : 0 0  1 9 -  S E P - 77
? END I S  NOT LAST IN L IN E  9 0 
? ILL E G A L  FORMULA IN l . IN E  5 4  05 
? NO END INSTRUCTION 
TIME:  0 . 19 SECS.
READA 
5405 END 
RUN
cr-nr- i m . r i  1 o  - <^t," *7 n
? BIND I S  NOT LAST IN  L I N E  9 0 
T IM E ;  0.  15 SECS.
LEAD/  '
90
IDN •
SCOP 1 5 : 0 2  1 9 -  SE P- 77
38 10.  16 7 1. 1 6 . 7 3
36 2 8 . 7  2 5 6 . 9  9 . 4
. 37 0 1 .  29 , 4 9 .  1 13
394.1 . 7  45  1 7 .8
’ 3 9 5 9 * 8 4  3 9 . 8  2 2 .  65
4 3 1 8 .  13 3 3 . 2  2 8 .  3
' 4 0 9 5 . 9 2  3 5 . 9  2 9 . 9
4 0 5 0 . 5 6  3 3 . 6  2 5 . 0 5
4 0 3 4 . 6 8  4 3 .  3 2 0 .  05
3 7 4 2 .  12 4 6 .  2 x 1 5 . 0 5
3 7 9 2 .  01 54  1 1 . 4 2
34 1 1. . 58 8 .  6 3
245  1 . 6 5  5 2 . 5  ' 5
2 0 4 5 . 6 9  6 2 . 5  2 . 5
0.  59 1624 
0.  5 9 5 7 4  1 
0 . 5 9 3 7 9 8  
0.  5 9 4 6 2 2  
0 . 6 0 6 8  35 
0 . 5 9 9  177 
0 . 5 9 7 5 8 7  
0 . 6 0 0 4 8 7  
0.  59 599  7 
0 . 5 9 7 9 8 1  
0 .  5 9 5  145 
0 .  5 9 4 3 9 5  
0 . 5 9 8  129 
0 .  5 9 2 8 8 4
3 6 4 7 6 0 .  
4 3 4 0 8 5 .  
5 1 3 1 0 5 .  
59 6 2 17.. 
6 7 7 2 1 8  . 
7 5 7 5 3 5 .  
7 7 6 5 8 8 .  
7 1 4 2 6 3 .  
6 3 4 2 4 2 . .  
55  1 3 2 7 .  
4 7 7 9 8 0 .  
4 0 0 3 0 1 .  
3 1 7 8 5 8 .  
2 2 2 7 8 9 .
S e m i-C irc u la r  O.P. M = 0.5779
? OUT OF DATA IN  L I N E  10 
T IME:  0 . 6 8  SECS.
READY
20 LET P= 9 9 9 • 5  .
.35 LET S= 101 .  69
65 DAT A4 1 5 5 , 9 0 . 5 ,  1 2 . 2 5 , 7  1 6 0 , 8 5 , 4 1 . 4 , 7 0 9 0 , 4 6 . 9 ,  1 3 4 . 2
66 DATA 5 1 8 5 , 9  1. 6 ,  18 • 7 ,  438  5 ,  9 5  . 6,  12 .  15,  3 3 7 0 , 9 8 . 4 ,  6 .  6 3
67 DATA 9 8 2 5 , 7 5 . 9 , 9 8 . 4
68 
69 
HJN
SCOP 1 5 : 0 9 1 9 - S E P - 77
' 1 8 8 4 . 6 7 9 0 . 5 1 2 . 2 5  0 . 6 0 5 3 5 9 14 1 7 4 9 .
3 2 4 7 . 7 8 5 4 1 . 4  0.  6 04 16 1 2 6 6 6 7  1.
' 3 2 1 5 . 9 5 4 6 . 9 1 3 4 . 2  0 . 6 0 2 2 2 1 4 6 6 7  3 5 .
235  1 . 8 6 9 1 .6 18.  7 0.  6 04 076 1 7 4 7 6 3 .
1 9 8 8 . 9 9 9 5 , 6 12.. 15 0 . 6  07 27 1 14 16 15 .
1 5 2 8 . 6 9 8 . 4 6 .  63  0.  6 13 8  14 1657 33 .
, 4 4 5 6 . 5 2 7 5 . 9 9 8 . 4  0 . 6 0 2 2 1 6 3 9 9 6 5 8 .
? OUT OF DATA IN  L I N E  10
TIME:  0 . 3 9  SECS.
HEADY
20 LET P= 9 9 9 . 5
35 LETS= 2 1 5 . 3 6
65 DATA 7 7 3 5 ,  133 .  6 , 8  7 .  7 ,  5 2 2 0 ,  1 15.  5 ,  5 2 . 9 ,  39 3 5 ,  1 03 .  3 ,  3 7 . 2
66 7 4 5 0 , 9 1. 1 , 7 4 . 5 ,  304 0,  1 0 6 . 7 ,  2 0 . 9 ,  264  0,  1 19 .  5 ,  12.  1
67 DATA 18 4 0,  1 1 0 . 4 ,  6 .  6,  1 4 3 0 , 1 1 1. 2 ,  3 .  5 ,  5 9 4 0 ,  I C I .  1 , 9 0 . 5
66 DATA 7 4 5  0 , 9  1 . 1, 7 4 .  5 ,  3 0 4 0 , 1 0 6 . 7 ,  2 0 . 9 ,  2 6 4 0 ,  1 19.  5 ,  12 .  1
68
69
HJN
SCO P 1 5 : 1 8 19 -  SE P- 7 7
'-35 0 8 . 5  2 1 3 3 . 6 87  . 7  6 . 6 0 4 2 2 7 1 7 8 7 5 2 .
2 3 6 7 . 7 4 1 1 5 . 5 5 2 . 9  0 . 6 6 7 3 0 4 1 3 9 5 3 6 .
1 7 8 4 . 8 8 1 0 3 . 3 3 7 .  2 0.  6 104 06 1 1 7 6 6 9 .
3 3 7 9 . 2 5 9 1 .1 7 4 . 5  0 . 9 2 5 9 8 8 2 5 2 4 3 5 .
1 3 7 8 . 9 1 1 0 6 . 7 2 0 . 9  0 . 6 0 9  09 8 7 9 6 4 . 3
1 1 9 7 . 4 5 1 1 9 . 5 12.  1 6.  6 2 0 7  1 63 2 0 7 . 7
8 3 4 . 6  0-6 1 1 0 . 4 6 . 6  0.  6 34 049 5 1 4 5 7 - 2
6 4 8 . 6 3 4 1 1 1 . 2 3 . 5  0.  67 18 65 397  6 3 .  5
2 6 9 4 . 3 2 1 0 1 . 1 9 0 . 5  0.  6 6 3 6 1 18 1398 .
? OUT OF J AT A IN  L IN E  10
SECTION 14 
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SECTION 15 
APPENDIX
DRAFT BRITISH STANDARD 
ECCENTRIC ORIFICE PLATES
NOTE:
Numbers of Clauses, Tables and Figures in this Appendix 
relate to the Draft British Standard.
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3.3. ECCENTRIC ORIFICE PLATES
3 . 3 . 1 .  Range of application
This type of orifice plate shall only be used in accordance with this British 
Standard when:
50 mm d
100 mm ^  D ^  1000 mm
0.46 85
2 x 10^=6 Rep< 106
0.85 <  ^ ^  0 .9
Recommended range.
10 4
105^  <
Re 4  107
J> c
Re  ^ 4  2 x 1 0 .P
Extended range,
3 .3 .2 . Specification of standard eccentric orifice plate
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 .  Description
The eccentric orifice plate is shown in Fig. 6,
The letters are for reference purposes.
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 1 .  General shape
The part of the plate inside the pipe shall be circular and the orifice shall be 
interanlly tangential to the pipe bore. The faces of the plate shall always be 
flat and parallel.
Unless otherwise stated, the following descriptions apply only to that part of 
the plate intended to be I oca fed within the pipe for measuring purposes.
Care shall be taken in the design of the orifice plate to ensure that the elastic 
deformation of the plate, due to the magnitude of the differential pressure or 
of any other stress does not cause the flatness limit given above to be exceeded.
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 2 .  Upstream face A
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 1 .  The upstream face of the plate A shall be flat. It is considered 
as such when the slope of a straight line connecting any two points of its 
surface in relation to a plane perpendicular to the centre line is less than
1 per cent, ignoring the inevitable local defects of the surface which are 
invisible to the naked eye.
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 2 .  The upstream face of the orifice plate shall be smooth to within 
0.0003d (peak-to-hollow height) within that part of a circle concentric with 
the orifice whose diameter is not less than 1.5d, and which is within the pipe 
bore.
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 2 . 3 .  It is useful or convenient to provide a distinctive mark which, 
whenever possible, is visible even when the orifice plate is installed to show 
that the upstream face of the orifice plate is correctly installed relative to 
the direction of flow.
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 3 .  Downstream face B -
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 3 . 1 .  The downstream face B shall be fla t and parallel with the 
upstream face.
3 . 3 . 2 .  1 .3.2.  It is unnecessary to provide the same quality of surface finish 
for the cbwnstream face as for the upstream face.
3 . 3 . 2 .  1.3.3.  The flatness and surface condition of the downstream face may 
be judged by mere visual Inspection.
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3 . 3 , 2 . 1 . 4 .  Thickness E and e
3 . 3 . 2 .  1 .4.1.  The rhickness e of the orifice shall be between 0.005D and 
0.02D .
3 . 3 . 2 .  1.4.2.  The values of e measured at any point on the orifice shall 
not differ among themselves by more than 0.001 D.
3 . 3 .2 .  1.4.3. The thickness E of the plate shall be between e and 0 .05D .
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 4 . 4 .  The values of E measured at any point of the plate shall not
differ among themselves by more than 0.005D .
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 5 .  Angle of bevel F
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 5 . 1 .  If the thickness E of the plate exceeds the thickness e of the
orifice, the plate whall be bevelled on the downstream side. The bevelled
surface shall be well finished.
3 . 3 .2 .  1.5.2.  The angle of bevel F shall be between 45°and 60°.
3 . 3 .2 .  1.5.3.  The plate may not be bevelled if its thickness E is less than
or equal to 0 .0 2 D (cf Clause 2 . 1 . 4 . 1 . ) .
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 6 .  Edges, G ,H  and I
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 6 . 1 .  The upstream edge G and the downstream edges H and I shall
have neither wire-edges, nor burrs, nor in general any peculiarities visible to 
the naked eye.
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 6 . 2 .  The upstream edge G shall be sharp. It is considered so If the 
edge radius is not greater than 0 .0004d.
If d >  125 mm this condition may be considered as satisfied by mere visual 
inspection, checking that the edge does not seem to reflect a beam of light 
when viewed with a naked eye.
In any case, when there is any doubt as to whether this condition is satisfied,
the edge radius must be actually measured.
3 . 3 . 2 .  1.7.  Diameter of orifice d
3 . 3 .2 .  1.7.1.  The value d of the diameter of the orifice shall be taken as
the mean of the measurement of a number of diameters distributed in meridian 
planes and at approximately equal angles to each other. At least four diameters 
shall be measured.
3 . 3 . 2 .  1.7.2,  The orifice shall be cylindrical and perpendicular to the upstream 
face.
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No diameter shall differ by more than 0.05  per cent from the value of the 
mean diameter. This requirement is satisfied when the difference in the length 
of any of the measured diameters complies with the said requirement in respect 
of the mean of the measured diameters.
Attention is called to the fact that it is possible to check circularity of an
orifice bore within the accuracy required without measuring the mean diameter
of the orifice bore itself.
3 . 3 . 2 .  1.7.3.  The diameter d shall always be between 0 .4 4 7 D and 0.841D.
The choice of ratio B within these limits, is left to the user; it is one of the 
parameters which defines an orifice plate of a given type.
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 8 .  Symmetrical plates
3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 8 . 1 .  If the orifice plate is intended to be used for measuring reverse 
flows,
a. the plate shall not be bevelled,
b. the two faces shall be in accordance with the upstream
face as in Clause 2 . 2 . 2 ,  of Part IB of this standard,
c. the thickness E of the plate shall be equal to the thickness
e of the orifice as described in Clause 2 . 1 . 4 .  of Part IB of 
this standard,
d. the two edges of the orifice shall be in accordance with 
the description of the upstream edge as in Clause 2 . 1 . 6 .  
of Part IB of this standard.
3 . 3 . 2 . 2 .  Pressure tappings (see F ig .7)
No eccentric orifice plate can be used according to this standard unless single 
corner pressure tappings are used. These tappings shall be as specified in 
Cluase 2 .2  of Part IB of this standard with the following additional limitation
For any value of ^
3 mm ^  a ^  10 mm
3 . 3 . 2 . 2 .  I . In an eccentric orifice plate the orifice plate the orifice is not 
concentric with the pipe bore and consequently the pressure different circumferential 
disposition of the pressure tappings.
Ideally the pressure tappings should be displaced by 180° from the centre line 
of t^ .e oritice, i .e.  diametrically opposite. All discharge coefficient values in 
this work are based on such a disposition (see Fig. 7). However, rotating the 
tappings by only 90° from the ideal position would result in an error of not 
more than 2 per cent.Further rotation beyond 90° will produce errors in flow
357
readings of up to 50%.
3 . 3 . 2 . 2 .  2. Since the orifice is neaiiy always either at the top or at the
bottom of the pipe, placing the pressure tappings diametrically opposite may
cause other problems; air entrainment if tappings are at the very top, or blockage 
by dirt when they are at the bottom of the pipe. In such cases it is permissible 
to rotate the tappings by 30 from the vertical centre line of the pipe without 
the risk of incurring a noticeable flow metering error.
3 . 3 . 3 .  Coefficients and corresponding uncertainties
3 . 3 . 3 .  1. Discharge coefficients
The discharge coefficient is given by the following formula:-
C = 0.935348 -  1.68892.^ + 3 .0428|î>2 -  1.79893
The Tables of the corresponding values of C and oC as functions 
of are given for convenience, they are not intended for precise interpolation; 
extrapolation is not permitted.
NOTE: The above equation must not be used to calculate values outside 
the recommended range.
3 . 3 . 3 . 2 .  Correction for pipe roughness
Correction factors r for pipe roughness are given in Table in.terms of and 
relative pipe roughness D /k. The value of k , the absolute .pipe roughness, 
depends on several factors such as height, distribution, angularity and other 
geometric aspects of the roughness element at the pipe wall.  A pressure loss 
test of a sample length of the particular pipe has to be carried out to determine 
the value satisfactorily. However, approximate values of k for different 
materials can be obtained from Table as derived from the Colebrook formula.
3 . 3 . 3 . 3 .  Expansibility (expansion) factor
The empirical formula for computing the expansibility (expansion) factor is 
as follows:-
= V =-■(0 .41 + 0 .3 5  6>4) . X
This foxmula is applicable only within the range of the limits of use given in 
Clause 3 . 3 . 1 .
Test results for the determination of are known for air,  steam and natural gas 
or.jy. However, there is no known objection to using the same formula for other 
gases and vapours the isentropic exponent of which is known. Moreover the 
formula is applicable only if
( >  0 .75
d is c h a r g e  c o e f f ic ie n t s  c  f o r  e c c e n t r ic  o r if ic e  plates
Recommended Range
0 .46 0 .6 2 7
0 .4 7 0 .6 2 7
0 .48 0 .627
0 .4 9 0 .627
0 .5 0 0 .627
0.51 0 .6 2 7
0 .5 2 0 .627
0 .5 3 0 .6 2 7
0 .5 4 0 .627
0 .5 5 0 .628
0 .5 6 0 .628
0 .5 7 0 .628
0 .5 8 0 .6 2 8
0 .5 9 0 .629
0 .6 0 0 .629
0.61 0 .629
0 .6 2 0 .629
0 .6 3 0 .629
0 .6 4 0 .629
0 .6 5 0 .629
0 .6 6 0 .629
0 .6 7 0 .629
0 .6 8 0 .628
<5.69 0 .628
0 .7 0 0 .627
0.71 0 .626
0 .7 2 0 .625
0 .73 0 .6 2 4
0 .7 4 0 .623
0 .7 5 i 0.621
0 .7 6 1 0 .620
0 .7 7 0 .618
0 .7 8 0 .616
0 .7 9 0 .613
0 .8 0  
I 0.81
0.611
0 .608  ^
0 .8 2 0 .605
0 .83 0.601
0 .8 4 0 .597
Recommended Range
Extended Range
0 .8 5 0 .588
0 .8 6 0 .579
0 .8 7 0 .570
0 .8 8 0 .560
0 .8 9 0 .550
0 .9 0 0.538
Extended Range
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3 . 3 . 3 . 4 .  Uncertainty of discharge coefficient
When , D , Rep and k /D  are assumed to be known without error, the 
uncertainty of the value of C is equal to:
+-  1% within the recommended range.
3 . 3 . 3 . 4 . 1 .  Additional uncertainty in the extended range is as follows:-
0 .85  4  & <  0 .9
lO5^ 4  Re* 4  2 x 10 .p . . .
106 ^  Rep 4  107 . . . . . .
' + (2 x 10?« -  Rep) . ^ /
+
-  (Rey -  10 ) . ^ / ( 9  x 10 ) %
-  1.0 %
105 %
0 %
0 %
^
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